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ASpect CS Software
ASpect CS is the control and data analysis software for the High Resolution Continuum
Source Atomic Absorption Spectrometer
 contrAA 300 for flame technique and hydride/Hg-cold vapour technique
 contrAA 600 for graphite tube technique and hydride/Hg cold vapour technique
and HydrEA technique
 contrAA 700 – a multi-function system for flame technique, graphite tube
technique, HydrEA technique and hydride/Hg cold vapour technique
 contrAA 800 F – for flame technique and hydride/Hg-cold vapour technique
 contrAA 800 G – for graphite tube technique and hydride/Hg cold vapour
technique and HydrEA technique
 contrAA 800 D – a multi-function system for flame technique, graphite tube
technique, HydrEA technique and hydride/Hg cold vapour technique
The following accessories from Analytik Jena are supported by this software:
 AAS Autosamplers AS 51s/AS 52s and AS-F/AS-FD
 SSA 600 solid autosampler
 Micro pipetting unit for graphite tube technique MPE 60 and AS-GF
 Hydride system HS60 / HS60A, HS55 / HS55A and hydride injector HS50
(hydride/Hg cold vapor technique)
 SFS 6 Injection Switch (flame technique)
The software supports the unique features of HR-CS AAS, such as simultaneous
background correction by acquiring spectral information in the vicinity of the analysis
line, fast element/line change and the fast sequential multielement measurement at
continuous sample flow in flame mode. The method parameters for the measurement
procedures can be optimized to the specific demands of the sample to be analyzed.
The obtained data can be recalculated, exported to various file formats and printed
out.

Software version

This manual help is based on the version ASpect CS 2.2.

Intended use

ASpect CS software exclusively serves to control the above mentioned high resolution
continuum source atomic absorption spectrometer and to analyze the data obtained
with this device.
The manufacturer does not assume any liability for problems or damage caused by the
non-intended use of ASpect CS.
ASpect CS and the devices to be controlled by it may only be operated by appropriately
qualified and instructed personnel. The use must be familiar with the information
given herein and in the user’s manual of the device.
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1.1

ASpect CS

User manual conventions
Carefully read the instructions given in this manual to make full use of the possibilities
provided by Aspect CS.
The following symbols and conventions are used to facilitate orientation in the
manual:
Text
formatting

In the description of operating procedures, menu commands, dialog
boxes, buttons, options, etc. are highlighted in small capitel letters.
Menu commands of a command sequence are separated by arrows (  ),
e.g. FILE  OPEN.
Buttons are additionally written in square brackets, e.G. [SAVE].
Windows are often subdivided in tabs. The name of the tab is appended
to the name of the window by a slash, E.G. OPTIONS / VIEW.

1.2

Starting and exiting ASpect CS

Starting ASpect CS

 Click on the ASpect CS icon on the Windows desktop.
 Alternatively open the folder ASpect CS the program list inWindows and select the
ASpect Cs menu point.


ASpect CS starts.

If the User Management has been installed, you will be prompted to enter user name
and password. The ASpect CS workspace will become accessible only, if the entry of
these data was successful.
If the application is already running, another program instance of this application will
be opened in offline mode . In this mode, there is no communication with the device.
However, all other functions, such as the development of methods or the loading of
results can be used parallel to the running measurement mode of the first program
instance.
After you started the application, the MAIN SETTINGS window is opened.
Exiting ASpect CS

 To exit the application, activate menu command FILE  EXIT.
Alternatively, you may close the program in the MAIN SETTINGS window by a click on
the [EXIT PROGRAM] button.
 If, at this time, method, sequence or sample information data files are open that
have not been saved yet, you will be informed accordingly. If you want to save
these files, click on [YES].
 A request for a software controlled system cleaning is displayed when working with
a hydride system.
In flame technique a request for extinguishing the flame is displayed when the
flame is burning.
 If the xenon lamp is still on, a request for the switch-off of the lamp will appear.
After you have switched off the lamp, keep a wait time of 30 s before switching off
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the contrAA. The countdown of the wait time is graphically displayed on the screen.
Afterwards, you can switch off the contrAA by hardware.

1.3

General information on operation

1.3.1

The workspace
After the start of ASpect CS software, first the MAIN SETTINGS window is opened. In this
window, you must select the technique and the task to be performed. After the
confirmation of your choice by [OK], the application workspace becomes accessible.
The workspace contains the typical elements of Windows applications, such as:
 Title bar with the standard buttons for resizing the window and closing the
program
 Menu bar
 Toolbar and icon bar with buttons for fast access to important program functions
 Workspace for the result list and further windows (e.g. methods)
 Status bar at the bottom edge of the window

1.3.2

The Help function
You can get help on the operation of ASpect CS via the menu command ?  CONTENTS
AND INDEX.
Activating ?  SEARCH, you can search for specific help subjects by the entry of key
words.
While working with Aspect CS windows and dialogs, you can activate context-sensitive
help by pressing function key [F1].
The program pops up brief information (tool tips) on buttons of toolbar and icon bar
and other buttons as well as on the table headers in windows METHOD, SEQUENCE and
SAMPLE ID while you move the mouse pointer across the button.

1.3.3

The menu bar
The menu bar is arranged at the top edge of the Aspect CS workspace. It allows all
operating actions of software to be started. Menus and buttons not accessible for the
current contents of the workspace appear grayed out. Some menu items, such as the
print function, are displayed dependent on other windows being open.
Menu

Description

FILE

Creating, opening, saving and deleting method, sequence and sample
information files.
Opening results files.
Export spectral data.
Setting up a printer and printout.
Starting offline or online program instance.
Activating the MAIN SETTINGS window.
Exiting the application.
Direct recall of method and sequence files opened recently.
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EDIT

Marking, copying and pasting the contents of textboxes and input
fields.
Copying selected rows of the result list to the clipboard.
Deleting the contents of the result list.

VIEW

Opening and closing windows showing graphs and information during
the analysis process e.g. signal curves.
Selecting the scale of the signal axis of graphs.

METHOD
DEVELOPMENT

Activating windows required for method development.

ROUTINE

Activating commands controlling the measurement procedure.

SYSTEM

Only FDA version
Start user management. Invoke
Sign data.
Invoke audit trail.

EXTRAS

Activating the DATA MANAGEMENT window.
Activating the OPTIONS window.
Finding samples.
Printing screenshots.

Opening cookbook.

ACTIVATE MONITOR MODE to document system data requested by
authorized service personnel.
WINDOW

Activating and arranging open document windows.

?

Online Help and information on software version
Export system configuration and diagnostic data.

1.3.4

Frequently used control elements
Various button, mouse and keyboard functions are used in Aspect CS, which always
have the same or very similar meanings.
These control elements are described here in general. Specific information is given,
where necessary, in the description of the respective windows.

Buttons

The function of icon buttons is indicated by means of tool tips displayed when the
mouse pointer rest on the corresponding button.
Button

Descritpion

[OK]

Closes the window and accepts the settings.

[CANCEL]

Closes the window rejecting possibly changed settings.

[ACCEPT]

Accepts the settings without closing the window.

[CLOSE]

Closes the window; settings are not saved permanently.

[OPEN]

Opens a selection window for loading a file or data record.

[SAVE]

Opens a selection window for saving a file or data record.

[...]

Opens a selection dialog box, e.g. for file path selection.
Opens the PRINT window. From this window, you can print out the contents of the
active document window or export it to a file.
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In some of the windows, values are to be entered directly in a list. Dependent on the
type of entry, the list cell behaves like an input field, a selection list, or a spin box.
 To select a row of a table, click on the corresponding row in the first table column
highlighted by a gray background. Afterwards, you can move the line cursor with
the [↑] and [↓] buttons.
 To change the width of a column move the mouse pointer to the corresponding
border line in the column head until it turns into a double-headed arrow. Keeping
the left mouse button depressed, you can then drag the border line to adjust the
desired width.
 In input fields, the following functions are additionally available:
[F2] activates the edit mode. In this mode, the [←] and [→] keys are used for
EDITING CHARACTER BY CHARACTER. Renewed pressing of [F2] reactivates the standard
mode where the cursor keys are used to navigate between the cells.
 Text can be copied to the Windows clipboard via menu command EDIT  COPY or key
combination [Ctrl+C] and inserted via menu command EDIT / INSERT or key
combination [Ctrl+V].
Buttons accessible in lists
Button

Descritpion

[APPEND]

Appends a new table line to the end of the list.

[INSERT]

Inserts a new table line before the selected line.

[DELETE]

Deletes the selected table line.
Shifts up the selected table line by one position.
Shifts down the selected table line by one position.
Transfers the value of the active cell to all following table lines (table columns).
If the INC. check box has been activated, this value will be incremented
automatically, e.g. Sample001, Sample002 ... .

Graphs

In graphs, you can open a context menu by clicking the right mouse button. This menu
provides options for copying either the graph or the entire window to the Windows
clipboard.
In several graphic windows, additional icon buttons are accessible:
Button

Descritpion
Activates the zoom mode. With the left mouse button pressed you can select an
area of the graph to be zoomed in.
Deactivates the zoom mode and resets the graph to the original scale.
Activates the text mode. Keeping the left mouse button pressed you can draw a
frame and enter text that shall be added to the graph.
A double click on the existing text opens the window for editing or deleting the
text. With Ctrl+right mouse button you can move the text.
Activates the select mode in graphs of signal curves or spectra. Clicking the left
mouse button adds labels to the measuring points; pressing Shift+right mouse
button deletes all labels.
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Function keys
Key

Descritpion

[F1]

Activates the context-sensitive online help.

[F2]

Activates the list cell edit mode.

[F5]

Starts printing a hardcopy of the screen.

[F6]

Measures the selected row of the sequence (Menu command ROUTINE  RUN SELECTED
SEQUENCE ROW…).

1.4

[F7]

Displays additional presentation windows (signal curve, flame state).

[F8]

Closes additional presentation windows (signal curve, flame state).

[F10]

Activates the menu bar.

[F11]

Continues a measurement stopped before (menu command ROUTINE  CONTINUE…).

[F12]

Starts or stops the measurement process (menu command ROUTINE  START or
ROUTINE  STOP)

General measurement procedure
The following actions are necessary for a manual or an automatic measurement
procedure:
1. Define the Method parameters (method development).
2. Setting up a Sequence. The sequence specifies samples and actions in the intended
order of execution. Some sample describing data, such as the name of the sample
and its position on the sample tray may also be entered directly. To store such
sample describing data permanently, however, they must be saved to a sample
information file.
3. Additionally, a sample information file can be created. This file contains sample
describing data such as sample name, dilution factor and sample tray positions.
These data are needed if the concentrations shall be back-calculated to the original
sample. Sample information files are text files; therefore, they may be created also
with external applications.
4. Start measurement.
The results are instantly written to the result database during the measurement. This
central results file is accessed by the integrated data management functions (export,
print ...).
After the start of the measurement, the result data are entered in the result list.
Detailed result presentation (individual values, spectra …) is accessible by selection of
the corresponding table cell. The results obtained last are always appended to the end
of the table; overwriting of results is not possible.
Further data analysis is possible by the Reprocessing function. Measured data can be
prepared for the printout of result reports or exported.
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Preparatory settings - Choosing the analytical task
The analytical task is to be chosen in the MAIN SETTINGS window appearing directly
after program start.
Alternatively, you may call this window via menu command FILE  MAIN SETTINGS.
The choice made in the MAIN SETTINGS window determines the subsequently possible
activities, entries and displays.

Fig. 1

Technique

MAIN SETTINGS window with settings for graphite furnace technique

In this field, define the technique to be used for the specific task. The technique
selected here, determines various options accessible for the further program run.
Option

Description

FLAME

contrAA 300 / contrAA 700
Atomization with burner/nebulizer system

GRAPHITE

contrAA 600 / contrAA 700

FURNACE

Electrothermal atomization

HYDRIDE

contrAA 300 / contrAA 700
Metal hydride analyses or mercury determination with or without
enrichment in a cell

HYDREA

contrAA 600 / contrAA 700
Mercury/metal hydride analyses in graphite furnace
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For graphit furnace techniques only
Option

Description

LIQUID

Samples are available in liquid (dissolved) state.
For atomization, a furnace type must be selected in addition:
WALL

Uses graphite tube without a platform (→ "contrAA 700" or
“contra 600” manual, section "Graphite tube versions").
Atomization of sample matter occurs at the wall of the
graphite tube.

PLATFORM

Uses a graphite tube with platform. Atomization takes
places on the platform.

AUTO DETECTION

Automatically detect the tube type by furnace camera. This
requires a selected option ACTIVATE TUBE AND DRYING
DETECTION (→ "Options for analysis sequence" pg. 170).

Selections for tube type will have an influence on the depth to which the dosing
tube of the autosampler will dip into the furnace tube.
SOLID

Samples are available in solid state (powder, etc.).
Sample matter is atomized in a special graphite tube for solid analytics. A sample
can be placed in the graphite tube furnace using the automatic SSA600
autosampler or the manual SSA6 sampler.

Available accessory

Before you can actually start a measurement, device and PC must be connected to each
other. Verify that the spectrometer and the accessory to be used are connected and
ready for operation. Clicking the [INITIALIZE] button releases the detection and the
configuration of the spectrometer and the accessory unit(s) dependent on the
technique selected.
On exiting the MAIN SETTINGS window with the [OK] button, the system checks the
state of initialization and informs the operator of the necessity of initialization, if
necessary.
Detected accessory units are listed by name. If an accessory is identified as NOT
INITIALIZED, its initialization was skipped because of the technique selected (e.g. the
hydride system if the flame technique has been selected); if --- is displayed, the
respective accessory was not detected.

Over fields and buttons
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Button / Field

Description

DATE and TIME

Display of the current system time of the PC

LABORATORY

You can type in a name of maximally 30 characters. The name entered last
is saved and printed out as information on result reports.

OPERATOR

If you use the optionally installable user management, the input field
shows the registered user. If you do not use user privilege management,
you may enter the operator’s name manually (30 characters).

SIMULATION

For trainings and demonstration purposes, you may operate ASpect CS
without an AAS device being connected. Then, all device functions
(including data acquisition and analysis) will be run in simulation mode.

[LAMP

For contrAA 800 only

REPLACEMENT]

The button opens the wizard for changing the XBO lamp. Please refer to
the corresponding section in the instrument manual.

ASpect CS

Methods

3

Methods

3.1

Managing methods
Methods are managed in the database window (→ "The database window", pg. 160).

3.1.1

Creating method parameters
1. To create a new method, activate menu command FILE  NEW METHOD....
This will bring up a selection dialog with the following options:
Option

Meaning

BASED ON DEFAULT
PARAMETERS

Opens the METHOD window for the entry of new method parameters
and with editable default settings for calibration and statistics.

BASED ON CURRENT

Opens the METHOD window with the currently set method parameters.

PARAMETERS

BASED ON SAVED
METHOD…

Activates the LOAD METHOD dialog.
After the selection of the method, its parameters are displayed in the
METHOD window.

2. Choose the desired option and confirm your choice with [OK] to open the METHOD
window either directly or via the LOAD METHOD dialog.
button or by
Alternatively, activate the METHOD window by a click on the
menu command METHOD DEVELOPMENT  METHOD.
This will bring up the METHOD window with the currently set method parameters.
3. Activate the selected method parameters with the [OK] or the [ACCEPT] button for
the following analysis.
The functions of labeled and icon buttons in the METHOD window are described in
section "Frequently used control elements" pg. 8.

3.1.2

Saving methods
The command for saving the current method parameters can be given in different
ways.
1. In the METHOD window, click on the [SAVE] button.
Alternatively, you may activate menu command FILE  SAVE  METHOD.
This will bring up the SAVE METHOD window.
2. In the NAME textbox, type the desired method name.
3. In the CAT (category) textbox, you may optionally enter an additional identifier of
maximally three characters to facilitate later method search in the database.
4. In the DESCRIPTION textbox, you can optionally enter information on the method.
5. Activate the option SAVE CALIBRATION DATA, if you want to save the calibration data
with the method.
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6. Save the method with [OK].
On doing so, the method will be saved to the database. If you choose an existing
method name, the existing method will not be overwritten, but a new version
created in the database. To remove methods from the database, you must explicitly
delete them!

Note

Opening methods

The method may also be saved to the results file of the measurement.
To save the method along with the results file, you must have activated the SAVE WITH
RESULTS - METHOD option in the METHOD / OUTPUT window. After having opened the
results file, you may also reload the method.
1. Activate menu command FILE  OPEN METHOD... or, on the toolbar, click on the
folder symbol right of the METHOD field.
Alternatively, you may click on the [OPEN] button in the METHOD window.
This will bring up the LOAD METHOD window.
2. Choose the desired method from the list.
3. By the entry in the CAT textbox, you can define that only methods of the specified
category are displayed.
If you want to see methods of all categories, delete the entry in the CAT field.
4. Activate the CURRENT VERSION ONLY check box, if with methods of the same name you
want to see the method of the highest version number only.
5. Open the selected method with [OK].
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3.2

Specifying method

3.2.1

LINES tab – Choosing element lines
The element lines are to be specified in the METHOD / LINES window. You may choose a
maximum of 200 different lines.

Fig.2

METHOD / LINES window with selected element lines

The following line parameters must be defined:
Option

Meaning

ELEM.

Element symbol (up to 2 characters)

TYPE

Measuring mode: ABS = Absorption mode
Measuring mode: EMS = Emission mode

WAVEL.
[NM]

Wavelength of analysis line in nm

LINE

Designation of analysis line
You can choose a free name, which serves to clearly identify the analysis line (10
characters).

INT.

MEAN:

Signal averaging over the integration time

MODE

AREA:

Measurement of the peak area over the integration time

HEIGHT:

Measurement of the peak height over the integration
time

PRINCIPAL
LINE

READ

An additional element line will be evaluated using the method parameters of a
principal line, without measuring the former separately. ( "Combine Element
Lines" pg. 17).
Analysis time for a repeat measurement in seconds (max. 600 s)

TIME

READ TIME
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GROUP

Only flame technique
Analysis lines of the same group number are measured at continuous sample
flow, i.e. while the system drives to the next analysis line and adjusts the burner,
the injection tube of the autosampler remains immersed in the sample.
With analysis lines of different groups, the injection tube comes up from the
sample. The sample flow to the burner is stopped. Who’s

ORDER

Order in which the analysis lines within a group are measured. With the [OPT.]
button, you can have their order optimized automatically, i.e. the lines will be
measured by increasing fuel gas flows.
With graphite tube technique, ORDER defines the order in which lines will be
measured.

Note

Advice on the selection of the Int. mode
MEAN (VALUE): To be used for applications without injection module with sufficiently
high sample volumes available (flame technique; seldom: hydride technique)
AREA AND HEIGHT: For the atomization of a defined sample volume (in hydride
technique or, in combination with an injection module, in flame technique).

3.2.1.1

Inserting a new element line
1. In the METHOD / LINES window, click on [APPEND] to open the den SELECT
ELEMENT/LINE window.

Fig. 3

SELECT ELEMENT/LINES window

This selection dialog contains the periodic system with the selectable elements
being displayed as blue buttons. Additionally, it shows the line table with the
following columns:

16

Table columns

Meaning

ELEMENT

Element symbol

LINE [NM]

Wavelength in nm

TYPE

P = Primary line, S = Secondary line

REL. SENS.

Relative sensitivity with reference to the primary line in %.

ASpect CS
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2. By activating the ELEMENT or the LINE option button, the line table is sorted
increasingly by either the chemical symbol or the wavelength.
3. If you click on an element symbol in the periodic system (blue buttons are
selectable elements), the lines of the selected element will be displayed in the line
table.
Alternatively, you may enter the element symbol in the SELECT ELEMENT text box.
To have the complete element list displayed again, delete the entry in the SELECT
ELEMENT TEXT BOX.
4. To select the analysis lines to be used, successively click on the corresponding rows
in the line table.
The selected analysis lines appear under the periodic system.
To undo the selection of a line, click on it once more in the line table.
With the [DESELECT] button, you can deselect all lines previously selected.
You may also choose several lines of different sensitivities of a single element.

Note

5. Confirm your choice of analysis elements/lines with [OK].
Only flame technique:
Click on the [DISPLAY ATOMIZATION PARAMETERS…] button to open a window with
recommended flame parameters. These flame parameters appear as default settings
on the FLAME tab.
User defined lines

[USER-DEFINED LINES] can be clicked to open the EDIT LINES window. Element symbol as
well as the wavelength of the line are required, line type is optional.
Line type

Description

P

Primary line

S

Secondary line

M

Molecular band
An optional label can be entered for molecular bands that will be displayed in
the column LINE when the line is added to the method.

On selection of [ADD], the related data will be transferred to the lines table. Userdefined analytical lines are marked with "*" in the lines table of the SELECT
ELEMENT/LINE window.
3.2.1.2

Combine Element Lines
Analyte lines of a method are tested for potential line combinations. Analyte lines that
occur in the same spectral range (alongside on the detector) will be evaluated
simultaneously.
 Click on the button [COMBINE LINES] IN WINDOW METHOD /LINE to open the window
COMBINE LINES.
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Fig. 1

Window COMBINE LINES showing combinations of elemental lines

Window COMBINE LINES displays a list of those elements (additional lines) that can be
measured simultaneously alongside another elements (principal line). The positions of
the lines on the detector are schematically shown for the row highlighted in the list .
Activate [SHOW ALL LINE POSITIONS] to check for any further possible combination of
(three or more ) lines from different rows in the list.
Table contents

Table column

Content

Check box

When activated, the additional line will be measured simultaneously with
the principal line.

PRINCIPAL LINE
Additional line

LINE

Designation of measurement line

WAVEL. [NM]

Wavelength in nm of measurement line

LINE

Designation of the additional line to be evaluated simultaneously

WAVEL. [NM]

Wavelength in nm of the additional line

MEAS. WAVEL.
[NM]

Measuring wavelength in nm (center of detector array)

STATUS

Remarks

[NO COMBINED
LINES]

Clear all selected line combinations. All lines are measured separately, i.e.
sequentially.

[SWAP LINE

Exchanges a principal line for an additional line, and vice versa.

PRIORITY]

The priority of elemental lines (primary line or additional line) is automatically
assigned when lines are combined. For any additional line, method parameters from
the allocated principal line will be used. That is, the time and mode of integration in
flame technique as well as atomization parameters in furnace technique will be
governed by the method parameters of the principal line. Thus, method parameters of
any additional line may only be altered when its priority is changed to principal line
using the button [SWAP LINE PRIORITY].
The computation of the line spacing is based on the line dispersion data corresponding
to the spectral bandwidth per pixel. These data are updated during measurement and
may be updated immediately by using the button [UPDATE DISPERSION DATA] providing
18
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communication with the instrument is available. Actual dispersion values improves the
visual representation of the line positions and allow better judgement of possible line
combinations.

3.2.2

Flame tab – Flame parameters
Selected technique: Flame technique
Burner parameters and gas flows for flame technique are adjusted in the METHOD /
FLAME window.

Fig.4

Line-independent
settings for the
burner/nebulizer system

Note

METHOD / FLAME window with burner and gas flow settings

First, adjust those parameters that apply to the complete method and that cannot be
varied for the analysis of individual elements/lines.
Flame
Option

Meaning

TYPE

Selection of type of flame
C2H2/AIR:

Acetylene/air flame (fuel flow = 40 – 120 L/h)

C2H2/N2O:

Acetylene/nitrous-oxide flame (selectable only with 50
mm burner)
(fuel flow = 120 – 315 L/h)

SCRAPER

The scraper is activated for the automatic analysis process with the 50-mm burner
and acetylene/nitrous oxide flame. Now and then, the burner head is
automatically cleaned by the scraper. Cleaning can be performed BEFORE EACH
SAMPLE, BEFORE EACH GROUP,BEFORE EACH ELEMENT or BEFORE EACH/2ND/3RD REPLICATE.

OX.

OFF:

Operation without auxiliary oxidant

CONTROL

ON:

Operation with auxiliary oxidant

When working with auxiliary oxidant, optimize the flame parameters manually (→
"Manual flame optimization", pg. 109).
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Burner/nebulizer
Option

Meaning

TYPE

Selection of the used type of burner: 50 MM or 100 MM

BURNER ANGLE
[DEG]:

Angular position of the burner relative to the optical axis
The burner angle must be set manually on the burner (normally it is set to
0°). The entry of the value is optional. It only serves to complete analysis
method and report data.
Adjustment range: 0 – 90°

NEBULIZER RATE
[ML/MIN]

Aspiration rate of the nebulizer
The aspiration rate is a nebulizer-specific value. The entry of the value is
optional. It only serves to complete analysis method and record data.
Adjustment range: 1.0 – 9.9 ml/min

Line-dependent
parameters for gas flow
and burner height

3.2.3

In the table, you may directly enter the fuel gas flows and the burner height settings, if
these data are known for the selected elements.
The corresponding values may however also be determined manually or automatically
in the program for flame optimization and transferred to the table of line-dependent
flame parameters in the METHOD / FLAME window (→ "Optimizing the flame", pg. 109).

Furnace tab – Parameters for graphite tube furnace
Selected technique: Graphite tube technique
METHOD / FURNACE is the window that provides a survey of essential parameter settings
for furnace programs to atomize the various elements being analyzed.

Fig. 5

METHOD / FURNACE window

To serve as default settings for atomization of the various elements using EA
technique, the respective furnace program data from the cookbook are preset.
Regardless of that, a furnace program can be edited for any analytical line in the
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FURNACE window and a currently selected method can be transferred (→ "Editing a
furnace program" pg. 113).
Parameter of furnace program
Option

Meaning

LINE

Name of element line

TOT.

Total number of furnace program steps

DRY.

Number of drying steps in a furnace program

PYROL. TEMP.

Pyrolysis temperature in °C

ATOMIZE

Detailed display of temperature data during atomization phase

INJ.
PRETR..

TEMP.

End temperature of atomization phase in °C

RAMP

Temperature variance during atomization phase in
°C/s

GAS

Feeds inert gas and additional gas

NO MARK

Sample is injected before start of furnace program

"*"

Sample is injected at some later point in time

Thermal preparation
Sample and modifiers will be thermally prepared if this item was marked.

ENR.

Enriches the sample if marked correspondending with the settings in [MODIF.
EXTRAS].

MODIFIER

Additionally involved modifiers. For each measurement, a maximum of five
additional modifiers can be selected.

Control buttons
Button

Meaning

[EDIT FURNACE
PROGRAM]

Opens the FURNACE / FURNACE PROGRAM window that provides a full
display of the furnace program. Furnace parameter settings can be
adapted for any element line subject to analysis (→ "Editing a furnace
program" pg. 113).

[ACCEPT FURNACE

Validates the parameter settings of a marked analytical line for all
subsequent lines in the list.

PROGRAM]

[MODIF.+EXTRAS]

"Clean furnace" as an
additional sequence
action

Opens the FURNACE / MODIF.+EXTRAS window with setting options for
additional modifiers, enrichment and thermal pre-treatment of
element lines (→ "Matrix modifiers, selections for enrichment and
pretreatment" pg. 116).

The furnace will be cleaned by baking out on completion of a furnace program for a
given element line in all cases. In addition, a further cleaning step can be defined for a
particular sequence by selecting CLEAN FURNACE (→ "Specifying sequences of samples
and actions" pg. 56). Required settings for this action can be made in the ACTION CLEAN
FURNACE subarea.
TEMP.[°C]

Specified end temperature for baking (cleaning) process.

RAMP
[°C/S]

Rate of temperature change

HOLD [S]

Holding time at end temperature
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HYDRIDE tab – Specifying the hydride system
Selected technique: Hydride-/HydrEA technique
The hydride system parameters are to be adjusted in the METHOD / HYDRIDE window.
The hydride system connected is detected during device initialization.
The parameters for the hydride injector HS50 are defined using flame technique in the
METHOD / SAMPLE TRANSPORT window (→ "Auto sampler for flame and Hydride/HydrEA
technique" pg. 25).

Note

The commands for additional washing or loading of the hydride system are released
from the HYDRIDE SYSTEM window (→ "Hydride system", pg. 126).

Fig.6

Mode
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METHOD / HYDRIDE window

You can choose among different modes depending on the equipment of the hydride
system.
Option

Meaning

HYDRIDE
(CONTINUOUS)

Operation with autosampler or manual.
The reaction takes place in the reactor under continuous conditions.

HYDRIDE
(BATCH)

Manual mode.
The sample is pipetted into the reaction beaker (max. 20 mL). The beaker
is to be clamped gas-tightly to the head of the batch module. With the first
channel of the 4-channel peristaltic pump, the reductant is pumped into the
reaction beaker. The fast and partly vigorous reaction liberates metal
hydride or atomic Hg vapor.

ASpect CS
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Not intended for HydrEA technique

FBR MODE

(Fast Baseline Return, FBR) (accessible only in continuous mode)
After the maximum absorption has been reached, the direct argon gas flow
purges the cell free during WASH TIME 2 thus causing a fast return of the
signal to baseline level.
Note:
The FBR method is recommended for mercury analysis.
Cell temperature / Pump
speed level

Option

Meaning

CELL

Not intended for HydrEA technique

TEMP.[°C]

For the hydride formers As, Se, Sn, Sb, Te and Bi, the cell temperature is
selectable in the range between 600 °C and 950 °C. For Hg analyses, you may
choose between RT (room temperature < 60 °C) or 150 °C.
The cell is heated to the selected cell temperature at the start of the analysis
process, or you may start it manually in the Hydride System window.

PUMP SPEED

Four speed levels (1 - 4) are available for the transport of the sample (in
continuous mode) and the components.
In continuous mode, the supplied sample volume is determined on the basis
of the pump speed level selected and the reaction time.

LEVEL

System cleaning

System cleaning may be selected optionally after every sample measurement.
Option

Meaning

BETWEEN

System cleaning after each sample measurement

SAMPLES

OFF

System is not cleaned.

CLEANING WITH ACID

System is rinsed after every sample with diluted acid.
The corresponding time is to be defined under WASH
TIME ACID. When half of the wash time is over, the
sample path is switched to the reactor.

CLEANING WITH REDUCTANT + ACIDThis cleaning method is the method of choice if
the system is heavily contaminated (samples with high
element contents). First, the system is rinsed with
reductant for the selected WASH TIME REDUCTANT. This
process is followed by a wait time (SOAK TIME) to allow
the reductant to take effect onto the deposits on the
tube walls. Finally, the system is rinsed with diluted
acid for the WASH TIME ACID.
AT ACTION

The system cleaning can be set as an programmable special action (→
"Specifying sequences of samples and actions" p 56). This additional cleaning
step can be inserted after samples with high analyte content.
CLEANING WITH ACID

see option BETWEEN SAMPLES.

CLEANING WITH REDUCTANT + ACIDsee option BETWEEN SAMPLES
POS.

Position of reductant on the sample tray.

REDUCTANT

[WASH
TIMES...]

A window is opened for the definition of three wash times: WASH TIME
REDUCTANT, SOAK TIME, WACH TIME ACID.
Please set these values according to the selected cleaning options.
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The operation times are to be adjusted dependent on the selected operating mode. All
operation times are entered in seconds.
Option

Meaning

LOAD TIME

Time in which the sample pump loads the sample tube up to the two-valve
assembly with sample. This time is needed only for the first measurement of a
new sample.

PREWASH

batch mode only

TIME

Time for purging the beaker with argon before the reaction (for the analysis of
hydride formers).
The prewash time is used to purge off air in order to prevent an oxy-hydrogen
reaction in the following reaction.

REACTION

continuous mode only

TIME

Time in which the sample pump pumps sample into the reactor. This is the
crucial parameter for the supplied sample volume and the measuring
sensitivity.

PUMP TIME

batch mode only
Time in which reductant is pumped into the beaker in order to start a reaction.

AZ WAIT

Time directly preceding the baseline (auto zero) adjustment.

TIME

WASH TIMES
1…3

Times used to convey the reaction gas by means of the argon flow. The
transport paths are different in the individual phases for the various operating
modes.
The transport paths can be presented graphically.

HEAT. TIME

Time in which the collector heating is on in order to release the enriched Hg.

COLLECTOR

COOL. TIME
COLLECTOR

GAS FLOWS

Batch Parameters

Time in which the collector is ventilated in order to cool it down for a new
enrichment cycle.
Defines the argon flow flowing in the phases displayed left of it. The adjusted
gas flow applies until a new gas flow can be entered. The gas flow can be
switched over differently often for the different operating modes. The gas
paths for the individual phases are illustrated in the graphic of the analysis
process on the hydride system (→ "Graph of analysis process", pg. 24). The gas
flows are adjustable in three steps from 6 to 31 Liters/hour.

Option

Meaning

SAMPLE VOLUMES

Here, enter the volumes of the sample being in the beaker.

ENRICHMENT CYCLES

To be defined for the batch mode with Hg enrichment on the
collector.
Define the number of beakers the contents of which is enriched.

[PLOT] button

By a click on the [PLOT] button, you can open the graphic presentation of the gas paths
for the individual phases of the analysis process.

Graph of analysis process

Click on the [PLOT] button in the METHOD / HYDRIDE window to open the PLOT window.
This window shows a graphic presentation of the programmed analysis process.
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Fig. 7

PLOT window with representation of analysis process with hydride system

The individual phases of the analysis process are shown in colors in the process chart.
By clicking on a particular phase shown by a colored field, the corresponding
parameters appear in the PARAMETERS field, and the adjusted gas flow is illustrated in
the GAS PATHS AND FLOWS field. The process is determined by the operating mode
selected on the HYDRIDE tab.
Option

Meaning

GRAPHIC FOR

If sample statistics has been activated, the different processes can be
displayed for the first, the next and the last measurement.

GAS PATHS

This flow diagram shows the gas paths of the hydride system. The modules
of the system are shown with their connection tubes (for argon and reaction
gas). The modules include React. (Reactor), GLS (Gas-Liquid-Separator),
Coll. (gold collector), Batch (Batch module) and Cell or furnace.
In the process graph, click on the phase the gas flow of which you want to
get displayed. The gas path is marked in red and the argon flow displayed
numerically in L/h.

AND FLOWS

PARAMETERS

This field serves to display and edit the operation times, measuring times
and the corresponding gas flows of a selected phase of the process.
Click on the phase of interest. The name and the numerical value of the
operation or measuring time /gas flow will be displayed and can be
changed. The process graph will be updated accordingly when you change a
parameter.

LINE

Select displayed line data.

3.2.5

Set auto sampler - Sample transport tab

3.2.5.1

Auto sampler for flame and Hydride/HydrEA technique
In the flame technique the auto samplers AS 52s and AS-FD have a dilution function
and AS 51s and AS-F do not. The samples can also be fed manually to the burnernebulizer-system is preferred. As an option it is possible to use the injection switch for
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both automatic and manual mode. The hydride injector HS 50 is also set on the tab
SAMPLE TRANSPORT.

Fig. 8

METHOD / SAMPLE TRANSPORT window with activated autosampler for flame techniques

The METHOD / SAMPLE TRANSPORT window allows you to specify parameters for the
autosamplers:
 turning a sampler on
 Wash modes and controlled cleaning
 automatic dilution steps as part of an analysis
 using Flame technique:
Involvement of SFS 6 injection switch or HS 50 hydride injector
Accessories

Option

Description

AUTOSAMPLER

Use the connected and initialized autosampler.
If deactivated the sample is supplied manually without autosampler.

INJECTION
SWITCH SFS
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The SFS 6 Injection switch can be used in combination with an autosampler
or in manual mode. On the one hand, it allows for permanent intake of
wash or carrier solution and for the burner to be held at a constant
temperature by the aerosol, on the other hand it allows for reproducible
measurements of small sample volumes.
The injection module can also be used for processing time constant signals
(mean integration).
INJECTION TIME:

The time the valve of the SFS 6 opens the sample
path to nebulize the sample and convey the aerosol
to the burner. The time depends on the highest
concentration to be expected. Typical values: 0.5 ...
2.0 s.

LOAD TIME:

The time needed to fill the sample aspiration path
between sample cup and injection module with
new sample.
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HYDRIDE
INJECTOR HS50

The hydride injector HS 50 is a purely pneumatic batch system for manual
operation. It consists of batch installation and cell holder with quartz cell.
The reductionagent solution is transported pneumatically from the supply
bottle into the reaction tank. The quartz cell is heated by the flame. The
operation times of HS50 are controlled by the AAS software in a simple
way.
Peak area mode as well as peak height mode is possible.
The measurement procedure is divided in following parts: Prewash –
Autozero – Reaction/Integration.
REACTION TIME
Set reaction time.
During the reaction phase reaction agent is
transferred to the reaction beaker. The
measurement signal acquisition starts
simultaneously. The integration time has to be set
in a way to acquire the total signal.
Prewash time
Set prewash time.
During the prewash time the reaction beaker is
flushed free from air. The prewash phase is omitted
for the determination of Hg because the argon flow
is necessary in order to transport the Hg out of the
sample.
SAMPLE VOLUME
Define sample volume.

DELAY TIME

Time which is needed to transport the sample to the atomization unit (e.g
flame or reaction chamber in the hydride system).
The time is essentially determined by the length of the sample tubes. This
time is needed to convey the sample to the flame.

POSITION
REFERENCE

Flame technique only
Specify the position of reference solution on the autosampler tray.

SOLUTION

Use autosampler for
automatic dilution

Samples may be diluted automatically for autosamplers with integrated dilution
function.
General dilution parameters are defined in the method (DILUTION MODE and MIXING CUP
Individual dilution factors for each sample may be entered in window SAMPLE ID
→ "Sample information files" pg. 59).
LEVEL).

In addition you can choose the parameter for an automatic DILUTION IF CONCENTRATION
EXCEEDED. If the value for concentration is found to exceed the measuring range as
determined by the respective calibration graph by more than 10 %, the sample will be
diluted.
The dilution is performed in the mixing cup. Required volumes are mathematically
determined as part of a program sequence, depending on the extinction value for
undiluted solution state. Once calculated, the analyte volume is introduced into the
mixing cup and the mixing cup is then filled with diluent solution to the predefined fill
level. The amount of diluent solution is drawn from the storage bottle for diluent
solution.
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Option

Description

DILUTION IF

NONE

CONC. EXCEED

Samples are not automatically diluted if the
concentration is above the calibration range.

IN MIXING CUP

Samples are are automatically diluted if the
concentration is above the calibration range as
described above.
MIXING CUP

The fill level to which the mixing cup will be filled up with diluent solution.

LEVEL [ML]

Specify washing steps

While a measurement sequence is running, you can specify washing steps to clean the
various sample paths inside the system and its accessory units.
Option

Meaning

WASH MODE

OFF

Wash mode switched off. No rinsing performed
automatically.

BETWEEN SAMPLES

Washes after each sample, but not within a statistical
series.

WASH TIME

Time in which the rinsing agent is aspirated in the wash cup. Includes washing
of tube path and burner-nebulizer system.

MIXING CUP

Number of wash cycles for mixing cup.
Fills mixing cup with wash liquid/diluent solution and drains it again in one
cycle.

CYCLES

Controlled cleaning

Where analyzed samples are of a kind that result in exceeding the calibration graph
working range by more than 10 %, the graphite tube, the burner-nebulizer system
(flame technique) or the hydride system may be washed as may be appropriate for the
currently selected technique, in order to remove contamination from a preceding
measurement. During the wash, the absorbance/emission is measured in order to
check the cleaning results.
Automatic controlled cleaning should be performed following measurement of highly
concentrated samples, notably, with DILUTION ON CONC. EXCEEDING mode active.
Option

Meaning

CONTROLLED

Will automatically trigger controlled cleaning on exceeding specified
concentration level if active.

CLEANING

CONTROL LIMIT

Note

The value, to which the signal level must have returned during rinsing,
before the diluted samples / samples of lower concentration are analyzed.

Controlled cleaning can also be defined as part of a sequence, independently of a
concentration exceeded situation.
Note on wash procedure of AS 52s/AS 51s and AS-FD/AS-Fautosampler
To perform washing of the sample aspiration path and the burner-nebulizer system,
the autosampler arm dips the needle into the wash cup of the autosampler. A
membrane pump delivers wash liquid from a storage bottle for the time the needle is
submerged. Its pump rate is greater than the aspiration rate of the nebulizer or that of
the hydride system, respectively. The complete sample path is cleaned (cannula,
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sample tube, sample injector SFS6 and the burner-nebulizer system). Surplus amounts
of washing liquid will flow off into the waste bottle.
The mixing cup of AS 52s or AS-FD is cleaned by filling with wash liquid/diluent
solution and draining it again in one single cycle.

Parameters for dipping
depth and dosing speed

3.2.5.2

Specific parameters of the autosampler, however, such as immersion depth in the
various cups and pipetter speed levels are to be selected in the separate AUTOSAMPLER
window (→section "Autosampler " pg. 130). The AUTOSAMPLER window on this tab can
be opened by clicking [TECHN. PARAMETERS].

Autosampler for graphite tube technique (solution analytics)
The graphite tube is fed with the autosampler MPE 60, MPE 60/2or AS-GF.

Fig.9

METHOD / SAMPLE TRANSPORT window with settings for AS-GF

The METHOD / SAMPLE TRANSPORT window allows you to specify parameters for these
autosamplers:
 turning a sampler on
 Wash modes
 automatic dilution steps as part of an analysis
Use autosampler for
automatic dilution

In connection with the MPE 60 an automatic sample dilution can be carried out.
Individualized dilution factors can be set for each sample in the Sample-ID window. (→
"Sample information files" pg. 59). Method is available for general parameter settings
(mode and position of the dilution agent) to achieve dilution.
When the concentration is more than 10% above the upper end of the calibration
curve, automatic dilution of samples can be carried out as specified in parameter. The
maximum dilution factor is limited by the smallest volume to be injected reliably
(2µL).
A dilution in the mixing cup as described for AS 52 s is only possible with the MPE 60
(→ "Auto sampler for flame and Hydride/HydrEA technique" pg. 25). For the MPE
60/2 and AS-GF an analyte reduction takes place directly in the graphite tube. In
addition unused sample cups may be used for DILUTION WHEN CONCENTRATION IS EXCEEDED.
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Option

Description

DILUTION

NONE

Samples are not diluted.

IF CONC.

IN GRAPHITE TUBE:

The sample volume will be reduced in accordance with
the dilution factor and placed into the graphite tube.
The remaining balance against the initial sample
volume will be replaced by diluent liquid.

REDUCED VOLUME:

The sample volume will be reduced in accordance with
the dilution factor and placed into the graphite tube.
The remaining balance against the initial sample
volume will not be replaced by diluent liquid.

IN MIXING CUP:

MPE 60 only
Dilution takes place in the mixing cup. The volume is
always filled up to 500 μl.

IN SAMPLE CUPS:

AS-GF and MPE 60/2 only
Samples are diluted in unused sample cups. The number
of cups as well as the starting cup on the sample tray is
specified by using NO. MIXING CUPS. Enter the filling
volume in field LEVEL IN MIX. POSITIONS. The positions of
cups to be used for automatic dilution are reset for
further use in window AUTOSAMPLER / TECHN. PARAMETERS
with the button EMPTY MIXING CUPS (→ "Technical
parameters of the autosampler" pg. 141).

EXCEED

DILUTION

Performs dilution as described above if active.

IF CONC.
EXCEEDED

DILUENT

Selects position of diluent on the sample tray.

POSITION

Specify washing steps

While a measurement sequence is running, you can specify washing steps to clean the
various sample paths inside the accessory units.
Option

Description

WASH MODE

OFF

Wash mode switched off. No rinsing performed automatically.

BETWEEN MEASUREMENTS

Cleaning after each statistic run
AFTER EACH COMPONENT

The autosampler is washed after transfer of each
component into the graphite tube (modifier,
standard, sample, etc.).

Controlled cleaning
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WASH CYCLES

Number of wash cycles per wash, 1 to 5

MIXING CUP

MPE 60 only

CYCLES

Number of wash cycles for mixing cup.
Fills mixing cup with wash liquid/diluent solution and drains it again in one
cycle.

If samples are analyzed which result in the calibration graph working range being
exceeded by more than 10%, the graphite tube may cleaned by baking out in order to
remove contamination from the previous measurement. During the cleaning, the
absorbance/emission is measured in order to check the cleaning results.

ASpect CS

Methods
Automatic controlled cleaning should be performed following measurement of highly
concentrated samples, notably, with DILUTION ON CONC. EXCEEDING mode active.

Note

Option

Description

CONTROLLED CLEANING
ON CONC. EXCEEDING

Will automatically trigger controlled cleaning on exceeding
specified concentration level if active.

CONTROL LIMIT

The value, to which the signal level must have returned during
cleaning, before the diluted samples / samples of lower
concentration are analyzed.

Controlled cleaning can also be defined as part of a sequence, independently of a
concentration exceeded situation.

Note on wash procedure
for MPE 60

Following acceptance of the samples or other liquids the dosing tube is automatically
cleaned with the cleaning liquid found in the storage bottle (deionized water, slightly
acidified with 0.1 N HNO3). Here the cleaning liquid is pumped from the storage
bottle through the dosing tube and into the wash cup of the autosampler.

Parameters for dipping
depth and dosing speed

Specific parameters of the autosampler, however, such as immersion depth in the
various cups and pipetter speed levels are to be selected in the separate AUTOSAMPLER
window (→ "Technical parameters of the autosampler" pg. 141). The AUTOSAMPLER
window on this tab can be opened by clicking [TECHN. PARAMETERS].
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Autosampler for graphite tube technique (solid analysis)
The automatic sampler SSA 600 with and without liquid dosing and the manual
sampler SSA 6(z) are available for the solid analysis.
In the window METHOD-SAMPLE SUPPLY specify the following parameters:
 involvement of SS 600 or SSA 6 solid sampler
 operating mode – analytical sequence
 autosampler modifications

Fig.10

Autosampler

METHOD / SAMPLE TRANSPORT window with settings for SSA 600

Option

Description

SSA6/SSAZ

Use manual sampler SSA 6z.

MANUAL MODE

On selection of the manual SSA 6 sampler, no further sample
transportation options need to be specified. All samples must be
individually weighed and their sample mass values entered in the main
window on the SOLID tab.

SSA 600

Use automatic solid autosampler SSA 600.

SSA 600 WITH

Use automatic solid autosampler SSA 600 with integrated dosing
automatics for liquid components (standards and/or modifiers).

AUTOMATIC LIQUID
PIPETTER

On selection of the manual SSA 6z sampler, no further sample transportation options
need to be specified. All samples must be individually weighed and their sample mass
values entered in the result window on solid tab.
For working with the SSA 600 autosampler, you will specify the sequence of sample
transportation in more detail in this window.
Option
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MODE

ONE-PLATFORM MODE
Analysis relies on one single platform which is
refilled again and again.
This platform is located in tray position 1.
All required operations (gauging, dosing, weighing,
liquid dosing) are performed with this platform
during an analytical process.
BATCH-OPERATION
Analysis relies on several platforms. Analysis may
run automatically, depending on your pre-settings.
BATCH (SPECIAL POSITION 42)
Analysis relies on several platforms. Analysis may
run automatically, depending on your pre-settings.
For samples requiring no weighing operation, for
example, "Kal.Null" or liquid standards, position 42
on the sample tray will be used. For this reason, an
empty platform must be placed in this position as
pipetting destination of sample is necessary.
NUMBER OF PLATFORMS
For Batch-Operation and Batch (special position
42) 42)
Define the number of involved platforms and,
hence, the number of available sample positions.

WORKFLOW FOR
TIME CRITICAL
SAMPLES

Controlling the behavior of the autosampler during the sample preparation
and dosage.
The samples are first mounted on the platforms directly before the
measurement if active. This prevents the samples from volatizing during
longer waiting periods on the sample tray or "creeping" across the platform
due to high adhesion, as is the case with oils. This mode requires the
constant presence of the user.
All available platforms are prepared before the start of the measurement if
disabled. All actions which require the presence of the user (sample feeding
or manual pipetting of modifiers) are combined. The AAS device can
measure in this mode without the constant presence of the user.

SPEED

The speed of SSA600 motion can be set in three stages.
Recommended stage: 2

SAMPLER TRAY

Number of trays placed one on top of the other.
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GETTING

WEIGH

Once a dosed solid substance was weighed, the
weighed portion value will be adopted without a
preliminary query for acceptance of this weight.

SAMPLE WEIGHT

WEIGH WITH CONFIRMATION
Displays the result after each weighing.
By pressing the green key (key at autosampler or
[OK] in weighing window on the monitor screen),
the user may signal his/her acceptance of the
weighed portion result.
On actuation of the orange key (key at autosampler
or [REPEAT] in the weighing window on the monitor
screen), the platform will return into dosing
position, dosing will be altered and weighing will
sub sequently repeat.
NO WEIGHING

INSTALLATION
SITE

CONTROLLED
CLEANING

This weighing mode allows no measurement of
concentration. It is only intended for qualitative
analysis of solid samples.

Allows precision level settings for the integrated micro scales depending on
the degree of interfering factors (especially excitation/vibration).
If the time of weighing appears too long, it can be reduced by changing the
setting for location site. This will be at the expense of precision. Available
setting options are:


very disturbed



disturbed



quiet



very quiet

Will automatically trigger controlled cleaning on exceeding specified
concentration level if active.
If samples are analyzed which result in the calibration graph working range
being exceeded by more than 10%, the graphite tube and the sample
platform are heated up in order to remove contamination from the previous
measurement. The absorption is measured during the cleaning. The
cleaning is ended if the control limit is reached.
Note: Controlled cleaning can also be defined as part of a sequence,
independently of a concentration exceeded situation.

CONTROLL LIMIT
(ABS)

3.2.6

Absorption to which the signal level must have returned during the cleaning
before the next sample is measured.

EVALUATION tab – Spectral range and background corrections
The line-specific evaluation parameters for the determination of the measured data
from the spectrum are to be defined in the METHOD / EVALUATION window.
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Fig. 11

METHOD / EVALUATION window

Option

Meaning

LINE

Name of element line

SIGNAL

not for flame technique

SMOOTHING

OFF
No signal smoothing.
WEAK
Signals are smoothed weakly, e.g. for noise reduction.
STRONG
Signals are smoothed strongly.

SPECTR.RANGE

Number of pixels for spectrum measurement (max. 200).
Only the specified number of pixels of the CCD line is read and stored. This
way, the computing time can be optimized in the evaluation.

EVAL. PIXELS

1-19 PIXELS

The number of pixels used to evaluate the
absorbance signal, from which finally the measured
values are generated.
The absorbance values of the evaluation pixels are
summed up. This way, analysis inaccuracies can be
eliminated, which would be caused by a peak located
between two pixels. Therefore, theoretically an
absorbance value of up to 9 A might appear as
measurement result.

HEIGHT

Interpolation of peak maximum.

USER DEFINED

The evaluation pixels can be freely selected, e.g. for
evaluating multipletts. Example: 50,120-130
computes the sum of the pixel values of pixel 50 and
120 to 130.
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BGC MODE

WITH REFERENCE:

Background correction (BGC) requires a reference
spectrum in the sequence.

WITHOUT REFERENCE:

Background correction (BGC) does not need a
reference spectrum.

IBC:

Iterative baseline correction. Background correction
(BGC) requires a reference spectrum in the
sequence.

IBC-M:

This alternative iterative baseline correction may be
used when either analyzing broad molecular
absorption structures or in cases when an analyte
line appears in close vicinty to a broad molecular
absorption band. IBC-m requires a reference
spectrum in the sequence.

See also → "Working with Correction Spectra in ASpectCS Software" pg. 192.
PERM.STRUCT.

Elimination of permanent structures.
This technique requires the measurement of a reference spectrum.
Permanent structures are bands that may exist in reference and sample
spectrum at different intensities, which however are not caused by the
element to be analyzed. In the most cases, these structures are caused by
molecular vibrations, e.g. from the nitrous oxide flame.
OFF:
ON:

BGC FIT

BGC PIXELS

Button [SPECTRAL
CORRECTIONS]

Note

Button [SIGNAL
INTEGRATION]

Spectra are not corrected for permanent structures.
Spectra are corrected for permanent structures.

Fitting of pixels to background correction (→ "Description of the algorithms
used for spectral background correction", pg. 189).
DYNAM.:

The pixels for background correction are found
automatically by software.

STATIC:

The pixels for background correction are userdefined in the BGC pixels column.

In this cell, enter the position of the pixels, if you activated THE STATIC BGC FIT
option.
Type in the pixel numbers for the background correction. In the status bar
appears an example entry.

Opens the window SPECTRAL CORRECTIONS where existing correction models can be
selected or new models may be created (→ "Working with Correction Spectra in
ASpectCS Software“).
In the display of the line spectra, the pixels can be selected based on the graphic
presentation for the background correction and transferred to the method.
Not for flame technique available.
Opens the window SIGNAL INTEGRATION to modify the integration times of a transient
signal to the time interval between FROM and TO. This is especially useful in the case of
simultaneous multi-element determination. Integration limits may also be set directly
in the signal plot in window SINGLE VALUES ( "Displaying details of single values of
samples" pg. 77).
Using button [RESET], the original integration range specified in the method is
reactivated for the row highlighted in the table. If no row is selected, the integration
range of all lines will be reset to the full range.
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Button [ATTENUATION]

The window ATTANUATION appears. By selecting an attenuation LEVEL, only a subarea of
the spectral peak is taken into account in the signal calculation. This leads to an
extended calibration working range (wide range calibration). The side pixels used for
the evaluation are displayed in column EVAL. PIXELS.
Example: When LEVEL MEDIUM is selected, two pixels with a distance of 3 pixels from
the measuring pixel are taken into account in the signal calculation.

3.2.7

Calib. tab – Calibration parameters
In the METHOD / CALIB. window, you can select the calibration parameters (standards
and their preparation) and the blank correction.
You may use a maximum of 65 standards in one calibration.

Fig.12

General calibration
parameters

METHOD/ CALIB. Window with method selection for calibration and line-specific parameters

Selection of calibration mode
Option

Description

NO CALIBRATION

The results of sample measurement are exclusively presented in
absorbance or emission.
Calibration is not necessary for these measurements.

STANDARD
CALIBRATION

Calibration is performed with samples of known concentration. The
samples of unknown concentration are measured against these
calibration standards.

METHOD OF

not for solid analytics

ADDITIONS

Different quantities of a known sample are to be added to the
unknown sample and the resulting substance measured. The
concentration of the unknown sample results from the performed
regression.
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METHOD OF

not for solid analytics

ADDITIONS

The calibration curve, by means of which other concentrations can be
determined, is set up by the method of standard addition. At the same
time, the concentration of the first sample is found by this method.

CALIB(RATION)

The calibration curve is then displaced in parallel so that the curve is
passing through the origin. Subsequent samples are determined with
the corrected calibration.

Standard preparation
Option

Description

MANUALLY

The standard solutions are already prepared.

PREP. BY

Only if AS52s or AS-FD autosampler is included.

SAMPLER

Standards are only prepared with the autosampler.
The standard solutions are prepared in the mixing cup of the autosampler by
mixing different portions of stock solution and diluent.
In this case, under VOLUMES, adjust the following parameters for preparing the
standard solutions:
AMOUNT

The total fill volume in the mixing cup (adjusting
range: 1 - 20mL)

SAMPLE FRACT.

(Only with addition method): The proportionate
sample volume (increments of 0.5 mL).

With the addition method, the fraction of the sample solution of a
measurement series is always the same. The proportionate sample solution
must be smaller than the total fill volume. The difference volume is filled up
with stock solution and diluent solution. The sample volume/total volume ratio
is the correction factor for the concentration to be computed.
BY

Only for graphite tube technique.

VARIATION

Different volumes of stock solution or reference sample quantities are
subjected to atomization in order to achieve a stepping in concentration
(referred to sample volume/sample weight).

OF VOLUME

BY DILUTION

Only for graphite tube technique.
Different volumes of stock solution and the amount of diluent solution
required for achieving full sample volume are placed into the graphite tube in
one transfer operation in order to achieve a stepping in concentration
(referred to the sample volume).
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Blank correction
Only for STANDARD ADDITION and ADDITION CALIBRATION
Option

Description

ABSORBANCE

In every standard addition procedure, the blank is measured, too, and its
value subtracted from all measured values before the regression line is
calculated. This method was customary for a long time; with many real
samples however, it leads to incorrect results.

CORRECTED

CONCENTRATION
CORRECTED

Element-line specific
calibration parameters

First, a separate standard addition is carried out for the blank solution
using the same concentration additions as for the sample. The found
concentration will then be subtracted automatically from all other
concentrations determined by standard addition.

Calibration function (only with Standard calibration)
Option

Description

LINEAR

Calibration points result in linear calibration curve.
The methods of standard addition and addition calibration are approved
only for linear calibration curves.
𝑦𝑦 = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝑏𝑏

NONLIN. RATIO.

Calibration points result in a non-linear calibration curve of a rational
function.
𝑦𝑦 =

𝑎𝑎+𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
1+𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

QUADR,

Calibration points result in a non-linear calibration curve of a quadratic
function.

AUTOMATICALLY

𝑦𝑦 = 𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 2 + 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 + 𝑐𝑐

NONLIN.

For the calibration the linear function and a nonlinear function are
computed.
The sums of the squared residuals are compared with each other (Mandel
test). If the sum for the nonlinear function is significantly lower than that
for the linear function, the nonlinear calibration curve will be selected.
Otherwise, the linear calibration curve will be used.
The type of nonlinear function can be selected OPTIONS / CALIBRATION
window (→ "General Settings for Calibration" pg. 173). The default setting
for this option is RATIONAL FUNCTION.

Note

With the methods of standard addition and addition calibration, always the linear
calibration curve will be used.
Intercept
Option

Meaning

SET ZERO

The calibration curve exactly intercepts the measured zero point.

CALCULATE

The zero value is included in the calculation as any other calibration point.

Weighting of calibration points
Option

Meaning
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NONE

All calibration points are taken into account with the same weighting.

1/CONC

Calibration points obtained with lower concentrations are to be weighted
more strongly.

1/SD

Points with lower deviations within several repeat measurements of a
standard are taken into account with a stronger weighting (requires:
activated Sigma statistics option).

1/(SD*CONC)

Combination of the calculation methods 1/CONC and 1/SD.

Checking the calibration curve
ASpect CS provides automatic checking of determined calibration curves by means of a
prognosis range that is calculated based on a manually selected statistical certainty.
Option

Meaning

NONE

Uses all measured and non-deleted calibration points for the calculation of the
curves. Calibration points are neither labeled nor eliminated.

ELIM.

If calibration points are outside the calculated prognosis range, outliers will be
eliminated by means of an F-test (a test to ascertain whether the exclusion of a
point results in a significant improvement of the residual scattering):

OUTLIERS

 An F-test is performed for the calibration point being farthest outside
the prognosis range.
If the exclusion of this point does not lead to a significant improvement
of the residual scattering, the point will be included and the calibration
point not further optimized.
 If the exclusion of this point results in a significant improvement, the
calibration point will be defined as outlier (marked in the table by "!", in
the graph marked by red color) and the calibration recalculated without
this point.
 Then, another F-Test is performed for the calibration point now being
farthest outside the prognosis range. This procedure is repeated until
all outliers have been eliminated.
 All calibration points lying outside the new prognosis range, that have
not been eliminated as outliers are marked by "?" in the table and
brown color in the graph.
Concentration unit
Enter the concentration units for the element to be analyzed in the Unit column.
Note
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With the contrAA it is possible to choose several analysis lines of different sensitivities
for one element and thus extend the working range. For every analysis line, a separate
calibration curve is determined. In the calibration table, the calibrations for different
lines of an element are distinguished by an index following the element symbol. The
index number corresponds to the sequence in the element table, e.g. Cu1, Cu2.

ASpect CS
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Entry of concentrations for manually prepared standards

Calibration tabel for flame technique
Fig.13

Caibration table für graphit furnace technique
Calibration table for standard methods with manually prepared standards

1. Use [CONCENTRATION] on the CALIB tab to open the CALIBRATION TABLE window.
2. Define the number of standards in the various list fields above the table, as
required for your selected calibration method.
Maximum number of standards: 65.
Option

Description

CALIBRATION

Standard types

METHOD

STANDARD
CALIBRATION

CAL.-ZERO.X (You may make several Cal. Zero entries, e.g. if the elements to
be analyzed are dissolved in different solvents. In
this case, the concentration of the respective
element line is to be set to "0", the other columns
remain blank.)
CAL.-STD.X

STANDARD
ADDITION:

SAMPLE+ADDX

ADDITION
CALIBRATION:

SAMPLE+ADDX

3. Continue by making entries for the following table items:
Option

Description

POS.

When using an autosampler:
Position of the standard on the sample tray of the autosampler.

REC.

Only with Standard Calibration:
Defines the corresponding standard as recalibration standard.

ELEMENT LINES

Concentration of the individual elements in the standard.
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Entry of concentrations for standards prepared with autosampler
Automatic preparation of calibration standards is performed in flame technique when
using AS 52s or AS-FD autosampler for mixing.
For graphite tube technique, a calibration series is accomplished by volume stepping or
volume thinning inside the graphite tube.
For automatic preparation of calibration standards, the concentration settings for stock
standards must be specified at first. The concentration values of available stock
standards can be saved and retrieved, if necessary, from a data base.

Calbration table for flame technique
Fig. 14

Entering stock standards

Calibration tabel for graphite furnace technique

Calibration table for standard procedures with automatically prepared standards

In the list of stock standards, several stocks with different elements and concentrations
may be specified.
1. On the CALIB. tab, click on [STOCKS] to open the STOCK STANDARDS window.
2. With [APPEND], add a new row to the stock list.
This will bring up the INSERT STOCK STANDARD window.
Maximum number of stock standards: 20
3. To load stocks from a stock database, activate the FROM STOCK DATABASE option and
choose the name of the stock from the list.
4. Alternatively, you may activate the ENTER MANUALLY option to enter the stock data
directly in the list:
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Table column

Meaning

NAME

Name of the standards.

POS.

Position of the standard on the autosampler.
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Lists the elements and the corresponding concentrations of the
standards. With [CONCENTRATIONS...], you can open a list for the entry of
the concentrations.
Alternatively, you may type in the values in the following input format
directly into the row: Element symbol-space-concentration. For nickel
e.g. with a concentration of 0.5 mg/L type in: Ni 0.5
Further elements and their concentrations are simply added each
separated by a semicolon. An example of the input format is given
under the stock list.

ELEMENTS AND
CONCENTRATIONS

UNIT


Completing calibration
table

Concentration unit of the elements contained in the standard.

After having defined the stock standard, fill in the calibration table.

1. Use [CONCENTRATION] on the METHOD - CALIB tab to open the CALIBRATION TABLE
window.
2. Use the various list fields above the table to set the number of standards as
required for a selected calibration method.
Maximal number of standards: 65.
Calibration
method

Standard types

STANDARD
CALIBRATION

CAL.-ZERO.X (You may make several Cal. Zero entries, e.g. if the elements to be
analyzed are dissolved in different solvents. In this
case, the concentration of the respective element line
is to be set to "0", the other columns remain blank.)
CAL.-STD.X

WITH
STANDARD
ADDITION

SAMPLE+ADDX

ADDITION
CALIBRATION

SAMPLE+ADDX

3. Make further table entries as follows:
Option

Meaning

POS.

Position of the standard or zero value on the sample tray of the autosampler.

PREPARATION

%

with APN 52s or AS-FD
Vol. % of the stock portion in the solution

VOL

with MPE 60 or AS-GF
Stock volume to be injected in µL.

STOCK

The number of the stock. It is automatically entered
according to the position on the autosampler.

REC.

Only with Standard Calibration:
Defines the corresponding standard as recalibration standard.

ELEMENT

Display of element concentration in the standard according to the above set
volume percent.

LINES
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Deactivating standards
for selected lines

If you do not want to use standards for specific lines, deactivate them as follows:
1. Keeping the Ctrl key depressed, click on the LINE cell in the row specifying the
standard.
Alternatively, you may click on the respective LINE cell and then press the space key.
The cell background turns gray.
2. In the same way, you can reactivate the standards for the calibration of the
element.
The deactivation of standards gives you the possibility to have the calibration
standards automatically mixed also for the simultaneous analysis of several lines of
different sensitivities of one element.

3.2.8

Statistics tab – Defining statistical analysis
On the STATISTICS tab, choose the statistical methods to be applied to calibration and
sample measurements. The settings selected here are independent of the chosen
calibration method and remain set at every method change.

Fig .15

Statistics type
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METHOD / STATISTICS window

Type

Description

SIGMA

Calculates mean value and standard deviation.

STATISTICS

Error statistics based on the arithmetic mean:
The sample is measured repeatedly after the blank cycles. Based on the
measurement results, the arithmetic mean, the standard deviation and the
relative standard deviation are calculated.

ASpect CS
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MEDIAN

Calculates median and range (R).

STATISTICS

Error statistics according to the median method:
The sample is measured repeatedly after the blank cycles. The measured
values are sorted by size. The displayed median is:

 The value in the middle of the sorted list, if the number of
measurement cycles is odd.
 The mean value of the two measured values in the middle of the
sorted list.
As the smallest and largest individual measured values do not influence the
measurement result, the median statistics is suitable for the elimination of
outliers.
Number of replicate
measurements

Option

Description

SAMPLES

Number of repeat measurements per sample

CALIB.

Number of repeat measurements per calibration standard

STD.

QC

Number of repeat measurements per QC sample

SAMPLES

PRE-RUNS

Grubbs outlier test

Confidence interval
calculation

Number of pseudo measurements.
Number of sample measurements preceding the statistics measurement, but
disregarded for the calculation of the measurement result.

This function is provided for sigma statistics with at least three repeat measurements
per sample.
Status

Meaning

DEACTIVATED

Includes all values of the statistics series for the determination of the mean
value.

ACTIVATED

Eliminates outliers by excluding them from the calculation of statistical
quantities. The thus found mean values in the result table are marked by "!".

The calculation of the confidence interval is based on the chosen statistical certainty
(see below). In the calculation of the confidence interval, the errors in sample
measurement and particularly the calibration errors are included, so that a value will
be presented even if the statistics function has been deactivated.
Option

Meaning

OFF

Confidence interval is not calculated.

ABSOLUTE

Displays the confidence level in absolute values (in concentration units)

RELATIVE

Displays the confidence interval in relative values (in percent of the
concentration value)

CONFIDENCE

The confidence level (selectable between 68.3 ... 99.9%) is used for the
calculation of the confidence interval of the samples and the prognosis
ranges of the calibration curves.

LEVEL
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QCS tab – Quality Control Samples
Quality Control (QC) is of particular interest for serial measurements. You may insert
quality control measurements in the sample measurement process, which shall deliver
known results, i.e. either the absolute value (absorbance/concentration) or the
concentration difference relative to preceding sample is known.
The results of the quality control measurements are automatically recorded on socalled QC charts (also called quality rule charts or control charts).
You may define various quality control samples (QC samples). The concentration and
tolerance data for these samples are to be defined in the METHOD / QCS window.

Fig. 16

Elements of the QCS tab
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METHOD / QCS window

Element

Description

TYPE

QC sample the parameters of which (error limits and procedure
selected) are displayed in the list of lines.
You can select a QC sample from the list for viewing and editing.

NAME

Name of the displayed QC sample

REACTION

Procedure to be taken if the results of the QC sample exceed the
defined error limits.

[NEW/MODIFY…]

To be activated for defining a new or modifying an existing QC
sample.

[DELETE]

Deletes the displayed QC sample.

BLANK CORRECTION

Not accessible for QC standard and QC blank
Takes blank correction into account, if activated.

UNIT

List box for selecting the corresponding concentration unit.

[QC SAMPLES
OVERVIEW]

Opens a list with the line-specific parameters of all QC samples.

TABLE

In the table, the parameters of the QC sample selected in the Type list
box are displayed.

ASpect CS
Entering parameters of
QC samples

Methods
1. To create a new parameter set for a QC sample or edit the currently displayed one,
click on [NEW/MODIFY...].
This will bring up the ADD/MODIFY QC SAMPLE TYPE window.
2. From the TYPE list, choose the sample type and, if you intend to define several QC
samples of the same type, assign a number (e.g. QC-Std.2). The following sample
types are selectable:
Sample
type

Description

QC
SAMPLE

Defines a sample as QC sample.
The concentrations of the QC sample may either be loaded from the database or
typed in directly.
To recall a stored data record for the QC sample from the database, activate the
FROM DATABASE option and choose the corresponding QC sample from the opposite
list box (→ "Specifying stock standards and QC samples", pg. 164).
Alternatively, you may type in the concentrations of the QC sample directly in the
table on the QCS tab. In this case, activate the ENTER MANUALLY option.
Max. number of QC samples: 50

QC STD.

Defines a standard as QC sample.
You may use every standard as QC standard that has been defined in the
calibration table (CALIB. tab). If the calibration standard was defined as being
mixed by the autosampler, the QC standard will be mixed by the autosampler as
well. The autosampler positions will be adopted from the CALIBRATION TABLE.
The assigned number at the same time defines the used calibration standard.
Example: QC-Std.2 – the second calibration standard is to be used as QC
standard.
Possible number of QC standards = number of standards in the calibration table
(max. 65)

QC
BLANK

Defines the blank as QC sample.

QC
STOCK

Defines a stock sample as QC sample.
In recovery/addition, the measurement results of a defined concentration
addition to one or several samples are checked. To this end, a QC stock sample is
to be defined after any sample in the sample table (QC-Stock sample = sample +
addition with a solution of known concentration). After the measurement of
sample and QC stock sample, the concentration difference of both is compared
with the “Exp(ected) conc(entration growth)” and the recovery rate calculated.
When using the flame technique, the solution with added stock solution must
have been pre-mixed.
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If no certified quality control samples are available, quality control may also be
carried out by means of double determinations:
Option

Meaning

QCTREND

The measured concentration value is stored when the quality control sample
appears for the first time in the analytical procedure. When the QC sample
appears the next time, the concentration difference is formed and evaluated. It is
advisable to measure these QC samples at the beginning and at the end of a
sample measurement series.

QCMATRIX

A sample to be analyzed is split before preparing the sample. Both portions are
separately subjected to all steps of sample preparation. They are placed separately
on the autosampler tray as QC Trend and QC Matrix. The difference between the
determined concentrations is evaluated.

3. From the REACTION list box, choose the further procedure to be run if the error limit
is exceeded:


With QC SAMPLE, QC STD. and QC STOCK selected as QC sample type:

Option

Meaning

FLAG

The measured value is flagged in the sample table; the measurement program
continues measuring the next sample.

RECAL. +

A recalibration is run. Afterwards, the QC sample is re-measured. If the QC
sample is now within the permissible range, the measurement is continued
with the next sample; otherwise, the measurement program will be stopped or
continued with the next method.

CONTINUE

CAL. +
CONTINUE

RECAL. +
RERUN

A recalibration is run. Afterwards, the QC sample is re-measured. If the QC
sample is outside the permissible range, the measurement program will be
stopped. If it is within the range, all samples measured after the last QC
sample or the last (re)calibration, will be re-measured. If the QC sample is
again outside the permissible error limits, the measurement program will be
stopped or continued with the next method.
A new calibration is run. Afterwards, the QC-sample is re-measured. If the QC
sample is outside the error limits, the measurement program will be stopped
or continued with the next method. If it is within the range, all samples
measured after the last QC sample or the last (re)calibration, will be remeasured. If the QC sample is again outside the permissible error limits, the
measurement program will be stopped or continued with the next method.

CAL. +
RERUN

METHOD

The current measurement program will be stopped and the measurement
program of the next method started.

STOP

The current measurement program will be stopped.

NEXT
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A new calibration is run. Afterwards, the QC sample is re-measured. If the QC
sample is now within the permissible range, the measurement is continued
with the next sample; otherwise, the measurement program will be stopped or
continued with the next method.

If you selected QC-BLANK as QC sample type, you may only choose among the
and STOP reaction options described above.

FLAG, NEXT METHOD

For the QC TREND and QC MATRIX QC sample types, no reaction is provided.
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4. For the QC TREND and QC MATRIX a blank value correction is provided as an option.
For this purpose activate the check box BLANK VALUE.
5. In the list of QC samples, define the line-specific parameters for every element line
dependent on the QC sample type selected:
Option

Meaning

LINE

Name of element line

EXP. CONC.

For QC Sample und QC Std.
Expected concentration in QC sample.

EXP. CONC.

For QC Stock.
Expected concentration increase from sample to sample + addition.
Enter the value according to the added volume and the concentration of the
spiking solution.

INCREASE

EXP.
ABSORBANCE

For QC Blank.
Absorbance expected in QC Blank.

LOW. RANGE
[%]

Lower range of error limit in percent.

UP. RANGE
[%]

Upper range of error limit in percent.

QC-CHART

If marked by "+"sign, the result of the quality control for this line will be
presented on the QC chart of the result list.

REACT.!

If the error range limits are exceeded, the procedure selected from the
REACTION list box shall be applied.
If several lines have been marked by "+", it will do that the error limits are
exceeded for one of these lines to start the selected reaction (OR logic).

UNIT

Unit of the expected concentration (only with selected QC Std. option)

3.2.10 QCC tab – Quality control during the analytical process
On the QCC tab of the METHOD window, you can define the parameters for the quality
control:
 Relative standard deviation (sigma statistics) or relative range (median statistics),
 Calibration check
 Recalibration check
 Procedure to be run if error limits are exceeded
You may choose various control options with different reactions simultaneously.
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Fig. 17

Types of quality checks

Reactions if error limits
are exceeded

METHOD / QCC window

Option

Description

RSD/RR%
CHECK

Check of relative standard deviation or relative range (→ "Statistics tab –
Defining statistical analysis", pg. 44)

CALIB. CHECK

Check of calibration

RECAL. CHECK

Check of recalibration factor

Option

Description

NONE

The corresponding check is not performed.

FLAG

Marks the corresponding sample, calibration or recalibration in the sample
table, if the error limits are exceeded.

REPEAT +

Accessible only for RSD/RR% CHECK option.

CONTINUE

Repeats the measurement of the respective sample, if the serial precision
limit was exceeded, before the next sample is measured.

CAL. +

Accessible only for CALIB. CHECK and RECAL. CHECK options.

CONTINUE

Runs a new calibration if the error limits for the calibration or the
recalibration factor were exceeded. Afterwards, measurement is continued
with the next sample.

NEXT METHOD

Accessible only for CALIB. CHECK and RECAL. CHECK options.
Stops the measurement of the currently running method and starts the next
method, if the error limits were exceeded.

STOP

Accessible only for CALIB. CHECK and RECAL. CHECK options.
Stops the measurement of the currently running method, if the error limits
were exceeded..

Tube control

Only for graphite tube technique
Specifies settings for graphite tube monitoring.
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Option

Description

MAX. HEATING

Enter maximum number of measurements to be performed with the tube.

CYCLES

Enter current graphite tube utilization value in adjacent field.

REACTION

Select reaction type on reaching of maximum number of measurements:
NO REACT.

Graphite tube utilization is not monitored.

FLAG

Marks current measurement in sample table when
limit value is exceeded.

STOP

Stops analytical procedure on excession of limit
value.

In the table, enter the line-specific parameters of the various quality checks. You may
define for every analysis line, whether it shall be considered for the check. If one or
several of the checked lines exceed the error limit, the reaction chosen above will be
released.
Quality
check

Parameter

Meaning

RSD/RR%

RSD/RR%<

The system will respond as selected if the relative standard
deviations or the relative ranges are larger than or equal to the
specified value.

CHECK

RSD!
CALIB.

R2(ADJ.)>

CHECK

If the lines are marked by "+", the RSD%
or RR% will be checked.

The coefficient of determination R2(adj.) must be larger than or
equal to the specified value. Otherwise, the system will respond
as selected.
R2!

If the lines are marked by "+", R2(adjust)
will be checked.

RECAL.

REC.FACT>

Upper limit of recalibration factor.

CHECK

REC.FACT<

Lower limit of recalibration factor.
The selected response will be released, if the calibration factors
are outside these specified limits.
REC.!

If the lines are marked by "+", the
recalibration factor will be checked.

3.2.11 Output tab – screen view, printout and saving options
On the OUTPUT tab, you can choose the scope of result saving, the number of decimal
places with which results are presented on the screen and on the printouts, and the
order of lines on the printout.
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Fig.18

METHOD / OUTPUT window

 By activating the METHOD and/or SPECTRA option, the corresponding data will be
saved additionally together with the analysis results.
 In the table below, define the number of decimal places for the display and printout
of absorbance and concentration values, and the order in which the analysis lines
shall appear on the printout.
For the development of analysis methods, it is advisable to save the spectra as well.
You will get important information from them, e.g. on potential matrix or interference
problems. Recalculation with modified method parameters without saved spectra will
be possible only based on the calculated absorbance values. So, for instance, it is not
possible anymore to change the data points for background correction, because the
spectral information on the individual pixels is missing.
For a proven routine method, however, saving of spectra will not be necessary.
Note
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If in the OPTIONS – ANALYSIS SEQUENCE window, you activated the ALWAYS SAVE SPECTRA
option, the spectra will always be saved independent of the settings in the method
parameters (→ "Options for analysis sequence", pg. 170).
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Sequences
A sequence is based on a loaded method, which contains the information on the type
of calibration, statistical analyses, quality control, etc.
The sequence contains the information on the samples and actions in their order of
processing. Some sample describing data such as sample name and position on the
sample tray may also be entered directly. For permanent storage, however, the sample
describing data must be saved as sample information file.

4.1

Managing sequences
Like methods, sequences are saved to a common database. When you save and open
sequences, the database window is opened (→ "The database window", pg. 160).

4.1.1

Creating a sequence
 To create a new sequence, activate menu command FILE  NEW SEQUENCE to open
the SEQUENCE window.
Alternatively, you may open the window with the currently active sequence
parameters by using menu command METHOD DEVELOPMENT/ SEQUENCE or by a click
on the following icon:
.
The meaning of buttons and symbols contained in the SEQUENCE window, which are
also used in other windows of this application, are described in Section "Frequently
used control elements" pg. 8

4.1.2

Saving sequences

Saving sequences

1. In the SEQUENCE window, click on [SAVE].
Alternatively, you may activate menu command FILE  SAVE  SEQUENCE.
This will bring up the SAVE SEQUENCE window.
2. In the NAME textbox, type the desired sequence name.
As default, "Sequence" and the current date are offered, e.g. "Sequence-08-15-05".
3. In the CAT (category) textbox, you may optionally enter an additional identifier of
maximally three characters to facilitate later sequence search in the database.
4. In the DESCRIPTION textbox, you can optionally enter information on the sequence.
5. Save the sequence with [OK].


On doing so, the sequence will be saved to the database.

If you choose an existing sequence name, the existing method will not be
overwritten, but a new version created in the database. To remove sequences from
the database, you must explicitly delete them!
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Opening sequences
1. In the SEQUENCE window, click on [OPEN].
Alternatively, you may activate menu command FILE  OPEN SEQUENCE or, on the
toolbar, click on the

folder symbol right of the SEQUENCE field.

2. This will bring up the OPEN SEQUENCE window.
3. Choose the desired sequence from the list.
4. By the entry in the CAT textbox, you can define that only sequences of the specified
category are displayed.
If you want to see sequences of all categories, delete the entry in the CAT field.
5. Activate the CURRENT VERSION ONLY check box, if with sequences of the same name
you want to see the sequence of the highest version number only.
6. Open the selected sequence with [OK].

4.2

Dialog functions in Sequence window

Fig. 19

SEQUENCE window

List of sequence of samples and actions:
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Table
column

Desciption

TYPE

Sample type or analysis step.

POS.

Sample position on autosampler tray (if used).
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NAME

Sample name
Entry in this cell is optional. For calibration samples and QC samples, the name
is adopted from the method, if a sample name has been specified there.
For samples to be analyzed, the names can be transferred from the sample
information file.

NAME(2)

Additional designation for sample identification (optional).

ELEMENTS

Elements / element lines to be analyzed from this sample.
Input format: see the tip under the corresponding column:
"ALL"

All elements/element lines defined in the method will
be determined (default).

ELEMENT SYMBOL
Only the specified elements will be determined, e.g.
"Cu,Pb".
ELEMENT SYMBOL + INDEX (for the analysis of several lines of an element)
Only the specified element lines will be determined,
e.g. "Cu1,Cu2".
"NOT" ELEMENT SYMBOL
The specified elements will not be determined, e.g. "not
Cu,Pb".
"NOT" ELEMENT SYMBOL + INDEX
The specified element lines will not be determined,
e.g.. "not Cu1,Pb2".

Buttons
Button

Description

[NEW]

Adds a new row to the end of the list and opens the EDIT SEQUENCE window.

[INSERT]

Inserts a new row at the selected place of the list.

[DELETE]

Deletes the selected row.

[DELETE TABLE]

Deletes the complete sequence table.

[SEQU.<-QCSAMPLES]

Transfers QC sample information (e.g. names and sampler positions) to
window SAMPLE ID (→ "Sample information files" pg. 59).
The information from the QC sample ID table are entered in the sequence
table. The first row with the new sample ID is to be defined in the FROM
ROW textbox.

[SEQUENCE<SAMPLE]

Transfers information on sample name and place on the tray of the
autosampler from the SAMPLE ID window (→ " Sample information files" pg.
59).
The information from the Sample ID table is entered in the sequence table.
The first row with the new sample ID is to be defined in the FROM ROW
textbox.
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Specifying sequences of samples and actions

Fig.20

EDIT SEQUENCE window

1. In SEQUENCE window click on [NEW] to open the EDIT SEQUENCE window.
2. Successively choose the sample types and actions and transfer them to the
sequence list by a click on [ACCEPT]:
Sample/Action

Description

SAMPLES

Measures the number of samples specified under NUMBER.

QC SAMPLES

Measures a QC sample and evaluates it as specified in the METHOD.
From the appearing list box, choose one of the QC sample types specified
in the METHOD – QCS window. The parameters of the QC sample are
displayed in the opposite field.

REFERENCE

Measures a reference.

REAG. BLANK

Measures a blank.

QC BLANK DL

Measures a blank for the determination of the detection and
determination limits according to the blank method.

CALIBRATION

Measures the calibration samples and runs the calibration according to
the options defined in the method.

RECALIBRATION

Measures the calibration sample provided for recalibration and performs
the recalibration.

SPECIAL ACTION

Actions which do not directly involve the measurement of samples. These
actions can occur for each line, only for the first line or only for the last
line in the method as preferred. For list of possible special actions see
below.

LOAD METHOD

Loads a saved method, e.g. to start another element analysis within the
sequence.
Click on [...] to open the OPEN METHOD window (→ "Creating method
parameters" pg. 13). Choose one of the stored methods.
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The following special actions can also be inserted in the measurement process:
Special action

Description

CLEAN FURNACE

For contrAA 600 /contrAA 700 with graphite tube technique
Triggers extra bake-out (cleaning) sequence to decontaminate the
graphite tube. The graphite tube is heated to a predefined
temperature once. Parameter settings for this bake-out sequence can
be made in the METHOD - FURNACE window (→"Furnace tab –
Parameters for graphite tube furnace" pg. 20).

FORMAT TUBE

For contrAA 600 /contrAA 700 with graphite tube technique
Formats the graphite tube.

FLAME ON/OFF

(only flame technique)
Extinguishes/ignites the flame.

CLEAN SYSTEM

Only hydride technique
Additional system cleaning. The parameters for this cleaning step are
defined in window Method/-Hydride (→ "Hydride tab – Specifying
the hydride system" pg. 22).

LOAD SYSTEM

Only hydride technique
After first installing the hydrid system or system cleaning which
should be performed daily at the end of the work the hydride system
tubing has to be loaded with reagents. For this reason this action
should be defined in the sequence prior to the first measurement.

LAMP OFF

Switches the xenon lamp off.

STANDBY

Switches the xenon lamp into standby mode.

WAITING TIME

Waits for the time entered in the appearing textbox (min) before
continuing with the analysis.

PAUSE

Stops the analysis. Afterwards, the sequence can be continued with
menu command ROUTINE  CONTINUE… or the

button.

BEEP

Lets the PC generate a beep tone, e.g. to indicate the end of the
calibration procedure. (Requires installation of a sound card and
loudspeakers.)

REPEAT/ WHILE

Loop through a part of the sequence until the action WHILE is
reached. The number of cycles or a time interval in minutes can be
specified as break condition. A sequential value is appended to the
results records for identification.
If the option AUTO. is active, requests for sample dosing in manual
mode are suppressed.

SHOW CAL. PLOTS

Shows the calibration curve during the running sequence.

COMPUTE CALIB.

Recalculate the calibration function. This may be used for
documenting the calibration parameters of a calibration function
saved within a method.

CLEANING

Performs controlled cleaning. (→ "Auto sampler for flame and
Hydride/HydrEA technique" pg. 25 and "Autosampler for graphite
tube technique (solution analytics)" pg. 29)
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3. After you have chosen all elements of the sequence, click on [OK] to return to the
SEQUENCE window.
4. In the list, enter the ELEMENTS to be analyzed.
5. When using the autosampler:
Define the position of the samples on the autosampler. The positions of calibration
and QC samples are automatically transferred from the method. However, you may
change the positions here.

Note
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It is advisable to enter the data of the samples to be analyzed in the SAMPLE ID window
and transfer them afterwards to the sequence list (→ "Sample information files" pg.
59).
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Sample information files

5.1

Managing information data

5.1.1

Create new set of information data for samples and QC samples
 Open the Sample ID window by a click on the following symbol:
.
Alternatively, you may open the SAMPLE ID window using the menu commands
METHOD DEVELOPMENT  SAMPLE ID or FILE  NEW SAMPLE INFORMATION FILE.
The meaning of buttons and symbols contained in the SAMPLE ID window, which are
also used in other windows of this application, are described in Section "Frequently
used control elements" pg. 8.

5.1.2

Saving sample information
Sample information is saved in CSV format which can be edited with spreadsheet
software, e.g. MS Excel.
There are different ways to give the command for saving the current sample
information.
1. In the SAMPLE ID window, click on [SAVE].
Alternatively, you may activate menu command FILE  SAVE  SAMPLE INFORMATION.
2. This will bring up the standard SAVE AS dialog.
3. In the FILE NAME field, enter the desired name for the sample information file.
4. Save it by a click on [OK].

5.1.3

Opening a sample information file
1. In the SAMPLE ID window, click on [OPEN].
Alternatively, you may activate menu command FILE  OPEN SAMPLE INFORMATION
FILE.
This will bring up the standard OPEN window.
2. Choose the desired file from the list and open it with [OK].

5.1.4

Importing sample information from CSV-format
Sample information files are saved in CSV format which can be read by MS Excel and
other spreadsheet software. The other way round, however, it is also possible to load
an Excel table as sample information file. If you want to use an Excel table as source of
sample information, you may also load them in Aspect CS using menu command FILE 
OPEN SAMPLE INFORMATION FILE.
The successive individual variables are separated by ";".
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Variable

Type (Max. number of characters)

POS.

Integer

NAME

string (20)

PRE-DF

Floating-point number

UNIT

string (10)

WT.[G]

string (12)

VOL.[ML]

Floating-point number

NAME(2)

string (20)

AS-DF

Floating-point number

BLANK CORR.

0=off; 1=on

FACTOR

Floating-point number

To get an example of the input format, it is advisable to save a sample information file
and inform yourself of the used format.

5.2

Elements in Sample ID window

Fig. 21

Sample information – SAMPLE ID window

The program pops up brief information (tool tips) on the table while you move the
mouse pointer across the button.
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Option

Description

POS.

Position of sample on autosampler

NAME

Sample name
The entry is optional.
Maximum number of characters: 20

PRE-DF

Pre-dilution factor. Factor by which the original sample was diluted before
being placed on the autosampler or supplied to the spectrometer, if no
autosampler is used. The entry of the factor is required for the calculation of the
concentration of the original sample (CONC.2 in the result table).

UNIT

Concentration unit of sample.

WT. [G]

Only for solution analytics.
Weighed portion in grams.
The weight of the original sample, which was dissolved in sample preparation
(in mL). The entry of the weight is required for the calculation of the
concentration of the original sample (CONC.2 in the result table).

Note: For solid analysis, known weighed sample portions must be specified
in the RESULT window on SOLID chart.
VOL. [ML]

Volume of solvent used to dilute the weighed sample portion (in mL). The entry
of this value is required for the calculation of the concentration of the original
sample (CONC.2 in the result table).

NAME(2)

Additional sample name.
The entry is optional.
Maximum number of characters: 20

AS-DF

Dilution factor of autosampler.

BLANK
CORR.

Blank correction.

HUM [%]

OFF

No blank correction performed.

ON

For the calculation of the concentration of the original
sample, the blank measured last in the sequence will be
subtracted.

Only for solid analytics.
Relative moisture of a sample
Note:
This specification is required to calculate the original sample concentration
(CONC.2).

SAMPLE

Select sample type reagent blank or sample.

TYPE

The sample-ID data are mapped to the sequence entries according to the
sample type, e.g.:
First reagent blank in sample-ID → First reagent blank in sample-ID
Second reagent blank in sample-ID → Second reagent blank in sample-ID
First sample in sample-ID → First sample in sample-ID
Second sample in sample-ID → Second sample in sample-ID, etc.
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ELEMENTS

Elements / elemental lines to be analyzed in this sample.
All elements/elemental lines defined in the method will
be determined (default).

ALL

ELEMENT SYMBOL
Only the specified elements will be determined, e.g.
"Cu,Pb".
ELEMENT SYMBOL + INDEX (for the analysis of several lines of an element)
Only the specified element lines will be determined, e.g.
"Cu1,Cu2".
"NOT" ELEMENT SYMBOL
The specified elements will not be determined, e.g. "not
Cu,Pb".
"NOT" ELEMENT SYMBOL + INDEX
The specified element lines will not be determined, e.g.
"not Cu1,Pb2".
Note

QC SAMPLE INFORMATION tab

For solid analytics, known weighed sample portions must be specified in the RESULT /
SOLID window (→ ").
This tab contains the QC sample information.
The columns correspond to the columns of the tab SAMPLE INFORMATION. Additionally
information about the QC type is contained in column TYPE. The columns UNIT is
omitted because QC sample units are defined in the method. Blank correction is not
available for QC samples.

Buttons

Button

Description

[NEW]

Adds the number of rows specified in the # textbox to the end of the list.

[INSERT]

Inserts the number of rows specified in the # textbox at the selected
place of the list.

[DELETE]

Deletes the number of rows specified in the # textbox from the selected
row of the list on.

#

Input field for the entry of the number of rows to be added, inserted, or
deleted.

[DELETE TABLE]

Deletes the complete table of sample information.

[SAMPLES ->
SEQUENCE]
FROM SEQUENCE

Transfers sample names and positions on autosampler to the sequence
list. In the FROM SEQUNCE ROW input field, define the first row to be
transferred.

ROW

[QC SAMPLES ->
SEQUENCE]
FROM SEQUENCE
ROW
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Transfers QC sample names and positions on autosampler to the
sequence list. In the FROM SEQUENCE ROW input field, define the first row
to be transferred.
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Editing sample ID
Enter the sample ID in the window Sample ID / SAMPLE INFORMATION.
1. In the NUMBER field, enter the number of samples to be analyzed. Then, click on
[NEW] to add the corresponding number of rows to the list.
2. In the table, enter the required information for every sample.
3. If the entries to be made in a column are identical, you may copy the entry of the
selected cell to all following cells of the column by click on
.
If you activate the INC. check box, the value to be copied will be incremented by one
each in copying it to the next cell. In this way, you can easily assign successive
places on the tray of the autosampler.
4. Texts in input fields can be copied to the Windows clipboard and pasted from there
by using menu commands EDIT  COPY and EDIT  PASTE or shortcut keys [Ctrl+C] and
[Ctrl+V].
5. When you entered all information required, specify in the FROM SEQUENCE ROW field
from which row on you want to transfer sample information to the sequence. Then,
transfer the data by a click on [SAMPLES->SEQUENCE].

5.2.2

Edit QC sample IDs
Information for following QC sample types can be defined:
 QC spike
 QC trend
 QC matrix
 up to 20 QC samples
 Enter the necessary data in analogy to the sample ID information (→ "Editing
sample ID" pg. 63).
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Starting an analysis / Calculating results

6.1

Overview of the menu commands and buttons for starting the analyses
in the main window
Measurements are started via the toolbar buttons or the ROUTINE menu.
Symbol

Menu
command

Function

ROUTINE/ START
SEQUENCE...

Starts an analysis process.

ROUTINE  RUN

Repeats the selected rows in the sequence. Several rows can
be marked using the mouse in combination with the Ctrland/or Shift-Key.

SELECTED

SEQUENCE ROW...
ROUTINE  STOP

Instantly stops the analysis process.
The stop function should be used only in the flame
technique. In hydride technique, sample residues may be left
in the system and lead to contamination, if the analysis
process is stopped that way.

ROUTINE  BREAK

For graphit furnace technique, HydrEA and hydride
technique.
During the execution of a hydride procedure, a program
break can be requested with this button. When the break
request has been detected, the button is grayed out. The
procedure will be executed to the end. Then, the analysis
process will be stopped.

ROUTINE 
CONTINUE...

Continues a stopped routine.

ROUTINE 
EXTINGUISH

Extinguishes the flame.

(red)

(yellow)

FLAME

ROUTINE  WASH

For flame technique.
The sampler tube is immersed in the wash cup for rinsing. If
the Injection Switch has been selected as accessory unit, the
switch will open. This is to ensure that the sample path is
rinsed, too. The rinse pump is continuously delivering fresh
wash solution.
For hydride technique.
Rinses the hydride system with acid (also with reductant, if
necessary).
The corresponding parameters are to be set in the METHOD /
HYDRIDE window (→"HYDRIDE tab – Specifying the hydride
system", pg. 22).

ROUTINE 
REPROCESS
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Causes the recalculation of the results, if the original data,
e.g. the calibration function or the method, have changed.
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Starting the analysis process
After you have selected the method, the sequence and possibly the sample
information data, the system has all information necessary to start the analysis
process.
The contrAA must have been prepared for the technique to be applied:
 Flame technique: The flame has been ignited and burning longer than the specified
warm-up time.
 Graphite furnace technique: Furnace is prepared.
 Hydride technique: The cell is pre-heated.
 Autosampler: Sample have been prepared and placed onto the tray.
 The xenon lamp is switched on.

Saving analysis results
during the analysis
process

The results of the analysis are saved to a database in the default folder or a userdefined subfolder directly during the measurement. They may be saved optionally to a
new database or added to an existing database. However, it is not possible to
overwrite a result database by selection of the same name.
The target for result storage will be requested automatically at the start of a
measurement routine. The appearing window START SEQUENCE provides the following
options for results file storage:

Fig. 22

START SEQUENCE window

Option

Description

NAME

Here, enter the desired name for the result database.

FOLDER

Choose the save path for the results file. The default folder for saving
of results is shown in the OPTIONS / FOLDER window (click on

).
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DESCRIPTION

Here, you may enter an additional comment that is saved along with
the analysis results.
The entry is optional.
You can use the button [...] to select custom descriptions (→ "Defining
custom descriptions" pg. 165).

NEW FILE/LIST

With this option activated, you must enter a new file name. The
program will check if the file name already exists. Existing files cannot
be overwritten.

APPEND TO FILE/LIST

New results will be appended to an existing results file. Click on [...] to
open a selection window where you can choose an existing results file
from the displayed list.

SWITCH OFF LAMP
AFTER ERROR STOP

When the measurement is stopped because of an error the Xe lamp is
automatically switched off.

[OK]

Starts the measurement.

The file contains the results of measurement and evaluation and the sample ID
information. If selected accordingly in the method settings, method and spectrum data
are saved simultaneously with the results. In this case, method parameters are saved
to the result database, while spectra are saved to a separate file of the same file name,
but a different extension in order to save storage capacity.
The result database is saved with the extension ".tps". Spectrum files get the extension
".SPK".
Starting measurements

1. Start the measurement routine using menu command ROUTINE  START SEQUENCE or
click on

.

2. In the START SEQUENCE window, choose a file name for the results file.
You may optionally save the results to a new file or append it to an existing file.
Overwriting of an existing file is not possible.
After you selected the file name, the measurement routine will start according to
the settings selected in the method and the sequence.
3. If you use an autosampler, the measurement runs automatically.
In the case of manual sample feed without autosampler, follow the prompts for the
provision of samples displayed on the screen.
Displays during the
analysis process

While the measurement is running, the results are displayed in real time in the process
and result window.
Additionally, the following windows may be displayed on the screen: SIGNAL PLOT,
FLAME REPORT (for flame technique), FURNACE REPORT (for graphit furnace technique)
and SAMPLE CONC. IN CALIBRATION CURVE. The display of these windows is to be selected in
the OPTIONS / ANALYSIS SEQUENCE window (→ "Options for analysis sequence", pg. 170).
You may also optionally hide these windows during the measurement.
 To open the display windows, use menu command VIEW  OPEN DISPLAY WINDOWS or
function key F7.
 To close the display windows, use menu command VIEW  CLOSE DISPLAY WINDOWS or
function key F8.
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Using the standard Windows menu commands WINDOW  CASCADE, WINDOW  TILE
HORIZONTAL and WINDOW  TILE VERTICAL you may arrange the windows on the screen as
desired.
In the sequence list of the result window, the measurement progress is logged. The
rows with the successive actions are marked by the following symbols in the table
column:
Symbol

Meaning

-

Not measured/executed yet.

Ο

Just being measured.

+

Already measured/executed.

Additionally, in the symbol bar at the side up to three large buttons are displayed
during measurements:
Button

Description

[ACTIVATE
SCRAPER]

The scraper cleans the burner head between two measurements within a
statistics series of a sample.

[METHOD
(READ ONLY)]

Turns the method window on. A method can only be read, it cannot be
changed.

[SEQUENCE
SAMPLES]

Turns the sequence window on. A sequence may be expanded while
measurement is going on. The sequence window includes a [SAMPLE ID]
control button that allows you to edit further sample ID data.

[STOP
SEQUENCE]

Instantly stops the analysis process.

[DISPLAY

Configure and control the status of the display windows (as in VIEW  OPEN
RESULT WINDOW, VIEW  CLOSE RESULT WINDOW and the settings in window
OPTIONS / ANALYSIS SEQUENCE, GROUP RESULT WINDOWS).

WINDOWS]

6.3

Interrupting, stopping, continuing the analysis process
Analysis processes can be interrupted and continued later. However, when using the
hydride technique the currently running sample measurement should be finished first
and only the analysis process stopped. This procedure is to prevent sample residues
from being deposited in the system. In flame analyses, you may stop the process at any
time.
 With menu command ROUTINE  STOP or button
(red button), you can stop the
analysis process instantly (recommended for flame analyses or as emergency stop
in hydride analyses).
 With menu command ROUTINE  BREAK or button
(yellow button), you can
request for an interruption of the analysis process. After this request was detected,
the button is grayed out. The currently running hydride measurement will be
finished first. Then, a stop of the analysis process is released (recommende for
graphite furnace technique and hydride technique).
 With menu command ROUTINE CONTINUE or the
stopped/interrupted routine.

button, you can continue a
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This will bring up the CONTINUE SEQUENCE dialog, in which you are informed of the
status of actions before the interruption.
If you want to modify the method before continuing, activate the CONTINUE WITH
MODIFIED METHOD check box. On doing so, a new method entry is made to the results
file.
The measurement may be continued in one of the following ways:

6.4

Mode

Description

CONTINUE

Repeat current sample, current line and current statistical run.

FIRST STATISTICAL RUN

Continue with current sample, current line and the first statistical run.

FIRST ELEMENT

Continue with current sample, first line and first statistical run.

FROM TABLE ROW

Continue with the table row displayed in the text box.

Repeat the actions of the sequence
Single actions in a sequence, single measurements in statistic runs or special actions
can be repeated.
1. In the result window on the SEQUENCE/RESULT or the SEQUENCE tab, select the row
with the action to be repeated.
2. Start the measurement routine with menu command ROUTINE  RUN SELECTED
SEQUENCE ROW or a click on
.
3. In the START SEQUENCE window, choose a file to which the result of the repeated
measurement shall be saved.
You may optionally save the result to a new file or append it to an existing file.
Overwriting of existing results by selection of the same file name is not possible.
After you selected the file, the selected action will be repeated.

6.5

Reprocessing analysis results
After any change of evaluation conditions, such as a change of the calibration function,
method, etc., the results must be recalculated to take these changes into account.
Likewise, it is possible to change sample information data, such as sample names and
dilution factors, and have them taken into account for the presentation of analysis
results.
1. Activate menu command ROUTINE / REPROCESS or click on
This will bring up the REPROCESS RESULTS window.
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Fig. 23

REPROCESS RESULT window

2. In this window, make the following entries:
Option

Description

START DATA
NAME

Name of original file with analysis results.

SINGLE VALUES

The various sample readings were saved to the original file.
Recalculation is performed using single values as input.

SPECTRA

Spectra of individual measured values of samples were additionally
saved to the original file. Recalculation is performed using spectrum
data as input.

MODIFIED SAMPLE

Sample information data were changed and shall be updated in
reprocessing.

INFORMATION DATA

REPROCESS ENTRIES

Causes reprocessing of the entries in the result list covering the
rows specified in the from and to fields.

LINES OF THE CURRENTLY

Select lines from a method to be reprocessed.

SELECTED METHOD

RESULTS FILE
FOLDER

Choose the save path for the results file.

NAME

Enter the file name for the results file.

NEW FILE/LIST

If activated, you must enter a new file name. The program checks if
the file name exists already. Existing files cannot be overwritten.
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APPEND TO FILE/LIST

New results will be appended to the existing results file. With [...]
you can open the selection dialog. Choose an existing results file
from the displayed list.

SAVE SPECTRA

Saves the spectra of individual measured values along with the new
analysis results.
This check box will be accessible only, if the original file contains
spectra.

DESCRIPTION

Additional remark saved along with the reprocessed analysis results.
The entry is optional.
Use the list to select custom descriptions (→ "Defining custom
descriptions" pg. 165).

3. Confirm the selection of the results file with [OK] and start the reprocessing action.
Note

6.6

Reprocessed values may be optionally saved to a new database or appended to an
existing results file. The originally obtained results are preserved unless the original
file is deleted. Thus, it is impossible to manipulate the original data.

Evaluating measurements parallel to running analyses
While measurements are running, it is impossible to evaluate results in the same
program instance. However, it is possible to start a second program instance of the
application in offline mode, while measurements are running in the first instance. In
this mode, there is no communication with the device. However, all other functions
such as developing methods or loading and analyzing results can be used parallel to
the running measurements of the first program instance.
 Start ASpect CS in the second instance by menu command FILE  START OFFLINE.
 Open the results file of the running measurement using menu command FILE/
OPEN RESULTS.
The results measured so far will be loaded in the result window.
 Further results of the running measurement can be loaded via menu command
VIEW / UPDATE RESULTS LIST or the icon button
.
You may further process the results, e.g. by loading sample details or the calibration
function (→ "Displaying details of single values of samples" pg. 77, "Calibration" pg.
92).

Note
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Displaying results and analysis progress
Depending on the selected operating mode, the measured values are determined in
absorbance or emission. In the following, only absorbance values will be mentioned.
The same specifications and information, however, also applies to emission values. In
numerical presentation of data, the abbreviation ABS is used for absorbance values and
EMS for emission values.

Note

The measurement results and the sequence are extensively displayed in the result
window in the background of the workplace.
The presentation on different tabs in the RESULTS window provides a good overview of
measurement results and statistical analyses.
The following tabs are selectable:
 SEQUENCE/RESULTS (contents of SEQUENCE and RESULTS tab on a single tab)
 SEQUENCE (displays the current sequence)
 RESULTS (presentation of measurement results)
 OVERVIEW (summary of measurement results)
The status bar of the result window shows the file name of the current results file.

6.7.1

Sequence/Results tab
The SEQUENCE/RESULTS tab contains the data of the two separate tabs SEQUENCE and
RESULTS (→ "Sequence tab", pg. 71, "Results tab" pg. 71).

6.7.2

Sequence tab
On the SEQUENCE tab, the active sequence is listed.
On this tab, you can follow the progress of the running analysis. The various samples
and special functions are marked in the first column of the table as follows:
Symbol

Description

-

Not measured/executed yet.

Ο

Just being measured.

+

Already measured/executed.

After the measurement, you can remeasure a selected sample. To this end, you must

Note

have marked the sample row in the sequence. Then, click on

6.7.3

on the toolbar.

Results tab
The RESULTS tab shows all measurement results and statistical analyses. The values are
split up in tables for a clear presentation. The index tabs for these tables are arranged
at the bottom edge of the window.
The values are sorted by the order of sample measurement. For every sample, the
analyzed elements are listed.
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The table contains the absorbance values and the statistical analyses according to the
selected method options (Method - QCC window).
Column

Description

NO.

Number in analysis sequence.

NAME

Sample name

LINE

Element line

ABS.

Average of measured single absorbance values

SD

Standard deviation (Sigma statistics)

RSD%

Relative standard deviation (Sigma statistics)

DATE/TIME

Date and time of measurement

SINGLE VALUES (ABS.)

Single values of absorbance measurements

The CONC.1 table shows the analyzed concentrations of the samples as supplied to the
AAS.
Column

Description

NO.

Number in analysis sequence.

NAME

Sample name

LINE

Element line

UNIT

Concentration unit

CONC.1

Analyzed concentration of sample

SD1

Standard deviation of Conc. 1 (Sigma statistics)

RSD%

Relative standard deviation of Conc. 1 (Sigma statistics)

R

Range of Conc. 1 (Median statistics)

R%

Relative range of Conc. 1 (Median statistics)

CF

Confidence interval

REM.

Remarks (→ "Overview of markings used in the display of values" pg. 189).

DF

Dilution factor if concentration is exceeded
In the method, you can define automatic dilution by the autosampler if the
concentration is exceeded (→ "Auto sampler for flame and Hydride/HydrEA
technique" pg. 25 and "Autosampler for graphite tube technique (solution
analytics)" pg. 29). The dilution factor of this automatic dilution procedure by
the autosampler is considered for the calculation of CONC.1.

ABS.

Mean value of measured individual absorbance values

SD(ABS.)

Standard deviation of absorbance values (Sigma statistics)

DATE/TIME

Date and time of measurement

SINGLE

Single values of absorbance measurements

VALUES

(ABS.)
CONC.2 table

The CONC.2 table shows the concentrations of the original samples. In calculating
CONC.2, the sample information data (see SAMPLE ID table below) are considered:
 Pre-dilution
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 Weighed portion of solids
 Conversion factors for other units

QC RES. table

Column

Description

NR.

Number in analysis sequence.

NAME

Sample name

LINE

Element line

UNIT

Concentration unit

CONC.2

Concentration of original sample taking sample information data into
account

SD2

Standard deviation of Conc. 2 (Sigma statistics)

RSD%

Relative standard deviation of Conc. 2 (Sigma statistics)

CF

Confidence interval of Conc. 2

ABS.

Absorbance value

SD(ABS.)

Standard deviation of absorbance values (Sigma statistics)

R(ABS.)

Range of absorbance values (Sigma statistics)

DATE/TIME

Date and time of measurement

SINGLE VALUES
(ABS.)

Single values of absorbance measurements

The QC RES. table shows the results of QC samples: Rated and actual values of
concentration, recovery rates (not for blank) and reactions to possible deviations (all
types except blank)
Column

Description

NO.

Number in analysis sequence

NAME

Sample name

LINE

Element line

QC (FOR

R2(adj.)

CALIBRATION

Slope

FUNCTIONS)

Char. Conc. – Characteristic concentration

QC (FOR QC

Conc.1

SAMPLES,

Rated value

NOT FOR QC

Recovery

Recovery rate
With QC samples and QC Std., the recovery rate of
concentration is determined.
With QC-Stock, QC-Trend and QC-Matrix, the
recovery rate of the concentration increase caused
by additions is determined.

QC (FOR BLANK

SD

Standard deviation of blank measurements

DETECTION

LOD

Detection limit (Limit of Detection)

LOQ

Determination limit (Limit of Quantitation)

BLANK)

LIMIT)

ABS.

Mean value of measured individual absorbance values
For solid analytics: normalized extinction.
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SD

Standard deviation of absorbance values (Sigma statistics)

DATE/TIME

Date and time of measurement

SINGLE VALUES
(ABS.)

Single values of absorbance measurements

ERROR table

If errors occur during the measurements, the corresponding measurements are marked
in red in all tables. In the ERROR table, the respective error is indicated in writing.

SINGLE VAL. table

The SINGLE VAL. table contains the measured individual absorbance values.

SAMPLE ID table

The SAMPLE ID table contains the sample information data (→ "Sample information
files" pg. 59).
Column

Description

NO.

Number in analysis sequence.

NAME

Sample name

LINE

Element line

POS.

Position of sample on autosampler

PRE-DF

Pre-dilution factor. Factor by which the original sample was diluted before being
placed on the autosampler or supplied to the spectrometer, if no autosampler is
used. The factor is required for the calculation of the concentration of the
original sample (CONC.2).

WT.[G]

Only for solution analytics
Weighed portion in grams. The weight of the original sample, which was
dissolved in sample preparation (in mL). The weight is required for the
calculation of the concentration of the original sample (CONC.2).

User defined tab

VOL.[ML]

Volume of solvent used to dilute the weighed sample portion (in mL). This value
is required for the calculation of the concentration of the original sample
(CONC.2).

NAME (2)

Additional sample name.

AS-DF

Dilution factor of the autosampler.

BLANK
CORR.

Blank correction.
OFF

No blank correction performed.

ON

For the calculation of the concentration of the original
sample, the blank measured last in the sequence will be
subtracted.

Customize the result table arranging your desired result parameters.
1. Click on the button [SELECT COLUMNS…] in the right lower corner of the table.
2. Select the desired parameters in the window SELECT COLUMNS.
3. To change the order in the result display, select the parameter and shift it to the
desired position in the list by using the keys
parameter is selected the whole block is moved.
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4. After returning to the main window the results are displayed. Change the width of
a column by dragging the corresponding border line in the column head with the
mouse.
Note:
The column width is preserved in this view.

6.7.4

Overview tab
On the OVERVIEW tab, the analysis results are summarized. You may choose among
various presentation options:
 CONC.1 – Concentration 1
 CONC.2 – Concentration 2
 ABS.(RSD%/R%) – Absorbance (Relative Standard Deviation or Relative Range)
 LOD – Limit of Detection
 LOQ – Limit of Quantitation (also known as Limit of Determination)
 RECOVERY (RATED VALUE) – Recovery rate (rated value)
 R2(ADJ) – Correlation of calibration curve
By activation of the respective check boxes, the following sample types can be
displayed:
 Samples
 QC samples
 Cal. Std.
 Other
The print icon
opens the window PRINT OVERVIEW from which the printout process
can be started. In addition to the printout, the data can be optionally saved as TXT-,
HTML- or PDF files (→ "Print functions in ASpect CS" pg. 155).

6.7.5

Solid tab
The SEQUENCE tab provides a listing of the currently active sequence for solid analysis.
It breaks the various sequence-listed samples down by individual measurements in the
same manner as the SSA-600 table does and indicates their weighed portions, tares
and dosing states (→ "Solids analysis by means of graphite tube technique" pg. 85).
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Managing analysis results

Opening a results file

You may open a results file for reviewing the results.
If you want to have sample information data, e.g. sample names or dilution factors,
included in reprocessing, it is necessary to extract sample information when loading
the file. Then, sample information data are accessible in the SAMPLE ID window (→
"Sample information files" pg. 59).
To load a calibration function, the method parameters must have been saved to the
results file. The method parameters are loaded when the calibration file is opened and
can then be viewed and edited in the METHOD window.
Line spectra are accessible only if a file with the spectra was saved along with the
results file.
1. Activate menu command FILE  OPEN RESULTS to open the standard OPEN dialog.
2. Choose the results file to be loaded.
This will bring up the LOAD RESULTS window. In this window, beside device name
and its serial number, also the used analysis technique, the software version and
the optional description are displayed.
3. If, in later steps of operation, you need the sample information data, activate the
EXTRACT SAMPLE INFORMATION check box.
4. Conform your choice with [OK].
The results file is being loaded and displayed in the result window.
The name of the currently loaded results file appears in the status bar of ASpect CS.

Note
Clearing results list from
the display

 To clear the results list from the display, use menu command EDIT  CLEAR RESULTS
TABLE.
Sequences transferred to the process and result window remain displayed there.

Note
Printing result reports

The contents of result reports can be defined in the DATA MANAGEMENT / REPORTS
window (→ "Print functions in ASpect CS" pg. 155). The compiled elements are
summarized in a report file, which can be saved and reloaded.
 Start the printout of the result report by activating menu command FILE  PRINT 
REPORT....
This will bring up the DATA MANAGEMENT - REPORTS dialog.
 In this dialog, choose the desired options and then click on [PRINT].

6.9

Sample details and spectra
In the result window, the measured single values of every measurement and, if saved
along with the results, the spectra may be displayed in the separate SINGLE VALUES
window.
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Activate the spectra-saving option in the METHOD / OUTPUT window (→ "Output tab –
screen view, printout and saving options", pg. 51).

Note

 To open the SINGLE VALUES window, double-click with the left mouse button on the
desired sample row of the result table.
 Alternatively, right-click on the row of interest of the result table. In the appearing
context menu, click on DETAIL RESULTS or open SINGLE VALUES window is to mark the
respective row of the table and then activate menu command VIEW  DETAIL RESULTS.

6.9.1

Displaying details of single values of samples

Fig. 24

Sample data

SINGLE VALUES window

Option

Description

Line

Analyzed element line

NO.

Number of measurement

TYPE

Sample type

NAME

Sample name

ABS.
/EMS.

Absorbance or emission value (averaged over all single values)

SD

Standard deviation (Sigma statistics). This parameter is displayed independently
of the statistical method chosen for the measurement (Sigma/Median).

RSD

Relative Standard Deviation (Sigma statistics). This parameter is displayed
independently of the statistical method chosen for the measurement
(Sigma/Median).

DATE /
TIME

Date and time of the measurement selected in the table
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The measured single values of the samples are shown in the table.
Column

Description

NO.

Number of single value within the sample measurement

WT.
[MG]

For solid analytics

ABS

Calculated absorbance of single value

Weighed portions of individual samples.
Bei Feststoffanalytik: normierte Extinktion

REM.

None

The single value is included in the calculation of the
mean value of the sample

#MAN.

The value was manually excluded from the calculation of
the sample value

#CORR.

The value was automatically excluded from the
calculation of the sample value due to the Grubbs outlier
test.

Button

Description

[DELETE] / [REACTIVE]

Exclude the single value from average calculation or reinclude it.

[SHOW SPECTRUM]

Accessible only in scientific mode and if single spectra were saved
along with the measurement results.
Display of the measured wavelength-dependent line spectra, from
which the single sample value results.

OVERLAPPED

Single spectra are overlapped in the graphic. The marked single
spectrum is highlighted in bolt.

REPLACE WITH ENTRY

Only for calibration standards

NUMBER

During reprocessing of the analysis results the actual calibration
standard will be replaced by sample at the entered position in
result table.
Not for flame technique
Set the integration range of the signal (see below).
Move to the next or previous line or sample in the results table.

The plot depicts the signal profile along with the unspecific background signal (for
furnace techniques only) for the value selected in the list. Each point on the signal
profile corresponds to a recorded spectrum, while the actual number of spectra taken
depends on the overall integration time which is set in window METHOD / LINES for
each analysis line individually (→"LINES tab – Choosing element lines" pg. 15). Portions
of signal profile outside of the integration range are shown in grey shading. , strong
specific structures will be indicated by yellow shading of parts of the signal plot. The
nature of these specific structures may be evaluated from the spectra referring to the
shaded part of the signal plot.
Exclude single values

If desired, you may manually exclude a single value from the calculation of the sample
average.
1. To this end, mark the single value to be excluded in the table.
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2. Click on [DELETE] to exclude the value from the calculation of the sample average
for result reprocessing.
3. To reinclude the previously excluded single value in average calculation, click on
[REACTIVE].
By activating the Grubbs outlier test option, outliers among single values can be
detected and eliminated automatically during the analysis.

Note

Change signal integration
range

When analyzing element lines simultaneously measuring parameters for additional
lines are determined by that of the primary line. For evaluating the peak area of
transient signals (e.g. graphite furnace technique) it may be necessary to adapt the
signal integration range of the individual signals:
1. Activate

and click on the desired integration start time in the signal plot.

2. Select SET INTEGRATION END by clicking on the arrow icon
desired integration end time in the signal plot.

and then click on the

3. Use TRANSFER TO CURRENT METHOD for changing the values in the method (window
METHOD / EVALUATION, table column INTEGRATION RANGE).
4. Reprocess the results in order to update the integration range in the current
results. Signal ranges outside of the integration range are shown in grey shading.

6.9.2

Displaying spectra
Accessible only if single spectra were saved together with the measurement and the
scientific mode is activated (menu command Extras  Scientific mode).
The line spectra of a single value can be loaded from the SINGLE VALUES window.
1. Mark the single value of interest in the table of the SINGLE VALUES window.
2. Click on [SHOW SPECTRUM] to activate the spectrum display.
The SPECTRA window appears.
In the SPECTRA window, you can:
 Display the individual spectra
 Vary background correction
 Display the family of spectra in a 3D-plot
 Perform wavelength correction.
The wavelength correction provided in the SPECTRA / ADJUST WAVELENGTH window is
described in Section "Correcting peak offsets", pg. 104.

6.9.2.1

Showing single spectra and varying background correction
In the SPECTRA / PROCESSING window, single sample values are shown in different views.
As a result of data acquisition by means of the CCD line, a three-dimensional family of
spectra of signal changes is generated as a function of wavelength range and time.
Sections are laid through the family of spectra to get a two-dimensional view of the
measuring curves:
 at a fixed wavelength (pixel) versus time
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 at a fixed time versus the wavelength range.
Both diagrams can be shown in the graph.

Fig. 25

Graphic presentation

SPECTRA / PROCESSING window: Display of single spectrum and background correction

In the wavelength plot, the abscissa is graduated in PIXELS. Three red wavelength
values indicate the upper and the lower limit of the measured spectral range and the
position of the measurement pixel (peak of element line). The data points for
background correction are marked by gray lines. The measurement pixel is set off by a
continuous red line. The range of evaluation pixels is marked in light red.
Spectral ranges with permanent structures (absorption bands in the reference
spectrum) are automatically excluded from baseline fitting when using the background
correction methods IBC or IBC-m. These ranges are shown in grey shading
Option

Description

PLOT

ABSORBANCE

SELECTION

REFERENCE ENERGY

Absorbance spectrum
Energy of reference spectrum (average only)

LIST BOX

SAMPLE ENERGY
Energy of sample spectrum
SPECTRUM

Shows the spectral curve of a selected measurement vs. wavelength.
Choose the number of the measurement to be displayed from the field with
spin box.
AVERAGE
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PIXELS

Shows the spectral curve at a selected pixel vs. time.
Choose the number of the pixel to be displayed from the field with spin box.
EFF.

If this check box is activated, the integral over the
evaluation pixels is shown.

Graphic zoom in.
Left-click this button and holding the mouse button depressed select the
spectrum section to be zoomed in.
Resets the zoom to the original coordinates.
Activates the text mode. Holding the left mouse button depressed draw a
frame and type in text, which can be added to the graph.
A double click on existing text opens the window for editing or deleting the
text. Holding the Ctrl-key and the right mouse button depressed, you can shift
existing text across the graph.
Select button. Activates the selection mode in signal or spectral plots. On
activation, measuring points are marked in the graph. With the left mouse
button, you can add a vertical line cursor to the graph at the desired position.
Set or delete background correction pixels.
A green cursor is displayed when the mouse is over the spectrum plot. Pixels
can be selected by clicking on the respective pixel. Clicking on an already
selected pixel deletes the selection. Adjacent pixels can be selected or deleted
by mouse dragging.
Clicking on the arrow opens a context menu:
MARK BACKGROUND CORRECTION PIXELS
Highlights the selected pixel on the spectrum plot
(green marker).
DELETE ALL BACKGROUND CORRECTION PIXELS
Deletes all selected correction pixels.
LISTE OF BACKGROUND CORREDCTION PIXELS.
Lists the pixel numbers of the selected background
correction pixels.

Activates line identification mode. Clicking on a spectral region or
dragging with the mouse searches the line database for the selected
position. The element symbol is displayed next to the mouse cursor (→
"Line identification" pg. 84).
Moves the vertical line cursor in 1-pixel or measured value increments across
the graph. The data of the currently marked measuring point are displayed
below the tool buttons.
Y-SCALE

Varying background
correction and evaluation
pixels

Scaling of the graph
AUTO

Auto scaling – the spectrum is displayed at optimal
ordinate expansion.

FROM/TO

Manual scaling. Specify the ordinate limits in the fields
below.

The software allows you to change the support points used for background correction.
The thus resulting changes in the signal curve are simultaneously displayed on the
graph. As a result, the mean value of the sample is optionally calculated either
simultaneously or, with bulk data, on activating a separate command. The found new
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correction pixels may be transferred directly to the opened method. In this way, it is
possible to find the ideal background correction mode for a new method.
BG parameters
Option

Description

MODE

Used background correction method –
WITH REFERENCE, WITHOUT REFERENCE OR IBC (iterative baseline correction)

NO. OF

Number of measurements the single value of the sample is based on.

SPECTRA

RANGE
(PIXELS)

Evaluated spectral range.
Maximally, the stored number of pixels can be used for the evaluation. If the
evaluation range is restricted, the pixels left and right of the measurement pixel
are distributed symmetrically.

RANGE
[NM]

Indicates the width of the spectral range used for the evaluation, which
depends on the selected number of pixels.

MEAS. PIX.

Display of the measurement pixel. The measurement pixel is pixel # 101 in the
center of the detector line.

EVAL.
PIXELS

Number of pixels used for the evaluation of the measured signal. The integral
that represents the measurement result is calculated over the measured values
of these pixels.

DYNAM.

Automatic searching of correction pixels.

BGC FIT

Spectral corrections
Option

Description

CORRECT

Automatically corrects permanent structures (only active with methods
using background correction “with reference”). Permanent structures are
spectral structures which occur in the reference as well as in the sample
spectrum, e.g. caused by flame absorptions. Use this setting if these
structures are not completely compensated.

PERMANENT
STRUCTURES

MODEL

Selection of model for spectral correction (→ „Working with Correction
Spectra in ASpectCS Software“ pg. 192).

Mean value of absorption
Option

Description

ABS.
(MEAN)

Displays the mean value of the sample absorption (ABS (CORR.)).Using graphite
tube technique displays additional the background absorption (ABS (BG)).

Other buttons
Button

Description

[LINE PARAMETERS]

Loads lines parameters for background correction and spectral
evaluation from the method or sends them to the method.

[3D PLOT]

Open an additional window for spectra display.
Select the next line or the next sample of the results list for display
(as in window SINGLE VALUES).
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Loading/sending line
parameters

1. In the SPECTRA window, click on the [LINE PARAMETERS…] button.
This will bring up the Line PARAMETERS/PROCESSING window.
2. From the line table, choose the line whose parameters you want to send to the
method or load from the method.
3. Activated the desired action.
COPY FROM METHOD/LINE – loads the original parameters from the method
COPY TO METHOD/LINE – sends the modified parameters to the method.

6.9.2.2

3D presentation of the spectra of single values
The family of curves obtained from the single values of the sample is displayed in the
SPECTRA / PLOTS window.

Fig. 26

SPECTRA / PLOTS window: 3D presentation of spectra based on single value of the sample

The left side of the PLOTS tab and its options are identical with those of the PROCESSING
tab. On the right side, the plot of the family of spectra is shown three-dimensionally at
variable tilts.
The spectrum/pixels selected on the left side is/are marked by a light green on the
plot.
Option

Description
Redraws the plot of the family of spectra at different speeds from VERY SLOW to
FAST.
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3D

Three-dimensional presentation
By changing the settings in the ROTATE and TILT spin boxes,
the viewing angle of the plot can be varied.

2D

Two-dimensional presentation of spectra dependent on
the pixels

CONTOUR

Top view onto the family of spectra.
Absorbances of the same level are connected by contour
lines.

Line identification
Spectral peaks and molecular bands in the recorded data can be identified based on a
spectra and line database.

Fig. 27

SPECTRA / LINE IDENTIFICATION window

The upper list displays the entries found in the line database for the current spectral
region. Selecting a row sets the plot cursor on the corresponding wavelength.
Clicking on a spectral region or dragging with the mouse searches element line at the
selected position in the line database. The element symbol is displayed next to the
cursor and the corresponding list entry is selected.
The lower list shows the entries found in the molecule spectra database for the current
spectral region. Selecting a line displays the corresponding molecule spectrum. FACTOR
multiplies the spectrum with the entered value while OFFSET shifts the spectrum. The
check box SHOW SUM SPECTRUM activates an additional list column for displaying the
sum of selected spectra. These functions may be used for modelling complex
background spectra.
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Solids analysis by means of graphite tube technique
In the solids analysis the fixed samples are introduced into the graphite tube on a
graphite platform and atomized. The sample digestion can be omitted. In comparison
to the settings for the solution analysis, for the solids analysis additional preparations
or sample specifications are necessary:
 Dosing of the samples onto the platforms
 Pipetting of liquid components onto the sample platforms
 Establishment of the weighed portion
 Cleaning of the sample platforms by means of burning out
 Where appropriate establishing the tare of the platforms
These preparations for determining the weighed portion and loading the sample
platforms can be carried out manually or processed automatically when using the SSA
600. When using an SSA 600 with liquid dosing unit the sampler pipettes modifiers
and standards.
If the above actions are defined to precede an analysis, the given sequence will be
automatically performed without any interruption.

6.10.1 Prepare and measure Solid Samples
The sample preparation for the solid analysis occurs on the SOLID-tab in the main
window. The SOLID-tab shows a list with measurements to be carried out manually.
The sample and standard measurements set in the sequence are broken down into
individual measurements (statistic runs) here and the dispersion of the samples on the
platforms is established.
Dialog functions of the
solid tab

Fig.28

Main window with SOLID tab

Table elements
Column

Description

NO.

Number of single measurement.

SEQ. ROW

Row number in the sequence
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POS.

Designates the positions of sample platform on the SSA 600 tray. Positions
range from 1 to 42 in single-tray mode and from 1 to 84 in double-tray mode.
Note: Positions are assigned by the ASpect CS software! Samples must be
distributed according to predefined positions.

TYPE

Type of the sample which needs to be placed, or has already been placed onto
this platform.

NAME

Name of sample

LINE

Analytical line

#

Number of the statistic run

WT (MG)

Weight of sample after weighing
If this column contains a "--------" entry, the sample only consists of liquid
portions (e.g. liquid standard) and need not be weighed for this purpose
Note: Before determination of the weighed portion the tare of the sample
platform must be established.

TARE (MG)

Deadweight of empty platform
For samples not subject to weighing, this element will also contain a "--------"
entry.

DOS.

Sample was dosed onto the platform, unless there is a "*" marker.

STD./MOD.

If marked with "*", this element indicates that liquid components (standards or
modifiers) are dosed onto the platform.

PRETREAT.

Only if in the method a thermal pretreatment is agreed.
If marked with "*" a thermal pretreatment was carried out for the platform.

If known, the following settings can be directly entered at the sample table:
 Weighed portion if sample preparation occurred on external scales
 Deadweight (tare)
 Marking for completely dosed sample platform
 Marking for thermal pre-treatment
Buttons for sample
preparation
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Button

Description

[TARE]

Determines the weight of an empty platform for marked tray positions.
This is accomplished by transferring the respective position contents onto the
scales and returning them onto their positions after weighing. The resulting
deadweight value will be entered at the Tare column.
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[DOSING]

Transfers the platforms of marked positions successively into dosing position.
A dialog window appears with details regarding the sample that needs to be
dosed. Depending on what options were selected, more preparations can be
made before or after this sample for marked positions. If a table already
contains entries, related preparations will be skipped. Compliance with this
order: Tare - Dosing - Weighing - (Dosing) - (Weighing) - Mod./Std Pipetting
is compulsory.
WITH TARE

Weight of empty platform is determined in advance

WITH WEIGHING

Dosed sample is weighed after dosing
WITH MOD./STD. PIPETTING

Platform is transferred to liquid dosing after weighing.
If option WEIGH WITH CONFIRMATION (→ "Autosampler for graphite tube
technique (solid analysis)" pg. 32) was configured in the METHOD / SAMPLE
TRANSPORT window, "Dosing" and "Weigh" may be repeated for any number of
times.
If all three options were set, this sequence may be used to run a complete
sample preparation procedure. On completion of this sequence, the tray will
contain filled platforms that are completely prepared for analysis. If one of
the preparatory steps was not carried out, this step will be requested as part
of the analytical procedure.
[WEIGH]

Weigh dosed platform

[LOAD /
SAVE]

Save and reload weighing and dosing data of selected table rows.

[STD./MOD.]

Successively transfers the platforms of marked positions into the position for
dosing of liquid analytical constituents (liquid standards, modifiers).
Displays a dosing screen for liquid dosing. This screen shows the liquids to be
dosed and the volumes to be dosed.

[PREPARE]

Burn-out the platforms for the highlighted positions.
The platforms are transferred to the furnace. After running the burn-out
program and cooling down, the platforms are then transferred back to the
tray.

The sample table (tab Solid) is automatically recreated when modifying a
sequence or method. The existing entries will be lost. Using the function
[Load/Save] these data can be saved and restored.

For thermal pre-treatment the modifiers are pipetted to the platform. After
this the furnace program runs until the step "E/P"is reached. After cooling
down the platforms are transferred back to the tray.
If the option WITH TARE is selected, the platforms are weighted and the weight
is displayed in column TARE.
Re-analyze sample /
modify weight entries

Button

Beschreibung

[MEASURE ROW(S)]

Newly determine an element in a sample or measure a sequence
individually in the method development (→ "Re-analyze samples for
solid analysis" pg. 90).
Note: For row measurement of the sample sequence the start must
always occur with statistic run 1 or the following run of the last
measured statistic run.
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Creates the current Solid-tab of the statistic run to be remeasured from
the entries for remeasuring marked in the results table.
After this these sample platforms can be correspondingly dosed and
weighed.

[RE-MEASURE SINGLE
VAL.]

Start measurement of the samples selected with [PREPARE
REMEASUREMENT].

[DELETE ENTRIES]

For selected table rows all entries in columns starting with column Wt.
[mg] are deleted.

6.10.1.1 Measure solid samples
Manual solid analysis

If the samples are placed in the graphite tubes with the help of the manual
autosampler SSA 6 (z), the weighed portion must be determined on a separate scale.
The weighed portions are to be entered directly on the SOLID-tab in this case.

Automatic solid analysis
for samples that are not
time-critical

Numerous preparation steps can be combined for samples that are not time-critical.
The preparation of samples that are not time-critical is indicated by deactivating the
option WORKFLOW FOR TIME-CRITICAL SAMPLES in the window METHOD / SAMPLE TRANSPORT
(→ "Autosampler for graphite tube technique (solid analysis)" pg. 32).
When using an SSA 600 with liquid dosing unit the pipetting of modifiers and
standards is automatically performed during the sequence. Up to four standards and
three modifiers can be placed on the SSA 600. If more standards or modifiers are
needed these may be pipetted manually. With thermal pretreatment, the modifiers are
automatically mounted on the platforms through using the liquid dosing unit and then
prepared for analysis in the graphite tube furnace.
An automatic analysis without intervention of the user requires a sample platform for
every individual measurement:
Total number of sample platforms = number of analytical samples x number of
analytical lines x number of sample measurements in a statistical series
If the number of samples exceeds the number of platforms defined in the method then
the platforms are re-used after analysis.
1. Create a new method and a sequence.
2. Switch to the SOLID tab in the main window.
The column POS. shows the assignment of the samples to the sampler trays. The
assignment is determined by the software and cannot be changed.
3. Start processing the sequence by clicking on

.

4. Prepare the sample platforms in accordance with the program instructions. Mount
the samples and pipette the liquid components if necessary.
The measurements starts when all samples are prepared and/or the number of
sample platforms configured in the method are mounted.
5. If there are still samples after the first measurement cycle, mark the corresponding
sample rows in the sequence using the mouse. You can make multiple marks by
pressing and holding the shift and/or ctrl buttons.
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6. Continue the measurement with
and append the results to the existing ones by
activating the option APPEND TO FILE/LIST in the window START MEASUREMENT
SEQUENCE.
7. Prepare the sample platforms again in accordance with the program instructions.
The measurement will then start automatically.
8. Continue with step (6) until all samples have been processed.
Automatic solid analysis
for time-critical samples

Samples that easily volatize or "creep" due to high adhesion on the platform and soak
the edge and handle of the platform require that the platform be processed quickly
after the application of the sample. The preparation of samples is conducted by
activating the option WORKFLOW FOR TIME-CRITICAL SAMPLES in the window METHOD /
SAMPLE TRANSPORT, see section "Autosampler for graphite tube technique (solid
analysis)" pg. 32).
1. Create a new method and a sequence.
2. Start processing the sequence by clicking on

.

3. Follow further instructions for sample preparation on the monitor screen. A sample
will be prepared and measured. The request for the preparation of the next sample
platform will follow until all samples have been processed.
The measurement run for time-critical samples requires the constant presence of the
user.

6.10.2 Save data of previously prepared samples
When the sequence or method is modified the solid table is reconfigured and the
samples are reassigned to the platforms. In order to prevent loss of existing weight
data these data can be saved. These data can be stored to prevent this. Two storage
areas for linked blocks are available for this purpose.
1.

Mark the samples which have already been prepared.
The data has to be in one contiguous block.

2.

Use button [LOAD/SAVE] for opening the window LOAD/SAVE SSA600 TRAY.

Fig. 29

Window for saving and loading the entries of the solid table

3.

Select one of the two MEMORIES.

4.

Select [SAVE SELECTED ENTRIES] and confirm the message box with [OK].

5.

Quit window Load/Save SSA600 table with [Close].
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6.

Reopen the window LOAD/SAVE SSA600 TRAY after the sample table in window
SOLID has been rebuilt.

7.

Select the MEMORY.

8.

Enter the row number of the SOLID table in the list field, from which the data
block will be inserted.

9.

Click on [LOAD ENTRIES FROM ROW] and confirm the message box with [CLOSE].

10. Quit window LOAD/SAVE SSA600 TRAY by using [CLOSE].
The data block is inserted into the SOLID table starting with the defined table row.
11. Where appropriate re-sort the platforms on the sample tray.

6.10.3 Re-analyze samples for solid analysis
Individual samples as well as individual elements can be re-analyzed when using solid
analysis technique.
Re-analyze a sample

1. In the main window change to the RESULTS-table.
2. Double-click on the sample. The window SINGLE VALUES is opened.
3. Mark the outlier in the table.
4. Click on [MARK FOR RE-MEASUREMENT].
5. Close the window Sample single values.
6. In the same way mark all additional outliers of other samples.
7. Return to SOLID table.
8. Click on [Prepare re-measurement].
The SOLID-table is created.

Note

Here the individual values and other entries present are deleted where appropriate as
the table is newly structured. If necessary the data should be saved beforehand (→
"Save data of previously prepared samples" pg. 89).
9. Prepare the samples in accordance with the platform assignment for the analysis.
10.Start the measurement with [RE-MEASURE SINGLE VAL.].
The recalculated results for the re-analyzed samples are added to the results table
in window RESULTS.

Re-analyze an element in
a sample

1. Mark all single measurements of the sample element in the SOLID-table.
2. Select [MEASURE ROW(S)].
3. Enter a new results file name in window START SEQUENCE or append the data to the
existing file.
4. Start measurement with [OK].

Measure the solid table
by row (method
processing)
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In the method processing the SOLID table can be processed by row.
1. Mark the single measurements of the sample element in the SOLID table.
2. Select [MEASURE ROW(S)].
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3. Enter a new results file name in window START SEQUENCE or append the data to the
existing file.
4. Start measurement with [OK].
The measurement of an element of a sample must be started with Run #1 or the run
which follows the last measured statistics run.

Note

6.11

Rinsing the system
Rinse steps for the various systems are started with menu command ROUTINE  WASH.
In addition, rinse commands are accessible in the respective technique-specific
windows such as for autosampler and hydride system.

Flame technique

The sampler tube is immersed in the wash cup for rinsing. If the Injection Switch has
been selected as accessory unit, the switch will open. This is to ensure that the sample
path is rinsed, too. The rinse pump is continuously delivering fresh wash solution.

Hydride technique /
HydrEA technique

The hydride system is rinsed with acid (or reductant, if necessary). The rinse
parameters for the hydride system are to be selected in the method (→ "HYDRIDE tab –
Specifying the hydride system", pg. 22).
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Calibration is carried out during sample measurement according to the options
selected in the sequence. The calibration curves and functions can be viewed and
edited after the measurement.
Note

After the opening of stored results, the calibration can be displayed only if the method
has been saved along with the results.
 Open the CALIBRATION window using menu command METHOD DEVELOPMENT 
CALIBRATION or the icon button

The CALIBRATION window displays the calculated calibration curve (taking the curve
parameters into account).

Fig.30

Calibration window

The window contains
 Graph of the calibration curve,
 Calibration table
 Parameters
 Residuals
 Limits of detection (LOD) and limits of quantitation (LOQ).
Selection list boxes in CALIBRATION window
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Field

Description

LINE

Select the element line the calibration of which shall be displayed.
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CALIBRATION

Display of the used calibration function (set in the METHOD / CALIB. window).

FUNCTION

The calibration function is specific for every element line.
You may select a new calibration function from the list box. The calibration
will then be recalculated accordingly.

ATTENUATION

OFF

No attenuation

WEAK, MEDIUM, STRONG, VERY STRONG
Signal attenuation level (→ "EVALUATION tab –
Spectral range and background corrections" pg. 34).
By selecting an attenuation Level, only a subarea of
the spectral peak is taken into account in the signal
calculation. This leads to an extended calibration
working range (wide range calibration).

7.1

Graphic presentation of calibration curve
In the graph, the measuring points, the calculated calibration curve, and the residuals
are displayed. The numbers at the measuring points correspond to those used on the
TABLE tab.

Other markings used

Colors of measuring
points

Curve colors

Note on prognosis range

Symbol

Description

Z

Zero. Calibration zero

Option

Description

Black

Normal measuring point

Light gray

Deleted/outlier (not included in calculation)

Blue

Suspected outlier (included in calculation)

Option

Description

Black

Calibration curve within the valid calibration range

Blue

Calibration curve outside the valid calibration range

Green

Lower and upper limit of the prognosis range within the valid calibration range

Light
gray

Lower and upper limit of the prognosis range outside the valid calibration
range

The position of the prognosis range depends on the selected statistical certainty. It is a
measure of the “quality” of the calibration, from which also the statistical certainty of
the measurement of the analytical samples depends in the end. Besides, the prognosis
range serves to identify suspected outliers among the calibration points. The
confidence level is to be chosen in the METHOD / STATISTICS window (→"Statistics tab –
Defining statistical analysis", pg. 44).
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Displaying calibration results

Display of measured
values of calibration
standards – TABLE tab

Note

On the TABLE tab, the value pairs of the standards (entered concentration / measured
value) are displayed.
If the standards were measured repeatedly and a statistical analysis option set in the
method, you may additionally activate the display of the standard deviation (SD), the
relative standard deviation (RSD%), the range (R) and the relative range (RR%) by
selecting the corresponding check boxes.
The statistical analysis is to be defined in the method.
To exclude individual calibration standards from the calculation, select the standard in
the table by a mouse click and then click on [DELETE STD.].
The measurement is only marked as deleted and can be reactivated at any time..

Display of calibration
data – PARAMETERS tab

Note

This tab shows the calibration data as far as their calculation makes sense.
Option

Description

R² (ADJ.)

Coefficient of determination

SLOPE

Slope of calibration curve

METHOD SD

Standard deviation of the method

CHAR. CONC. /
CHAR. WEIGHT

Characteristic concentration or weight (concentration or weight required to
absorb 1% of the available light energy in the atomizer – corresponding to
an absorbance value of approx. 0.0044)

The correlation coefficient type (R oder R²(ADJ.) ) may be selected in window OPTIONS /
CALIBRATION.

RESIDUALS tab

The graph on the RESIDUALS tab shows the deviations of the calibration points from the
calculated calibration curve and the limits of the prognosis range.

Limits of detection and
determination of the
current calibration LOD/LOQ tab

The limits of detection and the limits of determination of the AAS can be determined
based on the current calibration results.
In this area, values of the blank method and the calibration curve method will be
displayed only if the AAS has been calibrated already.
Option

Description

LIMIT OF DETECTION

The weight (concentration) of the element to be analyzed that can be
detected with a defined statistical certainty.

LIMIT OF

The minimum weight (concentration) of the element to be analyzed
that can be determined with a define confidence level.

DETERMINATION
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SD BLANK

Only with blank method.
Measured standard deviation of the blank (IDL sample).

[CALCULATE]

Starts the calculation of the limits of detection and determination, e.g.
after a change of the calibration curve.
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Calibration curve method
The calculation of the limits of detection and determination according to the
calibration curve method necessitates a linear calibration curve. The calibration should
be carried out in the lower concentration range. Calibration parameters that are
essential for the result of computation include the following:
 Number and position of calibration points
 Number of repeat measurements per standard
 Quality of regression
 Slope of calibration curve
 Relative statistical certainty (probability level)
The values obtained from the calibration curve method can be considered useful only if
the calibration was run in the lower concentration range. The limits of detection and
determination can be displayed and printed in the Calibration window. They are not
saved in the result protocol.
Blank method

The standard deviation of the blank is determined within the sample measurement.
For this purpose, the measurement of the blank (QC BLANK DL) is included in the
sequence (→"Specifying sequences of samples and actions", pg. 56).
Calculation instructions for the blank method:
The blank is to be measured 11 x. From the obtained values, the absolute standard
deviation SD of the blank is determined. The following formulas apply to the limits of
detection and determination:
Limit of Detection (LOD) LOD = 3 * SD / (slope of calibration curve)
Limit of determination (LOQ)

LOQ = 10.0 * SD / (slope of calibration curve)

The limits of detection and determination according to the blank method are displayed
in percent.

7.3

Modifying the calibration curve
You can modify an existing calibration curve by the
 change of the used calibration function
 deactivation or activation of standards.
To change the calibration function, choose a new model from the CALIBRATION FUNCTION
list box.
To exclude a standard from the calculation, mark it on the TABLE tab and then click on
the [DELETE STD.] button. The measurement is only marked as deleted and can be
reactivated at any time.
The program recalculates the calibration curve and displays the modified curve.
The modified calibration parameters will be applied to the results, if you activate menu
command ROUTINE  REPROCESS... or click on
analysis results", pg. 68).

on the toolbar (→ "Reprocessing
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The Quality Control function serves to monitor the measurement results of a method
over a longer period of time. For this purpose, specific QC samples of different types
are chosen for a method and included in the measurement series. When evaluating
the QC samples, the results are compared to those obtained with previous QC samples.
The evaluations are presented on quality control charts (QC charts) and saved along
with the method. The QC charts are available after every loading of the method and
will be updated at the next measurement start.
Select the type of QC samples and their parameters in the METHOD window on the QCS
tab (→ "QCS tab – Quality Control Samples", pg. 46). In the SEQUENCE window, define
the integration of the QC samples within the measurement series (→ "Specifying
sequences of samples and actions", pg. 56).
You can view the QC charts of the loaded (active) method in the QC window. There,
you can also define the parameters and the configuration of the QC charts.
 Open the QC window using menu command METHOD DEVELOPMENT  QC or icon
button
.

8.1

Parameters of QC charts

Fig.31

Chart display

QC – QC chart parameters window

Specification of the type of QC evaluation to be displayed on the QC chart:
QC sample type
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QC SAMPLE

MEAN VALUES

QC STANDARD

MEAN VALUES (NORMALIZED)
RECOVERY RATES

QC TREND

TRENDS

QC MATRIX

RANGES
PRECISIONS

BLANK

No choice. The absorbance of the blank is displayed.

The target parameters and control (CL,CU) and warning (WL, WU) limits for chart type
CONTROL CHART are calculated from the mean and the variation of the values from
preparation period. Taget parameters and exclusion limits for chart type TARGET VALUE
CHART are determined from the target value and the limits specified for QC sample
types (see section “QCS tab – Quality Control Samples”, p. 46).
Display

In this field, you can choose the point size used for the graph, and if the points shall be
connected with each other by a line.
Option

Description

POINT SIZE

The individual points are displayed as circles. Choose a higher point size for
larger circles.

CONNECT

Connects the points on the graph with each other by a line.

POINTS

8.2

Entries and limits of QC charts
The content of the QC charts is defined in the window QC / ENTRIES AND LIMITS and can
be customized to the requirements of your laboratory regarding the frequency of the
entries.

Fig.32

QC – Entries and Limits window
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Option

Description

ENTER

ALL VALUES

Enter every performed QC control.

SCHEMA

1 VALUE/DAY

Enter only the last QC control of the day.

2 VALUE/DAY

Enter only the first and the last QC control of the day.

Note
A "day" corresponds to one day according to the PC clock, i.e. in the course of
a day, any previous entry on the QC chart will be overwritten by a new QC
value; however, when a new day begins, a new entry will be generated.
NUMBER PREP.

Control chart only:

PERIOD

The preparation period is a number of QC chart entries that are used for the
calculation of control (C) and error (E) limits. The preparation period always
contains the older chart entries. If set to 0 (no prep. period), all entered QC
data will be included in the calculation of control and error limits.

EXCLUSON

Target value chart only:

LIMITS FOR

The exclusionlimits are calculated from the limits specified for the QC control
samples multiplied by FACTOR (default is 1) (→ “QCS tab – Quality Control
Samples" p. 46).

TARGET VALUE
CHARTS

Replacing charts

Define the procedure for (almost) full charts. To this end select one of the options
from the list:
Option

Description

ACCEPT PREP.
PERIOD, DELETE

CONTROL CHART ONLY: Accepts the preparation period of the old chart for
application to the new chart and deletes remaining values.

REMAIN

LAST VALUES ->
NEW PREP.
PERIOD

DELETE ALL,
NEW PREP.

CONTROL CHART ONLY: The values of the old chart measured last represent the
preparation period of the new chart; all other values will be deleted from
the chart. New measured values will be evaluated based on the newly
created preparation period.
All values will be deleted. CONTROL CHART ONLY: New measured values will first
fill the preparation period.

PERIOD

By clicking on [PROCESS] you replace the QC charts in accordance with the option
selected above.

8.3

Displaying QC charts
The QC charts are displayed in the QC / QC CHARTS window. Separate charts are
generated each for every QC sample type defined in the method and for every element
line specified there.

Options/views

Options/views

Description

TYPE

Here, choose the QC sample type to be displayed.

LINE

Here, choose the element line to be displayed.

DISPLAYED

Number of displayed values and the date of the first and the last value
displayed.

VALUES
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ENTRIES

Total number of entries on the current QC chart and the date of the first
and the last value.

X(MAX)

Select the number of entries to be displayed on the graph.

Y SCALE

ENTRIES

Maximum of y axis is scaled according to the
highest value

CONTROL LIMITS - Maximum of y axis is scaled to the range of the control
limits or exclusion limits
Prints the QC graph inclusive of alphanumerical data and measured
values.
Graph area

Color/marking

Meaning

Yellow field

CONTROL CHART ONLY: Preparation period

Light gray
horizontal line

CONTROL CHART ONLY: Mean value calculated from preparation period
Target value chart only: Target value

Red horizontal lines

CONTROL CHART ONLY: Upper and lower control limit (C) calculated
from preparation period (3 Sigma)
Target value chart only: Upper and lower exclusion limits (EU, EL)
depending on the limits of the QC sample.

Green horizontal
lines

CONTROL CHART ONLY: Calculated warning limits (W; 2 Sigma).

Small circles

Measuring points (black: active entry; gray: inactive entry)

If you click on a measured value on the graph, a window is opened with the following
information on this measured value.
Option

Description

NUMBER

Number of the measured value in the QC series

VALUE

Measured value (converted according to the presentation type of the QC
chart)

DATE / TIME

Date and time of measurement

USER

user logged in at the time of measurement

VERSION

Version of the method used

DELETE ENTRY /
ACTIVATE
ENTRY

Flag a data point as deleted / re-activate a deleted data point

ADD COMMENT

Add a comment to the data point, e.g. reason for deletion
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Controlling and monitoring spectrometer and
accessories

9.1

Spectrometer

ASpect CS

The SPECTROMETER window serves to test spectrometer functions and method
development. The following data can be adjusted or viewed and the following actions
performed:
 Device data
 Switching xenon lamp on/off
 Test of wavelength correction
 Display of the readout parameters of the CCD line
 Starting a measurement at a test wavelength
 Starting a continuous measurement for device optimization
 Correction of possible peak offsets.
 Activate the SPECTROMETER window using menu command METHOD DEVELOPMENT /
SPECTROMETER or icon button
.

9.1.1

Device function test on contra

Fig. 33

SPECTROMETER / PARAMETERS window

In the SPECTROMETER / PARAMETERS window, you may check basic device functions and
start a test measurement at a selected wavelength.
Basically, all control lamps must be active and lighting green, when the contrAA has
been switched on and initialized.
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Device functions are tested by a click on the corresponding buttons. If the test run was
successful, the lamp lights green.

Instrument data
Lamp

Display of the connected AAS device and the installed software version.
Option/Button

Description

[LAMP OFF] / [LAMP ON]

Switches the xenon lamp on/off.

[SHUTTER OPEN] /
[SHUTTER CLOSED]

Opens or closes the shutter.

[HOT SPOT INIT.]

Reinitializes the system for hot spot tracking.

STANDBY

If activated, lamp current is switched to standby mode. This
function serves to extend lamp life.

CURRENT [A]

Allows varying the current.
The factory-set lamp current has been optimized for ignition
behavior and lifetime!

Informationen zu
installierten
Xenonlampe

Only if option Show lamp operating life time (Spectrometer) on
window Options / Display is activated.
LAMP ID
Lamp identification code
OPERATING TIME
Lamp on-time. A message is displayed if
the guaranteed lamp operating time of
1000 hours is exceeded.
DATE OF INSTALLATION
Date of last lamp replacement. No date is
displayed if the lamp has not yet been
replaced.

Wavelength

Corrections

Measurement

Option

Description

WAVELENGTH

Display of the selected wavelength.
Clicking the [...] button will bring up the SELECT ELEMENT/LINE window for
setting the desired wavelength (→ "LINES tab – Choosing element lines" pg.
15).
By a click on [SET], the monochromator is driven to the selected wavelength.

Option

Description

PRISM CORR.

Checks the wavelength correction on the Monochromator.

NE CORRECTION

Performs wavelength correction by means of neon lines.

Option

Description

READ TIME [S]

Entry of the total time for spectral measurement.

EMISSION

If deactivated, the absorbance spectrum will be measured.
If activated, the emission spectrum will be measured.

MEASUREMENT
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If activated, the measurement in window SPECTROMETER are always
performed with opened shutter. When checking the system with closed
shutter, e.g. for dark current measurement, the control has to be
deactivated.

ALWAYS OPEN
SHUTTER

Note: The setting has no effect for measurements performed outside of
the window. In all other cases the shutter is automatically controlled.
ALWAYS REQUEST

Performs a reference measurement before every sample measurement.

REFERENCE

Start the measurement based on the adjusted parameters.

[SPECTRUM
RECORDING]

Optics purging

9.1.2

contrAA 800 only
Option

Description

[OPTICS

Check ofthe status of the optics purging (air or argon purging)

PURGING]

For stable measurement results, the flushing must be COMPLETED (green status
display). This button is only active when optics purging is activated (→
"Options for optics purging" p.173).

Measuring a spectral peak at a selected wavelength
To trigger test measurement at a slected wavelength, use the SPECTROMETER –
PARAMETERS window.
1. In the WAVELENGTH/CORRECTION field, click on [...] to open the SELECT ELEMENT/LINE
window. There, choose the desired line.
Alternatively, you may enter the value directly in the WAVELENGTH input field.
2. Click on [SET] to drive the monochromator to the desired wavelength.
If the adjustment was successfully finished, the indicator lamp left of the button
will light green.
3. In the Read-out parameters field, enter the values for Read time [s] and No. of
spectra.
4. Activate the ALWAYS REQUEST REFERENCE check box.
5. Start the measurement with the [SPECTRUM RECORDING] button and follow the
prompts for the reference and the following sample measurement.
The measurement results are displayed in the SPECTRA window (→ "Displaying details
of single values of samples", pg. 77).

9.1.3

Starting continuous measurements
In the SPECTROMETER / SPECTRUM window, you can start a continuous measurement at a
defined wavelength. In servicing, the continuous measurements are used for device
optimization.
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Fig. 34

SPECTROMETER / SPECTRUM window

Option

Description

DISPLAY

Options for the presentation of the spectrum:

MEAS.
PIX.

MARK

ENERGY

Display of energy spectrum; measuring unit: cts (counts)
To obtain results with the noise being as low as possible,
the integration times for the CCD line are to be chosen so
that the maximum energy is at approximately 30000 cts.

ABSORBANCE

Display of absorbance spectrum

INTENSITY

Display of the energy per time unit; unit of measurement:
Mcts/s (megacounts per second)
The intensity allows you to compare the absorption of
different peaks independent of the integration time.

Selection of the pixel the values of which are continuously displayed in the
ENERGY field.
In the MAXIMUM , MINIMUM, MEAN and SD fields, the corresponding results of the
continuous measurement are displayed.
Marks the set MEASUREMENT PIXEL in the graph by a vertical red line.

MEAS.
PIXELS

MARK

Marks every pixel in the graph by a point (circle).

POINTS

SCALING
OF GRAPH

Scaling of the graph is possible by direct entry of the start and end points of
ordinate and abscissa in the input fields or – after activation of the ZOOM MODE –
by selection of the area to be zoomed in with the left mouse button depressed
(→ "Frequently used control elements" pg. 8).
To undo scaling, activate the AUTO check box or deactivate the zoom mode.

1. In the SPECTROMETER / PARAMETERS window, adjust the following parameters:
WAVELENGTH, READ TIME, NO. OF SPECTRA.
2. Switch to the SPECTRUM tab.
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3. Start the reference measurement by a click on [REF. SPECTRUM].
If a reference spectrum has been measured, the indicator right of the button lights
green.
4. Start the continuous measurement with [START].
The values are measured with the adjusted parameters. The measurements are
repeated continuously until you click on [STOP].

9.1.4

Correcting peak offsets

Fig.35

SPECTRA / ADJUST WAVELENGTH window: wavelength adjustment for peak offsets

The contra is delivered pre-adjusted, i.e. frequently used analysis wavelengths are
tested and adjusted in the factory. If you intend to use a less customary analysis
wavelength, you can check the accuracy of this wavelength in the SPECTRA /
WAVELENGTH ADJUSTMENT window. Corrections of peak offsets are possible in the
subpixel range, i.e. smaller than the pixel dispersion.
The found correction factors are saved to the line/wavelength file and are valid for
every further measurement. However, it is also possible to delete entered correction
factors from this file again. The device-specific line/wavelength file may be copied and
loaded for reviewing it (→ "Copying lines/wavelengths files", pg. 163).
Peak pick
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Option

Description

ARROW BUTTONS

Use these buttons to shift the peak wavelength.

PIXELS

Currently selected pixel

WAVELENGTH

Current analysis wavelength

DISPERSION
[PM/PIXEL]

Spectral resolution in picometers per pixel

STRETCH X-AXIS
(FACTOR)

Expands the abscissa to facilitate peak finding.

[FIND PEAK CENTER]

Find peak and correct offset automatically.

ASpect CS
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ACCEPT FOR
REPROCESSING

Update adjustment value

Option

Description

CURRENT OFFSET
[NM]

Displays the found offset value.

OBS. OFFSET [NM]

Displays the previously stored offset value.

[SAVE ADJUSTMENT

Saves the adjustment value to a line/wavelength file. The values stored
in this file will be used for all following measurements.

VALUE]

[DELETE
ADJUSTMENT VALUE]

Check peak offsets

Take account of modified wavelength offsets for updating the peak
position during reprocessing.

Deletes the entry for the current analysis wavelength from the
line/wavelength file.

1. In the SPECTROMETER / PARAMETERS window, set the analysis wavelength and start
the measurement of the analysis peak (→ "Measuring a spectral peak at a selected
wavelength", pg. 102).
The results of the measurement are displayed in the SPECTRA window.
2. Switch to the SPECTRA – ADJUST WAVELENGTH window.
3. Expand the x-axis to make the peak well visible.
4. If the peak is centered to the analysis pixel 101 (red vertical line coincides with the
peak), the peak has been detected correctly. In this case, no further action is
required.
5. If the peak appears beside the red line, use the arrow buttons to move the green
line onto the peak
or
have the peak position found automatically using the function released with the
[FIND PEAK CENTER] button.
6. Save the peak correction with the [SAVE ADJUSTMENT VALUE] button.
7. In the SPECTROMETER / PARAMETERS window, start another measurement at the
analysis wavelength.
Now, in the SPECTRA / ADJUST WAVELENGTH window, the peak must be centered to the
analysis pixel 101.
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Flame
Selected technique:

Flame

In the FLAME window, you can test individual functions of the burner/nebulizer system
and individually adjust the parameters for the elements.
 Activate the FLAME window using menu command METHOD DEVELOPMENT  FLAME or
icon button
.

9.2.1

Testing flame functions
On the CONTROL tab, you can check the current status of the burner/nebulizer system.

Fig.36

Status

Option
FLAME

BURNER
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FLAME / CONTROL window

Description
Status display of the flame:
OFF

The flame is not burning.

C2H2-AIR

The acetylene/air flame is burning.

C2H2-NO2

The acetylene/nitrous oxide flame is burning.

Attached burner head:
100 MM

100-mm single-slot burner

50 MM

50-mm single-slot burner

ERROR

No burner head attached

ASpect CS
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SIPHON

The fill level of the siphon (drain trap) below the mixing chamber is monitored.
The drain trap serves to drain non-nebulized liquid.
OK

The drain trap is filled with liquid up to the overflow port.

ERROR

The fill level of the drain trap is insufficient.

The drain trap must always be filled sufficiently to prevent backfiring of the flame
particularly that of the nitrous oxide flame. In case of error prompt remove the
burner head. Fill distilled water in the mixing chamber till the error prompt
disappears.
WASTE
BOTTLE

Pressures

Actual fuel flows

Function tests

Fill level of waste bottle. (If you do not use a waste bottle with fill level sensor,
plug the supplied jumper plug into the corresponding connector).
OK

The waste bottle is not full (correct state).

ERROR

The waste bottle is full and needs to be emptied.
Measurements are possible; on starting a measurement,
however, a warning message will be displayed.

Option

Description

FUEL

Status of fuel pressure at device inlet
"-" – No fuel pressure detected

NEBULIZER

Operating pressure at nebulizer.

AIR

Status of air inlet pressure. Displayed only when air supply is open.

N2O

Status of nitrous-oxide inlet pressure. Displayed only when the nitrous-oxide
supply is open.

FUEL

Fuel flow

OXIDANT

Oxidant flow through nebulizer

OXIDANT
(TOTAL)

Total oxidant flow (oxidant + auxiliary oxidant). Displayed only if auxiliary
oxidant is active.

FUEL/OXIDANT

Fuel/oxidant flow ratio

The test functions are accessible only if the flame is extinguished. The availability of
the test functions depends on the context.
[TEST
AIR]

Opens solenoid valve in air path.
Requirement: Air and fuel are supplied (inlet pressures detected)
Displayed parameters: nebulizer pressure, oxidant flow and total oxidant, if
auxiliary oxidant was activated (METHOD / FLAME window).

[TEST
N2O]

Opens solenoid valve in nitrous-oxide path.
Requirement: Nitrous oxide and fuel are supplied (inlet pressures detected).
Displayed parameters: Nebulizer pressure, oxidant flow and total oxidant, if
auxiliary oxidant was activated.
Active only with acetylene/nitrous oxide flame and 50-mm single slot burner.

[TEST
FUEL]

Adjusts the rated gas flow (proportional valve).
Displayed parameters: Fuel flow for acetylene/air flame (for [TEST AIR] or the
acetylene/nitrous-oxide flame (for [TEST N2O]).
Being activated with [TEST AIR] and [TEST N2O].

[END
TEST]

Finishes the function test.
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Option

Description

[IGNITE FLAME]

Ignition of the acetylene/air flame:
Air supply is released.
Ignition arm is swiveled out; the coiled filament is glowing.
The rated acetylene flow (proportional valve) is adjusted, when nebulizer
pressure and oxidant flow have reached their rated values.
Process is aborted, if the flame fails to ignite within 10 seconds.
If the flame is burning, the [EXTINGUISH FLAME] button becomes active.

[AIR→N2O]

Switching from acetylene/air to acetylene/nitrous-oxide flame:
Oxidant valve (3/2 solenoid valve) switches from air to nitrous oxide.
The fuel flow for the acetylene/nitrous-oxide flame (proportional valve) is
adjusted.
The button label turns into [N2O→AIR].

[N2O→AIR]

Switching from acetylene/nitrous-oxide flame to acetylene/air flame:
Oxidant valve (3/2 solenoid valve) switches from nitrous oxide to air.
The fuel flow for the acetylene/air flame (proportional valve) is adjusted.
The button label turns into [N2O→AIR].

[EXTINGUISH
FLAME]

Extinguishes the flame:
If the acetylene/nitrous oxide flame is burning, the system switches to the
acetylene/air flame and waits for a few seconds.
The fuel flow (proportional valve) is shut off.
After a few seconds waiting time (for purging the fuel from mixing
chamber and burner), the air supply (solenoid valve) is shut off.

SCRAPER

Only with 50-mm single slot burner with mounted scraper and
acetylene/nitrous-oxide flame.
Activates the scraper for cleaning the burner head.

In the SETTINGS field, you may edit the gas flow settings:
Option

Description

C2H2-AIR

Acetylene/air flame: Fuel flow = 40 – 120 NL/h

C2H2-NO2

Acetylene/nitrous-oxide flame: Fuel flow = 120 – 315 NL/h

OXIDANT
(TOTAL)

Adjustment of auxiliary oxidant by adjusting the total oxidant flow (Oxidant
(total) = Oxidant flow + auxiliary oxidant flow).
30 - 300 NL/h
The use of the auxiliary oxidant is useful if combustible liquids shall be
analyzed, a higher oxidant flow is necessary, or the fuel rate shall be
increased.

BURNER

Height of burner relative to optical axis.

HEIGHT

Note
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The attached burner is automatically detected by the burner sensor. Switching
between C2H2-air and C2H2-N2O is possible only if the flame is burning, and if the 50mm burner has installed.
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Optimizing the flame
For the analysis, the flame can be optimized for every element line with respect to
 Fuel flow
 Burner height
 Total oxidant flow, if the use of auxiliary oxidant has been chosen in the method.
You may optimize the flame manually by changing the parameters and observing the
signal level, or you may have the parameters searched automatically by the
application. In both cases, you may transfer the found parameters to the method at
the push of a button.

Manual flame
optimization

Manual flame optimization is carried out in the FLAME / MANUAL OPTIMIZATION window.

Fig. 37

FLAME / MANUAL OPTIMIZATION window

Option

Description

LINE

Choose the element line for which the flame shall be optimized.
You may choose among the wavelengths defined in the method.

[SET]

Moves the monochromator to the selected wavelength.

FUEL [L/H]

Adjustment of fuel flow.

BURNER HEIGHT
[MM]

Adjustment of burner height relative to the optical axis of the light
path of the xenon lamp.

OXIDANT (TOTAL)
[L/H]

Adjustment of total oxidant flow, sum of the flows of oxidant and
auxiliary oxidant.

OXIDANS [L/H]

Display of the oxidant flow in L/h.

FUEL/OXIDANT

Display of the fuel/oxidant flow ratio.

[START]

Starts the measurement. The signal is continuously being recorded.
The button label turns into [STOP].

[STOP]

Stops the measurement.
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[ACCEPT VALUES]

Accepts the found flame parameters for the selected element line and
transfers them to the method.

GRAPH

Display of signal curve.
Ordinate expansion is possible via the input fields at the Y-axis.

ABSORBANCE

Display of current absorbance value.

MAXIMUM

Display of the maximum absorbance value of the running
measurement.

1. From the Line list box, choose the desired element line.
2. Click on [SET] to drive the monochromator to the wavelength of this line.
3. Immerse the aspiration hose of the nebulizer in the sample solution.
4. Start the measurement with [START].
5. Vary the FUEL setting by means of the arrow buttons and watch the signal change
in the graph and in the ABSORBANCE field. Adjust the fuel rate until absorbance is
maximal.
6. In the same way, adjust the BURNER HEIGHT, until you have found the maximum
absorbance.
7. When using the flame with auxiliary oxidant, vary the OXIDANT (TOTAL) parameter
until again you obtain the maximum signal level.
8. Repeat steps 5 to 7, until you can no longer notice a relevant increase of the signal
level.
9. Finish the measurement with [STOP].
10.Click on [ACCEPT] to transfer the found parameters for the selected element line to
the method.
In the same way, find the appropriate parameters for all element lines defined in the
method.

Automatic flame
optimization
Note

Automatic flame optimization is carried out in the FLAME / AUTOMATIC OPTIMIZATION
window.
If the use of auxiliary oxidant has been chosen in the method, the flame must be
optimized manually.
The used optimization algorithm changes the settings for fuel flow and burner height
with the aim to obtain an increase in the signal level. This algorithm takes into account
the interactions between the two parameters (fuel flow and burner height). The
optimization procedure will be stopped if in three successive steps no further increase
in signal level is achieved. This means that either the maximum signal level was
reached or the change of the parameters is of no effect on the signal level.
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Fig. 38

FLAME / AUTOMATIC OPTIMIZATION window

Option

Description

LINE

Choose the element line for which the flame shall be optimized.
You may choose among the wavelengths defined in the method.

POSITION

Position of the test sample on the autosampler.

[START]

Starts the measurement. The signal is continuously being recorded.
The button label turns into [STOP].

ALL LINES /

Perfoms the optimization for all lines of the method with the sample
solution. The sample must contains all analytes.

ALL PRINCIPAL

Performaing automatic
optimization

LINES

Restricts the selection to ALL PRINCIPAL LINES if the method contains
simultaneously measured lines (see window METHOD / LINE, COMBINE LINES).

[STOP]

Stops the measurement.

[DELETE]

Deletes the found values.

[LOAD]

Loads optimized flame parameters.

[SAVE]

Saves optimized flame parameters.

[ACCEPT
VALUES]

Accepts the found flame parameters for the selected element line and
transfers them to the method.

TABLE

Display of found parameters.

GRAPH

Display of signal curve.

1. Select an element LINE from the list or
activate the option ALL LINES.
2. Immerse the tube into the sample solution.
3. Start the optimization using [START].
The window for the automatic optimization is opened.
4. If appropriate, activate following settings:
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Option

Description

SET OPTIMIZED VALUES

This setting has to be activated for automatic
optimization because only the parameters from the last
optimization are available after the procedure is
completed.

AUTOMATICALLY FOR THE CURRENT
METHOD

AUTOMATICALLY SAVE OPTIMIZATION

If activated, enter a file name in the respective field.

DATA

5. For single line optimization: After successful optimization the parameters can be
transferred to the method by using [ACCEPT VALUES] if the respective setting has not
been activated in the start dialog.
Note

9.2.3

There is a small delay between the modifation of the parameters and the signal
response.

Extinguishing the flame
You may extinguish the flame in different ways.
 In the FLAME / CONTROL window, click on the [EXTINGUISH FLAME] button.
Alternatively, you may activate the menu command ROUTINE  EXTINGUISH FLAME.
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Furnace
Selected technique:

Graphite furnace technique

Working in the FURNACE window, you are able to check individual graphite tube furnace
functions and make settings for analysis of individual elements.
 Use a METHOD DEVELOPMENT  FURNACE command or click the
icon to open the FURNACE window.
Control buttons / fields in
FURNACE window

9.3.1

Button/Field

Description

LINE

A list field for setting an analytical line, for which furnace parameters are to
be displayed or varied.
Use arrow keys to page through the lines list as necessary.

[→METHOD]

Transfers changes in furnace parameter settings for analytical line to
“Method“.

Editing a furnace program
Working in the FURNACE / FURNACE PROGRAM window, a furnace program (temperatureversus-time program (TPZ)) can be created, displayed and edited if necessary for a
selected analytical line.
A furnace program may comprise a maximum of 20 working steps.

Fig. 39

FURNACE / FURNACE PROGRAM window
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A tabular display will list all working steps which are part of a currently selected
furnace program. The parameters on display are:
Option

Description

STEP

Sequential number of working step

*

No function assigned to this field sofar.

NAME

Name of furnace program step

TEMP

Target temperature within step

RAMP

Heating rate within step

HOLD

Holding time of target temperature within step

TIME

Total duration of working step

GAS

Supply of purge gas (PURGE) and additive gas (ADD.). Possible states:
No supply

STOP

Control buttons and input
fields

ASpect CS

MIN

Minimal supply rate (only purge gas)

MAX

Maximal supply rate

INJ.

Injection step.
Sample will be injected into furnace on completion of this step.

E/P

Working step for enrichment or thermal pretreatment of individual components.

Button / Fields

Description

[NEW]

Inserts a new line at the end of a list.

[INSERT]

Inserts a new line before a marked list place.

[DELETE]

Deletes marked lines.

MEASURING DELAY

Allows specification of a time delay for acquisition of measuring signal if
required.
By default, acquisition of a measuring signal will begin as the Atomize
furnace program step starts. A time setting will delay the starting point
of signal acquisition by the preset amount of time. This function is
included to allow users to wait with the triggering of a measurement
until the atomization temperature has actually been reached and
remains on a given temperature plateau.

[DELETE TABLE]

Deletes entire furnace program table.
Copies the parameters in a line to all subsequent lines.

[COOKPROGRAM]
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Loads the furnace program for a selected analytical line from the
cookbook.
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[CHECK PROGRAM]

Checks the furnace program. If the furnace program is found to contain
errors of a kind that renders program execution impossible, the faulty
step will be displayed in a message box. The program cannot be
launched in this case. Correct the faulty step (or change the furnace
program that precedes this step).
As part of a program start, the furnace will be checked for potential
thermic overheat situtations (if all basic conditions are known). If the
settings for temperature or time are found to be excessively high, a
“Thermal furnace overheating” " error message will appear during the
program startup routine – the furnace program will be abandoned in this
case. You should then correct the steps with the highest furnace
temperature and the longest holding time.

Specifying parameters for
individual furnace
program steps

[TRANSFER DRYING
STEP(S)]

Accepts and transfers the settings made for drying parameters to the
furnace programs for each analytical line.

[TRANSFER
CLEANING STEP(S)]

Accepts and transfers the settings made for graphite tube baking to the
furnace programs of each analytical line.

On selection of an analytical line, a suitable furnace program will initially be loaded
from the cookbook.
 Use the [NEW], [INSERT] or [DELETE] control button as necessary to adapt the current
furnace program to your requirements.
 To edit, click a desired one of the table cells.
A list will open in this cell if preselections are limited. Numbers must be edited directly
in the field.
Option

Description

Program steps
DRYING

Solvent in sample evaporates

PYROLYSIS

Performs thermal pretreatment for decomposition of sample without
administration of oxygen.

ASH

Performs thermal pretreatment for thermal decomposition of sample, using a
selectively involved type of additive gas (for example, oxygen supply).

GAS

Gas flow is adapted to atomization conditions.

ADAPTION

ATOMIZE

Sets analytical atoms free.

CLEAN

Removes residual sample matter.

Temperature settings
TEMPERATURE

End temperature of this step.
Value range:
Maximal temperature up to 3000°C in steps of 1°C
Minimal temperature not less than 20°C above cooling water temperature
(preferentially 35 °C) of circulation cooler

RAMP

The rate of heating intended to achieve target (end) temperature.
Value range: 1 ... 3000°C/s in steps of 1°C/s; FP (Full Power), NP (No Power)
are possible limit rates.
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The time for which a target (end) temperature is to be maintained.
Value range: 0 to 999 s less heating time

TIME

Total duration of a step (sum of heating time plus hold time), is
automatically calculated.

Gas supply
PURGE.

ADD.

Flow of protective gas.
STOP

No supply, active 2 s before transition to other step

MIN

Minimal supply rate (0.1 L/min Ar)

MAX

Maximal supply rate (2.0 L/min Ar)

Flow of additive gas, e.g. air, nitrogen, etc.
STOP

No supply, active 2 s before transition to other step

MAX

Maximal supply rate (0.5 L/min)

Injection step/thermic pretreatment
INJ.

If marked with a "*", the particular sample (gas in HydrEA technique) will not
be introduced into the graphite tube before completion of this step (pipetting
into preheated tube).

E/P

Only for solution analytics.
Performs enrichment /thermal pretreatment (Enrichment / Pretreatment)
In the case of enrichment, the sample will undergo pretreatment to the point
of an enrichment step during a measurement cycle, the tube is then cooled
down to room temperature and the next sample volume introduced by
pipetting.
In the case of thermal pretreatment of analytical solution and/or modifiers,
pretreat-ment will be performed up to a specified step. At the end of this step
the graphite tube has to been cooled down and the sample will be placed
into the hot tube.
The number of desired enrichment cycles, the involvement of modifiers and
the type of thermal pretreatment can be specified in the FURNACE /
MODIF.+EXTRAS window (→ "Matrix modifiers, selections for enrichment and
pretreatment" pg. 116).

9.3.2

Matrix modifiers, selections for enrichment and pretreatment

Solution analytics

The FURNACE – MODIF.+EXTRAS window provides options for specification of the
following parameters:
 Matrix modifiers
 Settings for enrichment
 Settings for thermal sample pretreatment
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Fig.40

FURNACE / MODIF.+EXTRAS window for solution analytics

Selections for modifiers for matrix delimitation and thermal pretreatment must be
made for each specific line. Up to five modifiers can be specified for analysis of a given
element line.
Matrix modifiers

During each measurement, a maximum of five different matrix modifiers can be
added. These can be activated by clicking into the relevant modifier checkbox.
In order to prevent errors due to carryover effects, analytical components are recorded
in the following standard order:
 Blank (in case of dilution)
 Modifier 1
 ... further modifiers (if specified)
 Sample solution.
Outputs to the graphite tube occur in reverse order, i.e. the sample will be the first to
be injected. As the other components are being supplied, residual sample matter will
be washed from the dosing tube and injected into the graphite tube. This standard
order of sample (first) and modifiers (then) may be modified if necessary.
Required parameter entries for modifiers are:
Option

Description

CHECKBOX

Activates modifier for analysis.

NAME

This list field contains the names of typically used modifiers.
Select a name from this list or enter this name directly at the input field.

VOL.

Enter discharge volume (1 to 50 µL) here.

POS.

Specifies position of modifier on sample changer.

TO SAMPLE

Autosampler will pick the particular modifier up, after the sample was picked up,
i.e. the sample will be injected into the graphite tube before the sample if this
box is active.

PRETREAT.

Sets thermal pretreatment of modifier.
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Enrichment
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For enrichment, a given furnace program is repeatedly performed until the specified
step is reached (column E/P). As part of each cycle, the sample quantity which is
specified per sample table will be injected and pretreated, the tube is then cooled to
room temperature and the next sample volume is injected. This procedure allows
greater sample volumes to be placed into the furnace. Modifier volume is injected only
once.
Specificable enrichment modes are:
Option

Description

OFF

No enrichment specified.

PERMANENT (ONLY
SAMPLES)

Enrichment with each sample (without special samples such as
standards, etc.)

PERMANENT (INCL.
CALIBRATION)

Enrichtment with each sample, including standards, QC samples and
additive standards

IF CONC. TO LOW

Enrichment applies only to samples with a concentration level lower than
that of the detection limit.

CYCLES

Number of enrichment cycles (2 to 100).
Note: Given that ayn contaminant present inside the tube will be
enriched together with the actual element being analyzed, the number of
enrichment steps defined for actual samples should be kept reasonably
small.

Thermal pretreatment

Caution!
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For thermal pretreatment of analytical solution and/or modifiers, this option will be
executed up to the specified working step of a furnace program. At the end of this
step, the remaining components will be injected into the preheated tube.
After thermal pretreatment the graphite tube has to be cooled down to at least 300 °C.
If this rule is disregarded, the tube tip will be destroyed as the remaining components
are added into the hot tube. There will be no error message with higher temperatures!
THERMAL

Performs thermal pretreatment of modifiers or a sample if active.

PRETREATMENT

To define pretreatment of a MODIFIER, the related PRETREAT checkbox
must be turned on.

PREHEAT SAMPLE

Pretreats analytical solution, adds modifiers and other components.

WARM UP DELAY

Defines waiting time from addition of components to undergo thermic
pretreatment to next components.

ASpect CS
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Fig. 41

Solid analytics with
involvement of SSA 600
solid sampler

Excample for furnace program with thermal pretreatment

With solid analytics, only matrix modifiers and thermal pretreatment may be specified
for addition. Once a modifier has been activated, its name and volume can be defined
(same as above).
For SSA 600 without liquid dosing, modifiers must be manually pipetted onto the
sample. Addition occurs immediately before the platform is placed into the furnace or
as the last step of a full sample preparation cycle performed with the help of an SSA
600.
For SSA 600 with liquid dosing, a modifier or liquid samples are automatically
pipetted. Up to three modifiers may be specified in this case.

9.3.3

Optimizing atomization temperature
Working in FURNACE / OPTIMIZATION window, you may perform a series of
measurements with stepped pattern of increasing settings for step end temperature, in
order to determine and set the optimal pyrolese and atomization temperature for a
particular element line.
Once optimized, furnace parameter settings for atomization and pyrolese can be saved
and loaded to other methods.
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Fig.42

ASpect CS

FURNACE / Optimization window:Furnace program tab

Parameters and control buttons
Option

Description

OPTIMIZE

Selects parameter for optimization: PYROLYSE or ATOMIZATION

STEP NUMBER

Shows the number of a selected step ina furnace program.

START

Sets the lowest end temperatures of a furnace program step to be optimized
as part of a series of measurements

TEMP.[°C]

STEP SIZE [°C]

Designates the step by which the end temperature setting will be incremented
for the furnace program step undergoing optimization.

END TEMP.
[°C]

Highest end temperature of a furnace program step to be optimized as part of
a series of measurements.
Note: Available for selection are only such parameters which make sense for
the particular furnace program.

Results display
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SAMPLER POS.

Position of sample in autosampler

[START] /
[STOP]

Starts / terminates optimization.

[DELETE ]

Deletes obtained values.

[SAVE...]

Saves optimized furnace parameters.

[LOAD...]

Loads optimized furnace parameters.

[ACCEPT]

Validates and transfers obtained values into currently selected furnace
program.

The results of optimization can be displayed in a results window.

ASpect CS
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Graphic representation is facilitated by FURNACE / FURNACE PROGRAM window tools.
Available for displaying are the particular autozero value and the measured extinction
value:
RED LINE

Background signal that depends on pyrolese or atomization temperature

BLUE LINE

Specific absorption depending on pyrolese or atomization temperature

VERTICAL

User-selected optimal pyrolese or atomization temperature

CURSOR

Note
Performing optimization

Y-SCALING

If this checkbox was set, y-axis scaling will be such that the background signal
can be depicted in the best possible manner. An optimized scaling can be
separately selected for pyrolese and for atomization.

[A>H]/[H>A]

Switches the graphic between signal area (Area) and signal height (Height).

[<] / [<]

Shifts vertical lines for pyrolese or atomization temperature (depending on
what step was selected for optimization) to the left or the right, thus defining a
desired optimal furnace temperature.

The graphic are confirm with presetting in the OPTION – VIEW window.
An autosampler is required to perform this series of measurements.
Optimization goal
Pyrolyse temperature:

No specific and only minimal non-specific absorption loss.

Atomization temperature:

One single consistent specific extinction.

1. Create a furnace program for a currently selected analytical line.
2. Enter optimization settings in the FURNACE / OPTIMIZATION window (program step,
START TEMP.[°C], STEP SIZE[°C], END TEMP. [°C], position of sample on autosampler).
3. Prepare sample on autosampler.
4. Click [START] to trigger optimization.
5. Optimization will run automatically.
Measured results will be displayed in the results window and represented in
graphical form in the FURNACE / OPTIMIZATION window.
To display individual sample readings, click onto a measurement point of the
graphic or use a double click onto the sample line in the results window.
6. Use [<] / [>] control buttons to move the vertical cursor over the graphic area or
use arrow keays as necessary to adjust optimal temperature. Then click [ACCEPT] to
transfer this value into the furnace program.
7. Repeat this procedure for all other analytical lines included in the current method.
Note

There is a small delay between the modifation of the parameters and the signal
response.
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Graphical representation of furnace program / graphite tube coating
The FURNACE / PLOT window provides the following functions:
 Graphical representation of furnace program
 Monitoring execution of current furnace program
 Coating graphite tube with iridium layer for HydrEA technique

Graphical representation
of furnace program

Testing furnace program
in trial run

A furnace program is represented as a graph in a temperature-versus-time coordinate
grid.
Color

Description

Black
line

Programmed temperature-versus-time graph

Red line

While a test is running, the black line in the already completed furnace program
part is overlaid with a red line designating the actual temperature-versus-time
graph.

Inj.

The injection step is marked with an ”Inj.“ identifier above the diagram.

Green
bar

An enrichment phase will be marked by a green horizontal bar.

Light
pink bar

The integration step (measured value acquisition) is marked by a light pink
vertical bar.

Execution of a current furnace program can be tested in a trial run. Its progress will be
graphically represented.
While this trial run is going on, temperature and time values will be displayed, but no
sample will be injected. Similarly, no autozero and integration are performed.

Fig. 43
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FURNACE / PLOT window: Testing furnace program
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The plot shows the various steps of a furnace program. The red line indicates the
actual furnace temperature during program execution.
During program execution, the following values are output for digital display:

Graphite tube coating

Option

Description

STEP

Furnace program step being performed

TEMP.[°C]

Current furnace temperature

TIME [S]

Time lapsed since program start

RAMP [°C/S]

Current heating rate

GAS

Current gas flow

For HydrEA technique, an iridium- or gold-coated graphite tube is required. A coating
process can be controlled via the FURNACE / PLOT window.

Fig. 44

FURNACE / PLOT window: Graphite tube coating

Once the GRAPHITE TUBE COATING checkbox is marked, the following input parameters
will be enabled for selections to run this procedure.
Option /
Button

Description

CYCLES

Number of enrichment cycles for coating

POSITION

The sample tray position that contains solution for coating

VOL.[µL]

Volume of coating solution, which must be pipetted into the tube for each
enrichment step.

ELEMENT

Selection of the coating material
Use iridium for the analyses of hydrides and gold for the analysis of
mercury.

[START]

Triggers coating.
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Further furnace functions
Available functions in the FURNACE / CONTROL window are:
 Information relating to the graphite tube
 Graphite tube formation
 Baking (cleaning) of graphite tube
 Opening / closing of graphite tube
 Indication of current cooling water temperature

Fig. 45:

Graphite tube data

FURNACE / CONTROL window

The GRAPHITE TUBE subarea contains information items regarding the graphite tube.
This information must be defined when the tube is replaced. Itwill be automatically
updated hereafter. On installation of a new tube, you must set all entries to 0.
Option

Description

TYPE

Tube type as per selection in MAIN SETTINGS window

HEAT

Number of heating cycles of this tube

CYCLES

LIFETIME

Note
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Statistical ratio for thermic strain exposure of graphite tube as a product of
control parameters and step times of currently active furnace program. This
numerical ratio can always be estimated only for a particular type of workjob.

Before removing a graphite tube which is still in a state fit for operation, you are
recommended to record its operating data from the GRAPHITE TUBE subarea in order to
be able to restore these values for automatic subsequent updating after the tube has
been installed again.

ASpect CS
Formatting graphite tube
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Graphite tube formatting is performed to:
 force air oxygen out of the furnace and adapt the contract pressure force of the
moving furnace part,
 recalibrate the furnace temperature,
 format a new installed graphite tube,
 clean the furnace after breaks in operation/idle periods.
Situations where furnace formatting is compulsory:
 after power to the spectrometer is turned on
 after closing a previously open furnace.

Clean furnace

Further furnace functions

Option

Description

FACTOR

Formation factor determined as part of formation

[START]

Triggers formation.
The FORMAT TUBE window will appear. It shows currently measured furnace data.
Nine temperature stages (300 – 1500 – 300 – 1500 – 300 – 1000 – 1600 –
2000 – 2400 °C) are run and the control temperatures in the inner tube space are
measured. On completion of the last step, the formation factor will appear and the
data obtained for tube temperature recalibration will be saved.

Clean furnace is a single-step cleaning program. It works with a gas rate setting that is
fixed to maximal flow. Current parameter settings which can be modified here will be
saved with the method.
Option

Description

TEMP

Temperature of baking out (cleaning)

RAMP

Heating rate

HOLD

The time for which baking lasts

[START]

Triggers a baking (cleaning) process, displays the CLEAN FURNACE window that
reports currently measured furnace date

COOLING WATER
TEMP. [°C]

Shows current cooling water temperature.

FURNACE LED /
FURNACE

Turns the furnace camera on if active. A special window with a
graphite tube image will be imposed onto the screen. Sample injection
can be monitored.
The furnace camera is delivered with permanently On presetting. The
option to influence this setting is part of the OPTIONS / ANALYSIS
SEQUENCE window (→ "Options for analysis sequence" pg. 170).

[OPEN FURNACE]

Opens the graphite tube furnace
Graphite tube can be retrieved or installed.

[CLOSE FURNACE]

Closes the graphite furnace tube.

[RESET FURNACE]
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TEMPERATURE FOR
OPENING SHUTTER
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The temperature level that will cause the shutter before the receiver to
be opened.
The furnace camera is turned off at this point and the process of
measured value acquisition is prepared.

Test furnace

Checks the furnace for sensor errors. A measurement will be aborted on occurrence of
an error situation listed here (with a corresponding error message output to the
screen).
To trigger an error test, click [TEST]. On successful completion of testing, the result will
be reported by a green control lamp, on unsuccessful completion by a red control lamp.

9.4

Hydride system
Selected technique:

Hydride and HydrEA technique

In the HYDRIDE SYSTEM window, you can:
 Check the state of the hydride system
 Test various functions of the system for errors
 Re-initialize the hydride system
 Load the system tubes with reagents before starting the analysis
 Rinse the system, e.g. for cleaning at the end of the analysis
 Open the HYDRIDE SYSTEM window using menu command METHOD DEVELOPMENT 
HYDRIDE... or the icon button
.
Buttons in Hydride system window
Option

Description

[LOAD

Loads the tubes of the hydride system with reagents.
Loading of reagents is necessary before the analyses are started, after reinstallation or after cleaning of the hydride system.

SYSTEM]

9.4.1

[CLEAN
SYSTEM]

Rinses the hydride system with acid (or with reductant).
The corresponding parameters are to be entered in the METHOD – HYDRIDE
window (→ "HYDRIDE tab – Specifying the hydride system", pg. 22.

[INITIALIZE]

Initializes the hydride system.

Control of hydride system functions
The HYDRIDE SYSTEM / CONTROL window displays the state of the individual, controllable
modules of the hydride system.
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Fig. 46

Pump control

Note

Control of gas paths

HYDRIDE SYSTEM / CONTROL window

Option

Description

COMPONENTS PUMP

Switches the components pump on/off.
The components pump delivers the reagents of the hydride system.

SAMPLE PUMP

Switches the sample pump on/off.
The sample pump delivers the liquid sample to be analyzed.

If on switch on of one of the two pumps none of the two valves 3 or 4 is active, valve 3
will be switched on automatically to prevent the liquid from flowing back.
If the sample pump is being active, the components pump will be activated, too, to
avoid liquid impoundage in the gas/liquid separator.
In the Gas path field, you can switch all ten paths of the argon gas flow that are useful
for the analysis procedure by means of solenoid valves (solenoid valve assemblies).
For gas paths that do not lead to the cell, you can additionally switch a large gas
stream directly to the cell by activating the Gas->Valve 2 -> Cell check box. In doing so,
valve 2 is opened.

Switching of sample
valves

In the SAMPLE VALVES field, the sample path can be switched to either the waste bottle
or the reactor by means of the solenoid valve pair (V6, V7).

Valves in gas flow

VALVE 1 switches the gas flow through the tip of the batch module on and off.
VALVE 3 switches argon to the set path.
VALVE 4 switches argon to the set path.

Control of cell

Option

Description

CELL HEIGHT

Adjustment of cell height in the light path.
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HEATING ON

Heating the gold collector

ASpect CS

Switches the cell heating on.
The cell is heated to the temperature adjusted in the TARGET input field.
After switching on and off of the cell heating, the temperature value is
displayed in the ACTUAL field.
This function can be used for pre-heating the cell.

Only HS 60A and HS 55A
In the COLLECTOR field, the adjustment of the gold collector is displayed and can be
varied.
Option

Description

OFF

Switches heating and cooling of gold collector off.

HEATING

Switches the heating of the gold collector on.

ON

COOLING
ON

HEAT
VALUE

[SET]
Clean bubble sensor

Switches the fan of the gold collector on.
The gold collector is cooled down.
Parameter for the bake-out temperature of the gold collector. The value is
factory-adjusted. It should not be varied unless the thermal behavior of the goldcollector heating has changed. A higher value corresponds to a higher
temperature.
Saves the displayed heat value as new value in the hydride system.

Only HS60A and HS60
The bubble sensor detects liquid in the gas path after the gas-liquid separator. If this
malfunction has been signaled by the bubble sensor during the hydride system error
test or during the measurement the gas way at the bubble sensor has to be flushed
with additional gas flow. The cleaning procedure is successful if no bubbles are
detected in the gas path for 30 s.
Option

Description

control lamp
BUBBLE-SENSOR

Only active during the cleaning process.

[START]

9.4.2

RED

Bubbles (liquid) have been detected in the gas path.

GREEN

The gas path is free from bubbles.

Start cleaning procedure.

Testing the hydride system for errors
In the Hydride system / Error test window, you can test the current status of the
hydride system. If one of the error states listed in this window appears, every analysis
procedure will be stopped instantly and the corresponding error message displayed on
the screen.
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Fig. 47

Connected hydride
system

Error test

HYDRIDE SYSTEM / ERROR TEST window

Type

Connected and initialized hydride system.

VERSION

Version of hydride system firmware.

LINE FREQUENCY

The measured line frequency, 50 or 60 Hz, is displayed. Positive and
negative deviations of 2 Hz will be tolerated; otherwise, the error
message "Line frequency" will be displayed.

The result of the test is indicated by green (for a successful test) and red (test failed)
pseudo LEDs:
To start the error test, click on the [TEST] button.
A negative test result may have the following causes:
Option

Description

GAS PRESSURE

Required argon gas pressure not supplied.

+24 V

+24 V operating voltage not applied.

SAFETY RELAY

Safety relay has not switched.

TRANSFORMER

Transformer is too hot or the sensor defective.

TEMPERATURE

COLLECTOR TEMPERATURE

Gold collector is too hot or the sensor defective.

GOLD COLLECTOR HEATING

Failure in setting the rated gold collector temperature.

TIME

CELL TEMPERATURE

Cell is too hot or the thermocouple defective.

CELL HEATING TIME

Failure in setting the rated cell temperature.

LINE FREQUENCY

Line frequency is neither 50 nor 60 Hz.

WASTE BOTTLE

Waste bottle is full.
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BUBBLE SENSOR

Liquid (bubbles) have been detected in the gas path after the gasliquid separator.

CELL TEMPERATURE SENSOR

The cell temperature sensor is defect.

9.5

Autosampler

9.5.1

Autosampler AS 51s/AS 52s and AS-F/AS-FD
The autosampler is an optional accessory. You may use device-bound autosamplers
depending on the operating mode of the spectrometer and your specific analytical
needs. The type of involved autosampler is identified by ASpect CS as part of an
initialization routine.
In the AUTOSAMPLER window,
 the connected autosampler model is displayed,
 the autosampler can be adjusted,
 the autosampler can be additionally rinsed / initialized again,
 various functions can be tested.
The parameters directly relevant to the analysis (charging of sample tray, dilution,
mixing and wash steps) are to be specified in the method, the sequence and the
sample identification data.
 Open the AUTOSAMPLER window using menu command METHOD DEVELOPMENT 
AUTOSAMPLER or the icon button
.

Control buttons in
autosampler window

Caution!

Option

Description

[INITIALIZE]

Reinitializes the autosampler.
As a general rule, the autosampler is initialized at the beginning of each AAS
working session via the MAIN SETTINGS window (→ "Preparatory settings Choosing the analytical task" pg. 11). It may be necessary to re-initialize the
autosampler, if it lost its orientation (e.g. because you pushed against it).
Communication between the autosampler, the AAS and the PC will be
established.

[WASH]

Rinses the cannula of the autosampler.
If the SFS 6 Injection Switch is used, the sample path is opened and thus the
complete sample path rinsed, too. The rinse pump is continuously delivering
fresh wash solution.

Connect autosampler only to AAS in deenergized state!
Do not connect the autosampler when the AAS is in power-on condition. Failure to
comply may result in faulty communication of even destruction of the interface.
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Specify autosampler
The AUTOSAMPLER / PARAMETERS window provides setting options and display functions
for the following autosampler parameters:
 Autosampler type
 Washing parameters
 Setting options for controlled cleaning
 Function for mixing cup washing
The parameters for washing and controlled cleaning are taken from the currently
loaded method (→ "Auto sampler for flame and Hydride/HydrEA technique" pg. 25).
Conversely, however, changes to the parameters made on the AUTOSAMPLER /
PARAMETERS tab, are of no influence on the entries in the method.

Fig. 48

Autosampler type

AUTOSAMPLER / PARAMETERS window

Option

Description

TYPE

Selection / display of the connected type of autosampler
"-"

No autosampler selected.

AS 51S and AS-F
Autosampler for flame, hydride, and HydrEA technique
without dilution function
AS 52S and AS-FD

Autosampler for flame, hydride, and HydrEA technique
with dilution function

TRAY

"-"

No tray attached

AS-F/
AS-FD

87 POS

Sample tray with 77 sample positions for 15 mL Sarstedt
cups on the outer track and 10 sample positions for 30
mL Sarstedt cups on the inner track

49 POS

Sample tray with 49 sample positions for 30-mL-Sarstedt
sample cups on three tracks

30 POS

Sample tray with 30 positions for 50 mL Sarstedt sample
cups on 3 tracks
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TRAY

"-"

No tray attached

AS 51s/
AS 52s

139 POS

Sample tray with 129 sample positions for 15 mL
Sarstedt cups on the outer track and 10 sample positions
for 30 mL Sarstedt cups on the inner track

54 POS

Sample tray with 54 sample positions for 50-mL-Sarstedt
sample cups on three tracks

VERSION
Wash

Controlled cleaning

Special functions

9.5.1.2

ASpect CS

Version number of autosampler software.

Option

Description

WASH MODE

OFF

Wash mode switched off. No rinsing
performed automatically.

BETWEEN SAMPLE

Washes after each sample, but not within a
statistical series.

WASH TIME WASH CUP

Time in which the rinsing agent is aspirated in the wash cup.

MIXING CUP CYCLES

Number of rinse cycles for the mixing cup.
In a rinse cycle the mixing cup is filled with wash liquid / diluent and
then emptied again.

Option

Description

CONTROLLED CLEANING

Carry out a cleaning wash.
The cleaning progress is checked by repeated measurement.

CONTROL LIMIT (ABS.)

The value, to which the signal level must have returned during
rinsing, before the diluted samples / samples of lower concentration
are analyzed.

Option

Description

WASH MIX CUP

Wash mix cup separately outside a sequence measurement.
VOLUME

Enter volume for cleaning.

START

Wash mixing cup.

Technical parameters of the autosampler AS 51s/AS 52s and AS-F/AS-FD
The AUTOSAMPLER / TECHN.PARAMETERS window allows you to specify:
 depth of submergence of cannula / dosing tube into the various cups
 working speed of dosing unit
 alignment of autosampler arm in relation to sample cups
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Fig. 49

AUTOSAMPLER / TECHN. PARAMETERS window

For the individual cup types the following actions are taken into account:
Cup

Action

SAMPLE CUP

Take up of sample by dosing unit or aspiration by nebulizer (flame
technique) or peristaltic pump (hydride technique).

SPECIAL CUP

Take up or aspiration of special samples.

MIX CUP

Dosing volume of analyte and diluent, as well as take up of samples after
dilution.

WASH CUP

Rinsing of cannula and aspiration path (only with flame and hydride
technique).

ADD REAGENT
Elements of the table

Option

Description

ACTION

Available action options:
TAKE UP – Takes up sample from cup for dispensing into mixing cup or flame.
DISPENSE - Dispenses sample into mixing cup
WASH - Takes up wash solution

TYPE

Connected autosampler model

LOCATION

Cup to which a given action refers.

DEPTH

The depth to which the cannula submerges in units of 1 mm
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SPEED
LEVEL
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Designates the working speed of the dosing unit. Greater values cause the
dosing unit to work faster, with smaller values it will work more slowly.
Recommended values:
TAKE UP OF SAMPLES

Medium speed levels

DISPENSE INTO MIXING CUP One of the two highest levels, so that the fast injection
leads to a complete mixing. Besides, the complete mix
up is supported by a fixed wait time before the take up
from the mixing cup (or sample cup).
The take up of diluent and the separating air segment are carried out at fixed
speed.
Table subarea

Using the controls in the TABLE field, you can change the parameters of the selected
table row.
Option

Description

SPEED

Speed of dosing unit

DEPTH
[MM]

Set immersion depth of cannula / dosing tube.
The immersion depth is measured from the highest position of the sampler
arm.

DEPTH AT

Position of special or sample cup at which the immersion depth is measured.

POS.

SET

If activated, the sampler arm moves over the cup for which the positioning has
to be adjusted. With sample and special cups, this is the position selected
under DEPTH AT POS.
If not activated, the immersion depth and speed are changed without the
sampler arm moving above the cup.

EMPTY

Reset positions of sample cups used for dilution.

MIXING CUPS

9.5.1.3

Setting insertion depth and dosing speed for AS 51s/AS 52s and AS-F/AS-FD
1. On the AUTOSAMPLER / TECHN. PARAMETERS tab, mark the table row, the parameters
of which you want to change.
2. For the specification of sample and mixing cups, in the DEPTH AT POS. field, set the
position on the tray, at which you want to test the immersion depth.
3. Activate the SET check box to move the sampler arm to the specified cup position.
4. Watch the movement of the sampler arm and vary the SPEED and DEPTH until you
achieve the desired result.
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Functional test of the autosampler AS 51s/AS 52s and AS-F/AS-FD
On the AUTOSAMPLER / FUNCTION TESTS tab, you may test the functions of the
autosampler.

Fig .50

Tracker/Rotator

Pipetter

Dipping arm

AUTOSAMPLER / FUNCTION TESTS window

Driving the sampler arm to the various positions:
Option

Description

CUP NO.

Drives to the cup position selected from the corresponding list box.

WASH POSITION

Drives to the wash cup.

MIXING

Only for AS 52s and AS-FD

POSITION

Drives to the mixing cup

Only AS 52s and AS-FD
Option

Description

SPEED

Adjust the pipetter speed.

VOLUME [µL]

Adjust the pipetting volume to be taken up.

VALVE TO
BOTTLE

Switches the valve to the bottle.
The valve switches the flow between the diluent bottle and the sample. In
switching, you must hear the valve click.

[TAKE UP]

Take up the selected volume with the currently selected pipetter speed.

[DISPENSE]

Dispense the selected volume with the currently selected pipetter speed.

[RESET]

The volume taken up is dispensed again.

Lowering the sampler arm at the position selected under Tracker/Rotator.
Option

Description

DEPTH

Adjust the depth by which the sampler arm can be lowered.
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Pumps

Test programs

Option

Description

WASH PUMP

Start the pump for supply from wash cup.

MIXING CUP PUMP

Starts the pump for pumping out the mixing cup.

ASpect CS

Tests are provided to test the autosampler with pre-configured, dry running test
programs. The cups the sampler arm is driven to during the test must be empty! When
the test programs are finished, you are informed of the test success. Start the selected
test program with the button [START].
Test

Description

Test program 1

Driving to Position 1 and immersing in cup
Rinsing of cannula
Driving to Position 33 and immersing in cup
Rinsing of cannula
Driving to Position 42 and immersing in cup
Rinsing of cannula

Test program 2

Execution of Test Program 1
Dispensing 5 mL diluent in mixing cup
Rinsing of cannula
Drains mixing cup
Dispensing 5 mL diluent in mixing cup
Rinsing of cannula
Drains mixing cup

Error test

These tests serve to test the autosampler for sensor errors. If one of the error states
listed here appears, every measurement will be aborted (on the screen a
corresponding error message will be displayed).
The error test is started with the [Test] button. If the test was successful, the indicator
will light green; if the test fails, it will light red.
If a test fails, this may have the following causes:
Test

Description

WASH BOTTLE LEVEL

Reports excessively low fill level of storage bottle (bottle empty).

DILUENT BOTTLE

Reports excessively low fill level of storage bottle (bottle empty).

LEVEL

Adjusting the
autosampler
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TRACKER/ROTATOR

Swivel drive of sampler arm and rotary drive of tray are defective.

TRAY IDENTIFICATION

Sample tray not detected.

PIPETTOR (DRIVE)

Dosing pump error.

PIPETTOR (VOLUME)

The volume taken up by the pipettor was too large.

Button

Description

[ADJUST SAMPLER]

Opens the Adjust sampler dialog for readjustment of the autosampler.
(→ section "Adjust autosampler " pg. 137)

ASpect CS
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Adjust autosampler
The autosamplers are supplied factory-adjusted.
An adjustment must be carried out in exceptional cases (e.g. following inappropriate
transport), if the sampler arm no longer immerses centrally in the cups. Readjustment
is carried out computer-controlled in the ADJUST SAMPLER dialog (accessible via THE
[ADJUST SAMPLER] button on the AUTOSAMPLER / FUNCTIONAL TEST tab).

Fig.51

Options in window ADJUST
SAMPLER

Adjust sampler dialog for AS-FD

Selecting the position to be adjusted
Option

Description

MIXING POSITION

Alignment of sampler arm to mixing cup

TRAY POSITION 1

Alignment of sampler arm to sample cup on position 1 of the
autosampler tray

WASH POSITION

Alignment of sampler arm to wash position (if necessary)

Alignment of mixing position/tray position 1
Option

Description

DEPTH

Dipping depth in mm. With this field, the dipping arm can be driven
into or out of the particular cup. The immersion depth for MIXING
POSITION and TRAY POSITION 1 is no optimizable parameter. The
possibility of changing the depth only serves to facilitate assessing
the cup center.

DIPPING ARM []/[]

Buttons for changing the sampler arm position. Alternatively, you
may press arrow keys "Arrow right" and "Arrow left" on the PC
keyboard.

SAMPLER TRAY []/[]

Buttons for rotating the sampler tray. Alternatively, you may use the
arrow keys "Arrow up" and "Arrow down" on the PC keyboard.

[SAVE]

Saves the new parameters for the selected position. The settings
remain valid until you save new adjustment states.

Wash pump
Option

Description
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LEVEL

Adjust wash pump speed level (levels 1-24).

[SAVE]

Save wash pump speed.

ASpect CS

1. Place a sample cup on position 1 of the sampler tray.
2. In the ADJUST SAMPLER window, choose the position to be adjusted first.
3. Adjust the immersion depth in a way that the position of the sampler arm relative
to the cup can be well assessed.
4. Adjust the position of the sampler arm with the buttons.
Additionally for tray position 1: Adjust the position of the sample tray with the
buttons.
5. Save the new parameters in the firmware of the autosampler by clicking on [SAVE].
6. Then, repeat the above steps for the other position.

9.5.1.6

Position overview in the autosampler AS 51s/AS 52s and AS-F/AS-FD
The sample tray positions used in the current sequence are displayed in AUTOSAMPLER /
POSITION window.
The display modes ALL POSITIONS or ONLY SPECIAL POSITIONS can be selected.

Note

9.5.1.7

The actual method has to include one ore more lines.

Supply of reagents for sample
In the window AUTOSAMPLER / REAGENT-ADDITION a reagent can be pipetted
automatically to the samples by using the autosampler AS 52. The reagent must be
kept ready in a sample cup on the sample tray. The tab REAGENT ADDITION is only active
when a method and a sequence have been loaded.

Fig. 52
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AUTOSAMPLER / ADD REAGENT window
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1. Enter the following parameters for the reagent:
Option

Description

NAME

Designation of the reagent

POSITION

Position of reagent on the sample tray.

VOLUME [µL]

Volume of the reagent which is to be supplied to the samples.

CONSIDER

If activated the dilution factor is taken into consideration by the addition of
the reagent.

FACTOR

2. Initialize the sample list with [POS. FROM SEQUENCE].
3. In the sample list enter the analyte volume of the samples.
4. Mark all samples which are to have reagent added with "*".
5. Start the addition of the reagent with [START ADD.].

9.5.2

Micro pipetter unit MPE 60/AS-GF
The autosampler MPE 60 and AS-FG are used as autosampler in the graphite tube and
hydrEA technique. There are two versions of the micropipetter unit:
 MPE 60 – autosampler for the graphite tube technique with mixing cup
 MPE 60/1 and AS-GF – autosampler without mixing cup
The type of involved autosampler is identified by ASpect CS as part of an initialization
routine.
In the AUTOSAMPLER window,
 the connected autosampler model is displayed,
 the autosampler can be adjusted,
 the autosampler can be additionally rinsed / initialized again,
 various functions can be tested.
The parameters directly relevant to the analysis (charging of sample tray, dilution,
mixing and wash steps) are to be specified in the method, the sequence and the
sample identification data.
 Open the AUTOSAMPLER window using menu command METHOD DEVELOPMENT 
AUTOSAMPLER or the icon button
.

Control buttons in
autosampler window

Button

Description

[INITIALIZE]

Reinitializes the autosampler.
As a general rule, the autosampler is initialized at the beginning of each AAS
working session via the Preliminary settings window (→ "Preparatory settings
- Choosing the analytical task" pg. 11). It may be necessary to re-initialize the
autosampler, if it lost its orientation (e.g. because you pushed against it).
Communication between the autosampler, the AAS and the PC will be
established.

[WASH]

Rinse MPE. Rinsing liquid is pumped through the sample tube via the dosing
device and dispensed in the wash cup.
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Caution!
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Connect autosampler only to AAS in deenergized state!
Do not connect the autosampler when the AAS is in power-on condition. Failure to
comply may result in faulty communication of even destruction of the interface.

9.5.2.1

Specify autosampler MPE 60/AS-GF
The AUTOSAMPLER / PARAMETERS window provides setting options and display functions
for the following autosampler parameters:
 Autosampler type
 Washing parameters
 Setting options for controlled cleaning
 Function for mixing cup washing
The parameters for WASHING and CONTROLLED CLEANING are taken from the currently
loaded method (→ "Autosampler for graphite tube technique (solution analytics)" pg.
29). Conversely, however, changes to the parameters made on the AUTOSAMPLER /
PARAMETERS tab, are of no influence on the entries in the method.

Fig. 53

Autosampler type
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AUTOSAMPLER / PARAMETERS window for AS-GF

Option

Description

TYPE

Selection / display of the connected type of autosampler
"-"

No autosampler selected.

MPE 60 and AS-GF

Autosampler for graphite furnace technique

ASpect CS
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TRAY

VERSION
Wash modes

"-"

No tray attached

89 POS

for MPE 60
Sample tray with 77 place capacity for 2 mL sample cups,
4 special sample places of 5 mL sample cup volume each
and 8 special sample places of 2 mL sample cup volume
each

108 POS

for AS-GF
Probenteller mit 100 Probenplätzen für 1,5-mLProbengefäße, 4 Sonderprobenplätze und 8
Sonderprobenplätzen mit 5-mL-Probengefäßen

Version number of autosampler software.

Option

Description

WASH MODE

OFF

Wash mode switched off. No rinsing performed automatically.

BETWEEN SAMPLE

Washes after each sample, but not within a statistical
series.
BETWEEN RUNS

Washes after each measurement, including within a
statistical series.
BETWEEN COMPONENTS

The autosampler is washed after transfer of each
component into the graphite tube (modifier,
standard, sample, etc.).
WASH CYCLES
WASH CUP
Controlled cleaning

Special functions for MPE
60 with mixing cup

Number of wash cycles per wash, 1 to 5

Option

Description

CONTROLLED
CLEANING

Carry out a cleaning wash.
The cleaning progress is checked by repeated measurement.

CONTROL LIMIT
(ABS.)

The value, to which the signal level must have returned during rinsing,
before the diluted samples / samples of lower concentration are analyzed.

Option

Description

WASH MIX CUP

Rinse mixing cup separately outside the measurement.
VOLUME Enter volume for cleaning.
START

MIXING CUP
CYCLES

9.5.2.2

Wash mixing cup.

Number of wash cycles for mixing cup.
Fills mixing cup with wash liquid/diluent solution and drains it again in
one cycle.

Technical parameters of the autosampler
The AUTOSAMPLER / TECHN.PARAMETERS window allows you to specify:
 depth of submergence of cannula / dosing tube into the various cups
 working speed of dosing unit
 alignment of autosampler arm in relation to sample cups
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 the automatic depth adjustment for volume decrease during the analysis
 the alignment of the MPE 60 to the graphite tube furnace.

Fig. 54

Actions for cup types

Autosampler – Techn. Parameters window tab for MPE 60

For the individual cup types the following actions are taken into account:
Cup

Action

SAMPLE CUP

Take up samples through doser.

SPECIAL CUP

Take up special samples.

MIX CUP

Dosing volume of analyte and diluent, as well as take up of samples after
dilution.

WASH CUP

Rinsing of cannula.

GRAPHITE

Inject sample or special sample into the graphite tube.

TUBE

Elements of the table

Columns

Description

ACTION

Available action options:
TAKE UP – Draws in sample from sample cup, special cup or mixing cup.
DISPENSE -

Dispenses sample into mixing cup

INJECT -

Inject sample or special sample into the graphite tube.

DISPENSE SPECIAL
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TYPE

Type of connected autosampler

LOCATION

Cup to which a given action refers.

DEPTH

The depth to which the cannula submerges in units of 1 mm

ASpect CS
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SPEED
LEVEL

Designates the working speed of the dosing unit. Greater values cause the
dosing unit to work faster, with smaller values it will work more slowly.
Recommended settings:
SAMPLE TAKE-UP

3

DISPENSING TO MIXING CUP 9
INJECTION INTO GRAPHITE TUBE 1
Table subarea

Using the controls in the TABLE field, you can change the parameters of the selected
table row.
Option

Description

SPEED

Speed of dosing unit

DEPTH
[MM]

Set immersion depth of cannula / dosing tube.
The immersion depth is measured from the highest position of the sampler arm.

DEPTH AT
POS.

Position of special or sample cup at which the immersion depth is measured.

SET

If activated, the sampler arm moves over the cup for which the positioning has
to be adjusted. With sample and special cups, this is the position selected under
DEPTH AT POS.
If not activated, the immersion depth and speed are changed without the
sampler arm moving above the cup.

Automatic depth
correction

Option

Description

AUTOMAT.

Automatically adapts the depth, to which the dosing tube will submerge
into sample or special cups, to a new volume.

DEPTH
CORRECTION

[SAMPLE CUPS]

Only active if AUTOMAT. DEPTH CORRECTION is active.
Opens the SAMPLER POSITION, VOLUMES and DEPTHS window to allow settings
for non-standard container geometries and volumes of individual cups.
These settings will be taken into account for automatic depth correction (→
"Automatic depth correction for MPE 60" pg. 144).

Over functions

Option

Description

FURNACE
LED/FURNACE

Switch on the furnace camera

CAMERA

[OPEN

Open and close furnace.

FURNACE]/[CLOSE
FURNACE]

[ALIGN MPE TO
FURNACE]

On selection of this control button, the screen-driven procedure for
alignment of the MPE in relation to the graphite tube furnace will be
triggered (→ "Aligning the autosampler MPE 60 to graphite tube
furnace" pg. 146).

[EMPTY MIXING CUPS]

Nur MPE 60/2 und AS-GF
Nur aktiv, wenn Probengefäße als Mischgefäße verwendet wurden.
Die im Fenster METHODE / PROBENZUFUHR definierten Positionen
werden für eine erneute Verwendung freigegeben.
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Set insertion depth and dosing speed of the MPE 60 and AS-FG
1. On the AUTOSAMPLER / TECHN. PARAMETERS tab, mark the table row, the parameters
of which you want to change.
2. For the specification of sample and mixing cups, in the DEPTH AT POS. field, set the
position on the tray, at which you want to test the immersion depth.
3. Activate the SET check box to move the sampler arm to the specified cup position.
4. Watch the movement of the sampler arm and vary the SPEED and DEPTH until you
achieve the desired result.

9.5.2.4

Automatic depth correction for MPE 60 and AS-GF
The purpose of automatic correction of the depth level to which the dosing tube will
submerge into a sample cup or a special cup is to prevent unwanted contamination of
the dosing tube. To draw in a sample volume, the dosing tube will dip into a sample
cup just as much as necessary to accomplish this. As total volume removal increases,
the immersion depth will automatically be corrected.
The AUTOSAMPLER / TECHN. PARAMETERS window contains immersion depth settings for
sample cups and special cups that will initially apply to any cup on the sample tray.
Fill volumes or cup sizes at variance with standard cups can be separately specified and
duly considered for automatic depth correction.
1. Activate the AUTOMAT. DEPTH CONTROL checkbox in the AUTOSAMPLER / TECHN.
PARAMETERS window.
2. Click on [SAMPLE CUPS].


Fig. 55

The SAMPLER POSITIONS, VOLUMES AND DEPTHS window will show.

POSITIONS, VOLUMES AND DEPTHS window for MPE 60

3. With regard to individual special cups or sample cups, the following parameters can
be specified:
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Option

Description

POSITION

Set cup position on the tray, for which the three displayed values: volume,
depth and diameter apply. Settings must be made individually for each cup
that is intended to be modified.

VOLUME

Displays the amount of sample volume already retrieved from a cup or allows
input of lacking sample volume balance into a cup not completely filled.
This reading is software-updated after each sample take-in sequence.

DEPTH

Displays the amount of additional depth due to overall sample withdrawal up
to this moment.
This value is recalculated after each sample take-in sequence. Total
immersion depth is the sum of a specified immersion depth (DEPTH column on
TECHN. PARAMETERS tab) and the additional depth shown here.

DIAMETER

Indicates the cup diameter.
This value is used as input for calculation of the depth, based on the amount
of withdrawn volume.

DIAMETER
checkbox

For cups with dimensions at variance against those of standard cups.
Allows you to specify a diameter for each cup individually if marked.

[DELETE

Resets volume values for all special cups or sample cups to 0.

VOLUMES]

[RESET]

Maximum dipping depth
(auto correction)

Resets all volumes and the depth values of all cups to 0, resets diameters to
their latest via [OK] saved values.

A maximum allowed immersion depth can be specified in order to prevent the dosing
tube from hitting the cup bottom and getting twisted.
Option

Description

SAMPLE

Applies settings for maximal immersion depth to sample cups if marked.

CUPS

SPECIAL

Applies settings for maximal immersion depth to special cups if marked.

CUPS

DEPTH
[MM]

Defines the maximal allowed immersion depth of the autosampler into a sample
cup or special cup.
Caution:
Please note that the autosampler will at once dip down to the new depth level if
the SET checkbox is marked! Make sure that the autosampler motion path is not
blocked.
A modified setting for immersion (dipping) depth should be saved with [SAVE].

POSITION

The sample tray position in which immersion depth settings are checked.

SET

The dosing tube will dip into a cup that was specified via POSITION and to a depth
that was set via DEPTH [MM]. The immersion depth can be visually checked.
Caution:
When the check box SET is marked, the autosampler will be dipped immediately
to the given depth! Make sure that the autosampler motion path is not blocked.
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Aligning the autosampler MPE 60 to graphite tube furnace
The process for MPE alignment in relation to the graphite tube furnace with
subsequent setting of dosing tube immersion depth into the graphite tube is programguided.
1. Actuate [ALIGN MPE TO FURNACE] in AUTOSAMPLER / TECHN. PARAMETERS window.
2. Follow further instructions on the monitor screen.


The autosampler is correctly aligned to the graphite tube furnace.
1
2

3
4
5
6
7

Fig. 56

9.5.2.6

Alignment screw
1
Counterlocking
nut of alignment
screw 1
Alignment screw
2
Adjustment aid
with crosshair
Autosampler
arm
Alignment screw
3
Counterlocking
nut of alignment
screw 3

Alignment of autosampler MPE 60

Function test of autosampler
On the AUTOSAMPLER / FUNCTION TESTS tab, you may test the functions of the
autosampler.

Fig. 57
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AUTOSAMPLER / FUNCTION TESTS window
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Tracker/Rotator

Pipetter

Dipping arm

Pumps
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Driving the sampler arm to the various positions:
Option

Description

CUP NO.

Drives to the cup position selected from the corresponding list box.

WASH POSITION

Drives to the wash cup.

MIXING POSITION

Move the mixing cup (for MPE 60).

TUBE POSITION

Move graphite tube.

Option

Description

SPEED

Adjust the pipetter speed (→ "Set insertion depth and dosing speed of the
MPE 60" pg. 144).

VOLUME [µL]

Adjust the pipetting volume to be taken up.

VALVE TO
BOTTLE

Switches the valve to the bottle.
The valve switches the flow between the diluent bottle and the sample. In
switching, you must hear the valve click.

[TAKE UP]

Take-up the selected volume with the currently selected pipetter speed.

[SISPENSE]

Dispense the selected volume with the currently selected pipetter speed.

[RESET]

The volume taken up is dispensed again.

Lowering the sampler arm at the position selected under Tracker/Rotator.
Option

Description

DEPTH

Adjust the depth by which the sampler arm can be lowered.

Option

Description

WASH PUMP

Start the pump for supply from wash cup.

MIXING CUP PUMP

Starts the pump for pumping out the mixing cup.

Test programs
Tests are provided to test the autosampler with pre-configured, dry running test
programs. The cups the sampler arm is driven to during the test must be empty!
When the test programs are finished, you are informed of the test success.
Start the selected test program with the button [START].
Test

Description

TEST PROGRAM 1

Aspirates volume from position 1
Aspirates volume from position 41
Discharges volume into graphite tube
Washes dosing tube two times
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TEST PROGRAM 2
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Aspirates diluent solution from waste bottle
Aspirates volume from position 10
Discharges volume into mixing cup
Aspirates volume from mixing cup
Discharges volume into graphite tube
Washes dosing tube
Drains mixing cup
Washes and drains mixing cup

These tests serve to test the autosampler for sensor errors. If one of the error states
listed here appears, every measurement will be aborted (on the screen a
corresponding error message will be displayed).

Error test

The error test is started with the [TEST] button. If the test was successful, the indicator
will light green; if the test fails, it will light red.
If a test fails, this may have the following causes:

Button [ADJUST SAMPLER]

9.5.2.7

Option

Description

WASH BOTTLE LEVEL

Reports excessively low fill level of storage bottle (bottle empty).

WASTE BOTTLE LEVEL

Fill level of waste bottle is too high (bottle is full).

TRACKER/ROTATOR

Swivel drive of sampler arm and rotary drive of tray are defective.

TRAY IDENT.

Sample tray not detected.

PIPETTER (DRIVE)

Dosing pump error.

PIPETTER (VOLUME)

The volume taken up by the pipettor was too large.

With [ADJUST AUTOSAMPLER] the positioning of the autosampler arm to the various cups
of the autosampler is adjusted (→ "Adjusting the MPE 60/AS-FD" pg. 148).

Adjusting the MPE 60/AS-FD
The autosamplers are supplied factory-adjusted.
An adjustment must be carried out in exceptional cases (e.g. following inappropriate
transport), if the sampler arm no longer immerses centrally in the cups. Readjustment
is carried out computer-controlled in the ADJUST SAMPLER dialog (accessible via the
[ADJUST SAMPLER] button on the AUTOSAMPLER / FUNCTIONAL TEST tab).
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Fig. 58

Selecting the position to
be adjusted for MPE 60

Adjust autosampler window for MPE 60

Option

Description

MIXING

Alignment of sampler arm to mixing cup

POSITION

Selecting the position to
be adjusted for AS-GF

TRAY POSITION
1

Alignment of sampler arm to sample cup on position 1 of the autosampler
tray

WASHING DEPTH

Insertion depth of cleaning cup

Option

Description

MIXING POSITION

Alignment of sampler arm to mixing cup

TRAY POSITION 1

Alignment of sampler arm to sample cup on position 1 of the
autosampler tray

WASHING DEPTH

Insertion depth of cleaning cup

Z HUB LIMIT OF A
TRAVEL

Alignment of position

Option

Description

DEPTH [MM]

Dipping depth in mm. With this field, the dipping arm can be driven into or
out of the particular cup. The immersion depth is no optimizable parameter.
The possibility of changing the depth only serves to facilitate assessing the
cup center.

DIPPING ARM
[]/[]

Buttons for changing the sampler arm position. Alternatively, you may press
arrow keys "Arrow right" and "Arrow left" on the PC keyboard.

SAMPLER

Buttons for rotating the sampler tray. Alternatively, you may use the arrow
keys "Arrow up" and "Arrow down" on the PC keyboard.

TRAY

[]/[]
[SAVE]

Saves the new parameters for the selected position. The settings remain valid
until you save new adjustment states.
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60

Adjusting the
autosampler for MPE 60
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Option

Description

DEPTH [MM]

Depth of submergence into wash cup in units of 1 mm.

[SAVE]

Saves immersion depth in wash cup.

1. Place a sample cup on position 1 of the sampler tray.
2. In the ADJUST SAMPLER dialog, choose the position to be adjusted first.
3. Adjust the immersion depth in a way that the position of the sampler arm relative
to the cup can be well assessed.
4. Adjust the position of the sampler arm with the buttons.
Additionally for tray position 1: Adjust the position of the sample tray with the
buttons.
5. Save the new parameters in the firmware of the autosampler by clicking on [Save].
6. Then, repeat the above steps for the other position.

9.5.2.8

Position overview of the MPE 60 and AS-GF
The sample tray positions used in the current sequence are displayed in window
SAMPLER / POSITION.
The display modes ALL POSITIONS or ONLY SPECIAL POSITIONS can be selected.

9.5.3

Solid autosampler SSA 600
To run automated solid analytical procedures, the SSA 600 is applied. The type of
involved autosampler is identified by ASpect CS as part of an initialization routine. The
SOLID SAMPLER window provides functions as follows:
 SSA 600 function test
 Alignment of SSA 600 to graphite tube furnace
As the solid autosampler SSA 600 can be operated with and without liquid dosing, the
functional test and the adjustment are aligned to the autosampler specified in the
method.
1. Open the METHODS window with the symbol

.

2. Select any analysis line on the LINES tab and activate the option SSA 600 WITH
AUTOMATIC LIQUID PIPETTER on the tab SAMPLE SUPPLY.
3. Activate settings with [ACCEPT].
4. Use a METHOD DEVELOPMENT  AUTOSAMPLER menu command or click the
icon to open the SOLID SAMPLER window.
Control buttons in SOLID
SAMPLER window
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Button

Description

[RESET]

Take up sample platforms which are on various positions of the autosampler
and transport back to the sample tray.
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Caution!

[INITIALIZE]

Reinitializes the autosampler.
As a general rule, the autosampler is initialized at the beginning of each AAS
working session via the MAIN SETTINGS window (→ "Preparatory settings Choosing the analytical task" pg. 11). It may be necessary to re-initialize the
autosampler, if it lost its orientation (e.g. because you pushed against it).
Communication between the autosampler, the AAS and the PC will be
established.

[ALIGN]

Triggers a routine to align the SSA 600 to the graphite tube furnace.

Connect autosampler only to AAS in deenergized state!
Do not connect the autosampler when the AAS is in power-on condition. Failure to
comply may result in faulty communication of even destruction of the interface.
Sample preparation items which are different from those in solution analytics
(determination of sample platform deadweight, dosing and weighing of sample) can
be specified on the Solid tab of the result window (→ "Solid tab" pg. 75).

9.5.3.1

Function test of solid sampler
Working in the SOLID SAMPLER – FUNCTION TEST window, you may check individual
functions.

Fig. 59

SOLID SAMPLER– FUNCTION TEST window
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Option

Description

STATUS /
BUTTONS

Displays SSA 600 status and button that was actuated since the latest query in
appropriate color (green, orange, red).
Using [UPDATE], the status can be queried again and the button display be
updated.

POSITION

Performs motion to the position selected via the POS. list field.
Thus no platform is taken up or put down.

ROTATE

Rotates the sample tray into a selected position.

MOVE TO

TRAY

TRANSPORT

Means that SSA 600 transports a platform from a given position to the next
starting and target position.
If TAKE-UP PLATFORM is activated, the gripper will pick up a platform.
If PUT-DOWN PLATFORM is activated, the gripper will place a platform down in its
target location.

GRIPPER

Opens or closes the gripper.

LOWER

Moves the cannula downwards.

CANNULA

BALANCE

Determines the weight of a platform in a specified position on the tray (POS.)
WEIGHING WITH TARE
Before a platform can actually be weighed, the scale
must be tared. #1 indicates the tared weight. #2
contains the weight of the platform (also with dosed
sample as may be the case).
[INTERNAL CALIBRATION]
During a calibration cycle of this type, the internal
calibration graph of the scales is redetermined.
To achieve this, the scales are initially reset, their
zero-point is determined and an internal weight is
weighed. The values obtained for zero-point and
internal weight will provide the input for
determination of the scales calibration graph.

LOOP

9.5.3.2

The autosampler transports two platforms (positions 1 and 2) in both
directions between the sample tray, the scales and the furnace. The number
of transporting cycles can be specified via the CYCLES input field.

Alignment of solid sampler
The SOLID SAMPLER / ALIGNMENT window provides functions as follows:
 Control and adjustment of motion to individual autosampler positions
 Adjustment of the SSA 600 to the position of the graphite tube furnace
 SSA 600 with dosing unit: Automatic depth correction for taking in matrix
modifiers and special liquid samples.
 Test of liquid dosing
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SOLID SAMPLER– ALIGNMENT window

Option

Description

POSITIONS TO ADJUSTED

Selection of the position on the autosampler

Buttons in group ADJUST
POSITION

Alignment of the gripper to the set adjustment position

[OPEN GRIPPER]/[CLOSE
GRIPPER]

Open and close gripper with software control, e.g. for changing
the gripper tips.

[LOWER CANNULA]

For liquid dosing
Lower cannula.

Monitoring & aligning
individual positions

Group AUTOMATIC DEPTH
ADJUSTMENT

Settings for the automatic depth adjustment for the liquid
dosing

[WASH]

Wash dosing tube with the pre-set and with
number WASH CYCLES.

[TEST LIQUID DOSING]

Check liquid dosing.

[CHANGE DOSING SYRINGE ]

Moves the piston of the dosing device downwards in order to
enable changing the dosing device.

confirmed

1. Select a desired position from the POSITION TO ADJUST list.
2. Click [MOVE TO] in ALIGN POSITION group, in order to move the autosampler to the
selected position. Put a platform up in this position and check the position of the
platform.
3. Use control buttons in this group to make positional corrections as necessary.
4. Save all modified setting by clicking the related [SAVE] button.

Align gripper to the
graphite tube furnace

The adjustment aids matched to the furnace type are used for the adjustment of the
gripper to the graphite tube furnace.
The adjustment is controlled by software and it is started with [ALIGN] in the
autosampler window.
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There is a detailed description in the "Solid Autosampler SSA 600" operating
instructions.
Rinsing the system

Only for SSA 600 with liquid dosing.
When cleaning the system diluent is taken from the supply bottle and pumped through
the entire path via the dosing device to the dosing tube and dispensed into the wash
cup.
1. Enter the number of repetitions in the entry field WASH CYCLES.
2. Save the entry with the symbol

.

3. Use the [WASH] button to start the wash cycle.
Automatic depth
correction for dosing unit
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Typically, depth correction occurs automatically when working with an SSA 600, i.e. as
the volume that is drawn from dosing unit cups increases, the immersion depth will be
matched accordingly. Starting volumes other than those which were set via Method
can be corrected in this window. These settings are similar to those for MPE 60 (→
"Automatic depth correction for MPE 60" pg. 144).
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The window Data includes following functions:
 Printing analysis protocolls and settings
 Managing methods, sequences and results
 Specifying units whiche are available in methods
 Specifying stock standards and QC standards
 Managing of user defined notes for different settings in ASpect CS
The Window Data appears with following commands:
 Click on
 Menu point EXTRAS  DATA

10.1

Print functions in ASpect CS
In issuing data ASpect CS has a large number of issue formats available. Along with
issuing on the printer the data can be exported into Excel-, PDF-, HTML-; XML- or
Text format or they can be saved as Bitmap or scaleable graphs.
For the issue or analysis results and window contents (e.g. of the window Method or
Sequence) report templates are used. A set of report templates are installed as
standard. If required these sheets can be adapted individually with the report designer
"Report-/Print module List & Label"

10.1.1 Print analysis results
Print complete record

The complete record of an analysis contains the method parameters, the calibration
and analysis results with individual sample values (statistic runs). The complete
records can be printed of the results in the main window or the saved files.
1. Click on

for opening the DATA / REPORTS window.

Alternatively, you may open the window using menu command EXTRAS  DATA or
the menu command FILE  PRINT  REPORT.
Angezeigt werden der Name der aktuellen Datei, Dateiinformationen (Liste
Beschreibung), sowie alle Methodenversionen die zur Erzeugung der aktuellen
Ergebnisdatei herangezogen wurden.
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Fig. 61

DATA / REPORTS WINDOW; Selecting results data to be printed

2. Wenn Sie eine gespeicherte Datei drucken wollen, rufen Sie mit
das
Standardfenster ÖFFNEN auf und wählen Sie die gewünschte Datei aus.
3. Markieren Sie in der Tabelle alle Methodenversionen, die ausgedruckt werden
sollen.
Nehmen Sie die Markierung mit Mausklick und gedrückter Umschalt- oder StrgTaste vor. Mit der Schaltfläche [ALL] markieren Sie alle Versionen, mit [NONE]
entfernen Sie alle Markierungen.
4. Um eine Übersicht der Ergebnisse zu drucken, aktivieren Sie die Option USE COMPACT
REPORT.
5. Open the window ASPECT CS RECORD with [PRINT].
6. If necessary change the issue format in the list OUTPUT OPEN and set special
parameters of the output format with [OPTIONS].
7. Start the printout using [START].
Printing the main
window result tabs

1. Activate the tab in the main window, the content of which you wish to print.
2. Start the print out with the menu command FILE  PRINT  ACTIVE WINDOW.
This will bring up the ASPECT CS RECORD window.
3. Continue as described above for "Print complete record".

10.1.2 Print further analysis parameters and settings
The following parameters and settings of the analysis can be printed:
 Method
 Sequence
 Result data and results overview
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 Sample ID
 QC (Quality Control charts)
 Calibration
 Autosampler positions
The printing of the parameters occurs from the respective window. So the print out of
the method parameters occurs from the Method window for example.
1. On the Aspect CS workplace, activate the window, the content of which you want to
print.
2. Start printing the parameters with a click on

in the window.

Alternatively, you may activate menu command FILE  PRINT  ACTIVE WINDOW.
This will bring up the Aspect CS record window.
3. If necessary change the issue format in the list DIRECT TO and set special parameters
of the output format with [OPTIONS].
4. Start the printout using [START].

10.1.3 Adapt report templates
Use report design mode

The report templates installed as standard can be individually adapted. For a better
overview report views can be edited with real values.
1. Activate the menu command FILE  REPORT DESIGN MODE.
2. Open the window, the report template of which you wish to change.
3. Call up the menu command FILE  PRINT  ACTIVE WINDOW....
The report designer opens.
4. Make the desired changes and save the changed report template.
5. Link the report template with the corresponding print contents (see "Managing
Report Style sheets“ below).
10.1.3.1 Short introduction to the report designer
The individual components of the report template are called Objects. A table can thus
consist of an object each for the header, the list values and a graph.
These objects again contain the information to be printed and carry the associated
layout characteristics such as fonts, alignment, make up, colors etc.
The report designer makes various types of objects available, e.g. text objects, graphs,
barcodes. These can be freely placed in the working area and the size can be changed.
Depending on type an object can present different information or have different
characteristics.
The desired objects are as a rule pulled onto the working area with the mouse and
then provided with the relevant contents and layout characteristics. Alternatively you
can pull a variable from the variables list onto the working area by "Drag & Drop". If
there is still no object at the target position, one is automatically created and the
variable is assigned to the object.
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In order to process an existing object, it must first of all be selected. For this click on
the object with the left mouse button. You will recognize a selected object by its
highlighted frame. If you create a new object it is automatically selected and can be
directly changed in terms of size and position. A dialog window is started via a double
click with which further settings can be changed.
You will find further information on the operation and functions of the report designer
in the handbook "Designer.pdf" on the ASpect CS-CD.

10.1.3.2 The Report templates window
In the window Report templates the reports are edited and assigned to the windows of
ASpect CS. Several sheets can be assigned to one window by using a file mask, from
which the desired report is selected at the start of printing.
1. Click on for opening the DATA– REPORTS window.
2. Use [REPORT TEMPLATES] to open the window of that name.

Fig. 62

REPORT TEMPLATES window

For the following windows a report template must be ready:
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Name

Description

CALIBRATION

Calibration of the analysis - CALIBRATION window

COMPACT RESULTS

DATA window – USE COMPACT REPORT

METHOD

Method parameters - METHOD window

METHOD/RESULTS

Complete record

QC CHART

Data of the QC tabs - QC window

QC SAMPLE
INFORMATION

Information data of the QC samples - Sample-ID – QC-Sample
Information window

RESULTS

Menu FILE PRINT ACTIVE WINDOW (if results windows is active)

RESULTS (OVERVIEW)

Content of the OVERVIEW tab in the main window

SSA600 TABLE

Content of the Solidtab in the main window

SAMPLE ID

Sample information data Sample-ID - Sample Information window

SAMPLER POS.

Assignment of the autosampler - Autosampler positions window

Results ( "Print analysis results” pg. 155)
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SEQUENCE
Change assignment

Sequence - Sequence window

1. Mark the window, the report template for which has been changed, in the list.
2. Use [MODIFY] to open the dialog window for assigning the files.
3. If only one report template is to be assigned, activate the option USE REPORT FILE
(*.LST) and select the desired file by means of clicking on

.

If several reports are offered at the same time at the start of printing, activate the
option ALLOW FILE SELECTION. Enter the mask name while using wildcards in the input
field.
4. Conform the settings with [OK].
Edit report template

1. Mark the window, the report template for which has been edited, in the list.
2. Use [EDIT] to open the report designer window.

Remanufacture standard
settings

10.2

 In order manufacture the conditions following installation of the ASpect CS
program use [STANDARD SETTINGS].

Data management for methods, sequences and result data
ASpect CS manages data in different ways.
Methods and sequences are saved to separate databases. The method database is
saved as "method.tps". The database holding the sequence data bears the name
"sequ.TPS".
For the results obtained by measurements, separate databases are created each.
Further results can be added to a database by later measurements. Deleting individual
samples from a database, however, is impossible. Result databases have the file name
extension ".tps".
Sample information data are stored in an Excel-readable format with the extension
".csv".
Methods, sequences and result data can be organized in the DATA window. The same
dialog functions for the management of methods and sequences are also used for the
opening and the saving of these files.
 Open the DATA / DATA MANAGEMENT window using menu command EXTRAS  DATA or
icon button
.
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Fig. 63

DATA – DATA MANAGEMENT window

In this window, you can manage methods, sequences and results. Choose the desired
type of data from the Type list box.

10.2.1 The database window
Methods and sequences are saved to databases. When saving, opening, deleting,
importing and exporting methods and sequences, database windows are opened, that
have identical elements.

Fig. 64
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Button

Description

NAME

Entry or display of the name of the selected method or sequence.

CAT.:

Additional identifier (category) for the search for the method or
sequence in the database.
The identifier may contain maximally three characters.
You can restrict the number of entries to the list by entering a category
identifier in the CAT input field. If you want to have the
methods/sequences of all categories displayed, delete the entry from
the CAT field.

METHOD/SEQUENCE
LIST

Display of the stored methods/sequences with name, version, date,
time, category and operator.

SORT

Sorts the list of methods/sequences by various criteria, such as
name/version or date/time. Depending on the selected option, the
entries may be sorted in INCREASING or DECREASING order.

DESCRIPTION

Display or entry of additional remarks, e.g. on the use of the
method/sequence.
You can use the button [...] to select custom descriptions (→ "Defining
custom descriptions" pg. 165).

CURRENT VERSION
ONLY

If several versions of a method/sequence exist in the database, only
the method/sequence having the highest version number will be
displayed.
In ASpect CS software, methods/sequences of the same name will not
be overwritten, but another version created and the version number
increased by 1.

10.2.2 Managing methods and sequences
The databases also provide functions for importing, exporting or deleting individual
methods or sequences from the respective databases. In the following, methods and
sequences are referred to as data records.
Note

To select several data records of the database window simultaneously, hold the Ctrl or
Shift key depressed.
1. Open the DATA / DATA MANAGEMENT window using menu command EXTRAS  DATA or
icon button
.
2. From the TYPE list box, choose the type of data record to be managed: METHOD or
SEQUENCE.

Exporting data records

Using the export function, you can make data records accessible to other AAS devices
of the same type. You may export several data records to a common file. Export files
get the following extensions: Method data records - ".MET", sequence data records ".seq".
1. Click on [EXPORT…] to open the database window.
2. Choose the data records and click on [EXPORT].
This will bring up the standard SAVE AS window.
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3. Enter a file name and confirm it with [SAVE].
The database window appears displaying the exported files.
4. Close the database window with [CLOSE] and return to the DATA MANAGEMENT
window.

Importing data records

Using the import function, you can load data records from other AAS devices of the
same type into your database. An imported file may contain several data records, from
which you can select those to be loaded.
1. Click on [IMPORT] to open the SELECT FILE FOR IMPORT window with the standard
functions for opening files.
2. Choose the file to be imported.
3. Confirm the choice with [OPEN].
This will bring up the database window with the presentation of name, date of
creation and category of the data records contained in the file. In the title bar of the
window, the name of the import file is displayed.
4. Select the data records to be imported and click on [IMPORT].
The data records are imported into the database. If a method/sequence of the
same name should exist already, a new version of the method/sequence will be
created.
In the database window, the current versions of the available data records appear.
5. Close the database window with [CLOSE] and return to the DATA MANAGEMENT
window.

Deleting data records

Using the delete function, you can permanently delete data records from the database.
1. Click on [DELETE] to open the database window.
2. Select the data records to be deleted.
3. Click on [DELETE].
The database window is being updated displaying only the remaining data records.
With data records of the same name, the version number is kept. The versions will
not be renumbered.
Deleting data records via the File menu
Alternatively, you may activate the database windows DELETE METHOD or DELETE
SEQUENCE via menu command FILE  DELETE  METHOD or FILE  DELETE  SEQUENCE.
Then, proceed as described above.

10.2.3 Managing results files
Results are always saved to the database during the measurement. A database holding
result data may be copied or deleted.
1. Open the DATA / DATA MANAGEMENT window using menu command EXTRAS  DATA or
icon button
.
2. From the TYPE list box, choose the RESULTS option.
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Copying results files

With the [COPY…] command, you may copy one or several databases as well as existing
spectrum files to another folder.
1. Click on [COPY…] to open the COPY RESULTS FILE window with the overview of existing
result databases.
The results files are listed with name, size and date/time of the last change.
2. Select the results databases by mouse clicks. To select several databases, keep the
CTRL or SHIFT key depressed.
3. Click on [COPY] to open the SELECT DIRECTORY window.
4. Choose the target folder and confirm your choice with [OK].
The results files are being copied to the selected target folder.

Deleting results files

Using this function, you may delete results files and/or spectra permanently.
1. Click on [DELETE…] to open the DELETE RESULTS FILE window with the overview of
existing results files.
The results databases are listed with name, size and date/time of the last change.
2. Select the results database to be deleted by mouse clicks. To select several
databases, keep the Ctrl or Shift key depressed.
3. If you want to delete the results database and possibly saved spectra, click on
[DELETE].
4. If you want to delete the spectrum files only, click on [DELETE SPECTRA DATA ONLY].
5. Confirm the displayed query with [OK].
The files are being deleted permanently.

10.2.4 Copying lines/wavelengths files
The application allows you to copy the device-specific lines/wavelength files with the
line parameters and existing wavelength correction data to a user-defined folder and
view them with a text editor.
1. Open the DATA – DATA MANAGEMENT window using menu command EXTRAS  DATA or
icon button
.
2. From the TYPE list box, choose the LINES/WAVELENGTH FILE option.
3. Click on [COPY…] to open the SELECT DIRECTORY window.
4. Choose the target folder and confirm your choice with [OK].
The lines/wavelength files are being copied to the selected target folder.

10.3

Specifying units of measurements
You can define the units of measurement available throughout the application in the
DATA / UNITS window.
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 For opening the window DATA / UNITS select the menu point EXTRAS  DATA or click
on symbol button
.
Five preferred units are available each for liquids and solid reference samples: mg/L,
µg/L, ng/L, µg/mL and ng/mL (liquids); mg/kg, µg/kg, ng/kg, µg/g and ng/g (solids).
These units cannot be edited, you may, however, freely define other units. For freely
defined units it is necessary to enter the conversion factor under FACTOR:
Option

Meaning

UNIT

Name of the unit (max. 10 characters)

COMMENT

Remarks on the unit (max. 20 characters)

FACTOR

Factor 1 corresponds to 1 µg/L or µg/kg, factor 1000 corresponds to 1 ng/L
or ng/kg

TYPE

solid = unit used for a solid sample, liquid = unit used for a liquid sample
(solution)

The [APPEND] and [INSERT] buttons serve to append user-defined units to the end of
the list or insert them above the currently selected row. With the [DELETE BUTTON], you
can delete user-defined units, the preferred default units, however, cannot be deleted.
To permanently save any changes on this tab, click on SAVE.

10.4

Specifying stock standards and QC samples
The composition of frequently used stock standards and QC samples is managed under
DATA / STOCK STD/QC SAMPLES.
 For opening the window DATA / STOCK STD/QC SAMPLES select the menu point EXTRAS
 DATA or click on symbol button
.
The composition of these frequently used multielement standards is then available
throughout the application.
Option / Button

Meaning

Selection

Check boxes to switch between the list of STOCK STANDARDS and QC
SAMPLES

NAME

Here, enter the name of the standard (max. 20 characters).

UNIT

Enter the name of the standard unit here (max. 10 characters).

ELEMENTS AND

The element concentrations are to be entered in the format element
symbol concentration; in the given example e.g. Ni 0.5; Cu 10; Fe 25;
Co 0.005.
(You may also select the elements and enter their concentrations via
the list popping up after a click on the [Concentrations…] button.)

CONCENTRATIONS

[CONCENTRATION]
[SAVE]
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Opens the input window for the entry of the element(s) and
concentration(s) of the selected standard.
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Entry of standard
concentrations

[APPEND]

Appends a new row to the end of the list.

[INSERT]

Inserts a row in the list above the currently selected row.

[DELETE]

Deletes the selected row.

1. Select a row on the standard list.
2. Click on the [CONCENTRATION…] button to open the CONCENTRATION ENTRY input
window with the element list.
3. Enter the concentrations of all elements contained in the standard and confirm
your entries with [OK].

10.5

Defining custom descriptions
Custom descriptions can be defined for the following actions:
 Save method
 Seve sequence
 Start reprocessing
 Start measurement
The pre-defined custom des can be inserted in the respective windows via the [...]
button next to the DESCRIPTION field.

Creating description

1. Open the window DATA / PRE-DEFINED DESCRIPTION using the menu point EXTRAS 
DATA or the icon
.
2. Select in the SELECT CATEGORY list the process.
3. Open the list of description clicking on [EDIT TEMPLATE].
4. Click on [NEW] to create a new description. Geben Sie eine BEZEICHNUNG ein, unter
der die Bemerkung anwählbar ist. Im Feld TEXT tragen Sie die eigentliche
Bemerkung ein. Enter a NAME under which the remark can be selected. Enter the
actual description in the TEXT field.
5. A descritption can be deleteted via [MODIFY] or deleted from list via [DELETE].

10.6

Saving results in ASCII/CSV format
You may save measurement results both automatically and manually in ASCII/CSV
format. For both export formats, the parameters for the decimal and list separator,
and the result columns to be exported are to be defined in the OPTIONS / ASCII/CSV
EXPORT window (→ "Export options", pg. 169).

Automatic continuous
data export

With activated automatic continuous data export option, every entry in the results
table is instantly exported to the defined ASCII file. The name of this ASCII file is to be
defined in the OPTIONS / CONTINUOUS ASCII EXPORT window (→ "Options for continuous
ASCII export", pg. 170).
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If you intend to export data manually, you can select the rows of the results table to be
exported.
1. Select the samples in the desired results table.
Holding the CTRL or SHIFT key depressed, select the samples by mouse clicks on the
respective rows.
To select all rows of the table, use menu command EDIT  SELECT ALL.
2. Then, activate menu command EDIT  SAVE SELECTION to open the SAVE AS standard
window for saving files.
3. Enter the file name and confirm it with [OK].
The data will be saved in the CSV format which can be read by MS Excel and other
programs.

10.7

Use Windows-clipboard

10.7.1 Copying results to the clipboard
The application lets you copy the results of selected samples directly to the Windows
clipboard thus making them accessible to other Windows applications. The
corresponding commands are contained on the EDIT menu.
EDIT menu

Description

COPY VISIBLE COLUMNS ONLY
(STRG+C)

Copies the visible sample results of the current table.

COPY ALL COLUMNS

Copies the sample results of all tables.

COLUMN TITLES

If activated (check mark), the copy action includes the
column headers.

1. Select the samples from the desired table of the results list.
Holding the CTRL or SHIFT key depressed, choose the samples by mouse clicks on the
respective row.
To select all rows, use menu command EDIT  SELECT ALL.
2. If necessary, activate menu command EDIT  COLUMN TITLES to have the column
headers included in the copy action.
3. Activate the desired menu command to copy the results to the Windows clipboard.

10.7.2 Copying graphics as screenshots
You may also copy graphic windows and graphs of calibration curves, absorbance
signals or spectra as screenshots to the Windows clipboard.
1. Right-click on the graphic to be copied.
This will bring up a submenu with two copy commands.
2. Choose the desired command:
COPY GRAPHIC to copy the graphic only.
COPY WINDOW to copy the complete window displayed.
The selected object will be copied to the clipboard thus being accessible to other
Windows applications.
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Customizing ASpect CS

11.1

General settings
In the OPTIONS window, you can choose the following settings, which apply to the
complete operation of ASpect CS:
 Display options
 Save paths of files
 Parameters for data export
 General measurement settings
The options selected in this window remain set after exiting and restarting ASpect CS.
 Activate the OPTIONS window with menu command EXTRAS  OPTIONS or by a click on
the
button.
Alternatively, in the MAIN SETTINGS window, you may activate the Options option
button in the Task field and click on [OK] (→ "Preparatory settings - Choosing the
analytical task" pg. 11).

11.1.1 View options
In the OPTIONS / DISPLAY window, define the functions and elements that shall be
accessible on the workspace.

Fig.65

OPTIONS / DISPLAY window
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Option

Meaning

SHOW TOOLBAR

Shows the toolbar.

SHOW ICON BAR

Shows the icon bar at the selected position.
(The position of the icon bar may also be changed by dragging it
with the mouse. However, this setting will not be saved).

SHOW START SCREEN

Displays the start graphic of the application.
The program start is slightly faster if you deactivate this option.

HIDE EVENT WINDOWS
SUBWINDOWS CAN BE
MAXIMIZED

CALIB. TABLE COLUM BY
COLUMN

HIDE RESULTS WINDOWS
AUTOMATICALLY

System

Transpose the calibration table for the standards definition so that
the calibration standards are displayed column-wise and the
selected lines are displayed row-wise.
Results windows are hidden when sub-windows are open in order
to prevent overlapping windows.

SHOW LAMP OPERATING
(SPECTROMETER)

Show time of lamp operation window SPECTROMETER (only lamp
power supply version 4 or higher). A message is displayed when
the guaranteed lifetime of 1000 hours has been exceeded.

DISPLAY TOOLTIPS

Show hints when the mouse cursor moves over symbol buttons or
list column titles in windows METHOD, SEQUENCE and SAMPLE ID.

LIFE

List and signal colors

Activates the Maximize system button (square) in subwindows
(MDI windows), thus allowing these windows to be maximized to
the size of the result list.

A click on the [...] button opens the color selection dialog. There, you may choose
predefined or newly defined colors as list background or for displaying the net signal or
the background signal (graphite furnace technique).
Option

Meaning

USE PRTSCR KEY FOR

By default, the printout of the hardcopy of the screen is started with
[F5]. In this case, the [PrtScr] key of the keyboard is used for the
Windows clipboard function.
If this checkbox is activated, the [PrtScr] button starts the printout
of the screen hardcopy.

HARDCOPY FUNCTION

This function becomes active only after restarting ASpect CS.
SCIENTIFIC MODE

Activates spectrum presentation.
If this option has been deactivated, the functions for the
presentation and editing of spectrum data are not accessible.

ALLOW SCREENSAVER

With the [DEFAULT SETTINGS] button, all currently set options are reset to default
settings.
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11.1.2 Save paths
The save paths selected for the program and the files during installation are displayed
in the window OPTIONS / FOLDER .
Option

Meaning

PROGRAM

Installation path of executable files.

WORK DIRECTORY

Directory for user data. The work folder contains further subfolders.
The work directory is defined during installation or through settings in
User Management.

TEMPORARY DATA

Folder for files created temporarily by the application.

SAMPLE

Default path for opening and saving sample information files.
You may change this path, i.e. you may choose a different path for
opening and saving sample information files.

INFORMATION

EXPORT/IMPORT

Default path for the export and import of method and sequence data.
You may change this path, i.e. you may choose a different path for export
and import.

RESULTS

Folder for results files. This default folder may contain additional
subfolders for result storage. These folders are available for saving
results files at the start of measurements.

APPLICATION DATA

Folder for data used internally by the ASpect CS software.

With the [ADD…] button, you can create new subfolders to the RESULTS folder for saving
results. Besides, it is possible to delete and rename empty folders here.

11.1.3 Export options
In the OPTIONS / ASCII/CSV EXPORT window, you can define the parameters for
exporting results to ASCII files. The chosen parameters apply to both types of data
export: automatically continuous and manual (→ "Saving results in ASCII/CSV format",
pg. 165).
ASCII/CSV export

Result fields for export

Option

Meaning

DECIMAL SEPARATOR

Defines the separator for decimal numbers.

LIST SEPARATOR

Defines the character separating the individual elements of a list.

In the RESULT FIELDS FOR EXPORT field, you may define which columns of the result table
shall be exported to the ASCII file. ALL exports all columns of the selected and nonselected tabs of the result list, ONLY SELECTED FIELDS opens a list in which you can choose
the columns to be exported.
A click on the [DEFAULT SETTINGS] button resets all options and stored window locations
to default settings.

E-Mail notification

The button [E-MAIL NOTIFICATION] opens the configuration dialog of the email interface
in order to send automated notification messages at the end of each sequence as well
a when an analysis sequence wasancelled due to errors.
The following data have to be entered for the OUTGOING MAIL (SMTP) server .
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Option

Description

SERVER (SMPT)

Name or adress of SMPT server

PORT

Port number used for SMTP (in most cases port 25).

E-MAIL ADDRESS

Complete email address.

ACCOUNT NAME

Login name for SMPT server.

PASSWORD

Login password for SMPT server. The password is saved
encrypted.

RECIPIENTS ADDRESSES

Up to three recipients addresses may be entered.

NOTIFY AFTER SEQUENCE IS
COMPLETED

When active, email notifications are sent to the recipients
addresses ALWAYS or only IF ERROR OCCURED.

SEND TEST MAIL

A test email is sent to all recipients addresses.

11.1.4 Options for continuous ASCII export
The OPTIONS / CONTINUOUS ASCII EXPORT window serves to activate the export of result
data during the analysis process. The export file is updated each after the output of a
new line in the process and result window. The result data will be appended to already
existing files.
Further export options may be defined in the OPTIONS / ASCII/CSV EXPORT window.
The export function is activated by selecting the CONTINUOUS ASCII EXPORT OF RESULTS
checkbox.

DATA

File name

Option

Meaning

[METHOD NAME].CSV

The file name corresponds to the name of the method. The file name
extension used is ".csv".
The file is saved to the default EXPORT/IMPORT path (OPTIONS / FOLDERS).

[RESULTS FILE
NAME].CSV

The file name corresponds to the name of the results file. The file
name extension is ".csv".
The file is saved to the default EXPORT/IMPORT path (OPTIONS / FOLDERS).

OTHER

You may freely define file name and save path. A click on the [...]
button opens the file selection dialog for the selection of an existing
file.

CONTINUOUS EXPORT
OF SPECTRA (CSV)

The spectra are exported as CSV files to the specified path. The
filename is created automatically using "Row number-Sample nameLine-Replicate", e.g. 0007-Sample-Al309-02.csv.

EXPORT PATH

A click on the [...] button opens the path selection dialog for the
selection of an export path.

11.1.5 Options for analysis sequence
In the OPTIONS / ANALYSIS SEQUENCE window, you can define general options for the
analysis process.
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Fig.66

Stop after following
errors

OPTIONS / ANALYSIS SEQUENCE window

Option

Meaning

OFFSET OF OPTICAL

The analysis sequence is stopped if the optical system is not
correctly adjusted.
Please check the correct function of the spectrometer (→ "Device
function test on contra" pg. 100).

SYSTEM

INVALID CALIBRATION
FUNCTION

Additional error checks

If activated, the analysis sequence will be stopped if the calibration
function could not be calculated.

Option

Meaning

MONOTONY OF

If activated, the calibration points will not be tested for monotony.
The monotony test serves to determine if higher standard
concentrations also lead to higher measured values.

CALIBRATION POINTS

AUTOSAMPLER LEVEL
SENSORS

Display windows

If activated, the signals from the fill level sensors of the
autosampler and the waste bottle will be checked.

Option

Meaning

SIGNAL PLOT

If activated, a window is displayed during the analysis process showing the
curve of the measured signal (e.g. absorbance curve) as a function of time.

SPECTRUM
PLOT

If activated, a window is displayed during the analysis process showing the
scanned spectral range (e.g. absorbance curve).

BARGRAPH

Show measured absorption or emission as bargraph.

SCALING OF
MAX. SIGNAL

Defines the maximum of the signal axis for the presentation of the signal
curve and the spectrum.

VALUE

AUTO:

REPORT

If activated, a window is displayed during the analysis process showing
status information on the used atomizer (flame, graphite furnace, hydride
system).

WINDOW

Automatic scaling of signal axis.
(Alternatively, you may set this option also via menu
function VIEW  SCALE (ABS).)
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SAMPLE CONC.
IN
CALIBRATION
CURVE

Other

If activated, the SAMPLE CONC. IN CALIBRATION CURVE window is displayed with
the current calibration, and if measured already, the recalibration curve.
After the measurement of the sample, the calculation of the uncorrected
concentration from absorbance/emission data is illustrated by red auxiliary
lines. If addition calibration is used, the converted calibration curve will be
displayed.

FURNACE

For graphite tube technique only.

CAMERA

Keeps the furnace camera’s photograph of the graphite furnace permanently
superimposed for viewing at the display screen, until the preset furnace
control temperature TEMPERATURE FOR SHUTTER TO OPEN has been reached (→
"Further furnace functions" pg. 124).
This allows you to directly watch as a sample droplet is deposited and
drying.

Option

Meaning

ALWAYS SAVE SPECTRA

Spectral data is always saved during measurement
independent of the set method parameters (METHOD / OUTPUT
window).

ATTACH DATE/TIME TO THE

Following a recalculation, the results are automatically
exported (→ "Options for continuous ASCII export" pg. 170).

RESULTS FILENAME

Following a recalculation, the results are automatically
exported (→ "Options for continuous ASCII export" pg. 170).

CONTINUOUS EXPORT DURING
REPROCESSING

Preserve the original measurement timestamps when
reprocessing the results data.

DO NOT UPDATE TIMESTAMP
WHEN REPROCESSING

READJUST WAVELENGTH BEFORE
EACH MEASUREMENT

UPDATE STRAYLIGHT DATA FOR
LINES BELOW:

CLEAN MIXING CHAMBER WHEN
FLAME IS EXTINGUISHED

Only for graphite tube
technique

If activated the wavelength is readjusted for each replcate
measurement. This improves precision (default is active).
Values for straylight leves are updated for lines below the
specified wavelength on a daily basis when a sequence is
started.
[RESET VALUES] updates values for straylight level values prior
to the next sequence.
The mixing chamber is cleaned when extinguishing the
flame.

OPTIONS

Description

TAKE-UP COMPONENTS

While the graphite tube cools down, the MPE takes up next
samples. This option may be used to accelerate a measuring
sequence.

DURING COOLING PHASE

BEEP AFTER END OF
COOLING PHASE

STOP AFTER
TRANSFORMER
OVERHEATING

A beep will sound as soon as the graphite tube has completely
cooled down.
Stops a running measurement program if active and if the
transformer for graphite tube technique was found to be in an
overheated state. The program will not continue in this case.
Interrupts a running program on detecting a transformer overheat
situation if disabled. Resumes the interrupted program after the
transformer has cooled down.
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FORMATION REQUIRED
AFTER OPENING FURNACE

ACTIVATE TUBE AND
DRYING DETECTION

If activated a message is displayed when starting a measurement
without tube formation after opening the furnace or switching on
the instrument.
The automatic detection of the graphite tube type and the
completion of the drying phase by the furnace camera is activated.
Activating this option requires restarting ASpect CS.

11.1.6 Options for optics purging
contrAA 800 only
In the window OPTIONS / OPTICS PURGING, select the parameters for the spectrometer
purging of the contrAA 800 with air or argon. The optics purging protoects the
spectrometer against contamination. Argon also improves the detection limits in the
short-wavelength UV range.
Option

Description

OPTICS PURGING

Select AIR or ARGON

ARGON STABILISATION TIME
[MIN]

Time required before a measurement can be started after
activation of the argon purging.

ARGON DRIVE OUT TIME
[MIN]

Time required before a measurement can be started after
finishing the argon purging.

11.1.7 General Settings for Calibration
In the window OPTIONS / CALIBRATION, define the general settings for calibration.
Option

Description

R INSTEAD OF R2(ADJ.) FOR
CALIB. DATA

If enabled, the correlation coefficient will be shown. By default,
the adjusted coefficient of determination is intended.

SHOW PREDICTION INSTEAD OF

If enabled, the prediction interval for the calibration will be
shownThe confidence interval is provided as a default.

CONFIDENCE INTERVAL

"AUTO" COMPARES WITH
QUADRATIC INSTEAD OF
RATIONAL FUNCTION

COMPUTE SLOPE FOR MEAN
CONC INSTAED OF 0

11.2

"auto" means the automatic selction of the type of calibration
function. If enabled, the quadratic function for comparison is
used. The default is the rational function.
If enabled, the slope of the calibration curve at the mean
concentration of the calibration range is calculated. By default,
the slope of the concentration 0 is calculated.

Cookbook
The cookbook gives a complete overview about the definable elements for the atom
absorption spectrometry and the appliance settings and analysis notes recommended
by Analytik Jena AG. When creating a method these data can be loaded as default
setting element and technique specifically. The database of the cookbook can however
also be called up separately.
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 Open the cookbook with the symbol
METHOD DEVELOPMENT  COOKBOOK.
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User Management
An optional software package for ASpect CS user management is available. It provides
extended functionality for operation of ASpect CS in accordance with the FDA
requirements on Electronic Records & Electronic Signatures (21 CFR Part 11).
The user management package allows for one administrator level and four user levels.
A user with ASpect CS administrator rights may perform any of the following action
with the help of this user management package:
 flexible system configuration (code word and login gidelines, audit trailing,
signatures, data directories)
 creation of a user level for each user with a stepped pattern of user rights
 assignment of code words for access to ASpect CS software
 assignment of personalized working directories for methods, sequences and results
to users
 inspection and exporting of created audit trail (events log sheet)
Once the user management package is installed and configured, the System menu
item in ASpect CS will be active. You can use this menu item to access one or more
desired functions of user identity management.
Any change in user data will be permanently saved in an encoded data base on exiting
a pertaining window.
In order to meet safety requirements, a Microsoft Windows 2000/XP operating system
with adequate configuration resources must be available. This applies to file access
rights and other setting actions of a kind that should be performed by an authorized
system administrator.

Note

12.1

Hierarchy and access to functions
The user identity management package provides for one administrator level and four
user levels.
The hierarchy structure for user levels is as follows:
Administrator > level 1> level 2 > level 3 > level 4.

Access to Aspect CS
functions

Administrator level
The user has full access rights to ASpect CS and to any function of user identity
management.
Level 1
Level 1 users have unlimited access to all Aspect CS functions, but are denied access to
user identity management.
Level 2
Same as level 1 users, except:
 Deletion of methods (M1 ID code)
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 Deletion of sequences (P1 ID code)
 Deletion of QC rule tabs (Q1 ID code)
 Deletion of results files (R1 ID code)
An ID code is used in advisory notes to operators.
Level 3
Same as level 2 users, except:
 Saving of methods (creating methods in a method data base) (M2 ID code)
 Saving of sequences (creating sequences in a sequence data base) (P2 ID code)
 Changes in records regarding wavelengths (W1 ID code)
Level 4
Same as level 3 users, except:
 Changes in method parameters (E1 ID code)
(users of this category can only load previously created methods and sequences and
perform measurement).
 ID code will be referred to in operating advice.
Function

ID
code

Work with user ID
management

Admin.

Level
1

Level
2

Level
3

Level
4

+

-

-

-

-

Delete methods

M1

+

+

-

-

-

Delete sequences

P1

+

+

-

-

-

Delete QC rule tabs

Q1

+

+

-

-

-

Delete results files

R1

+

+

-

-

-

Save methods

M2

+

+

+

-

-

Save sequences

P2

+

+

+

-

-

Make changes in wavelength
records

W1

+

+

+

-

-

Make changes in report
templates

L1

+

+

-

-

-

Make changes in methods

E1

+

+

+

+

-

Load methods and sequences

+

+

+

+

+

Peform measurement

+

+

+

+

+

*ID code is used in operating advice.

12.2

User Management setups
User management setups can be made by an ASpect CS user with administrator rights
as part of initial installation of the user ID management software package or at any
time thereafter.
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A so-called account is created for each user. An account contains a given user profile.
Where a user account is not required any longer, it can be disabled or inhibited. User
accounts cannot be deleted.
 Trigger a SYSTEM  USER MANAGEMENT menu command or launch user management
via an entry button of this name in the starting menu.
On completion of login procedures, the USER MANAGEMENT window will open.

Fig. 67

USER MANAGEMENT window

The window contains a list of registered user names with assigned passwords. It shows
the user profile details for a selected user in its right-hand subarea.
Indicator and control
elements

Option

Description

USERID

Login name of user

USER

Administrator, level 1 to level 4

E-SIGNATURE

YES:

User is authorized to electronically sign result
data.

NO:

User has no authorization for electronic
signature.

ACTIVE:

User name allowed for use (green circle).

DISABLED:

User name was disabled and cannot be used
(red circle).

PASSWORD

ACTIVE:

User login requires a code word (key)

PROTECTION

INACTIVE:

User login allowed without a code word (key
crossed out)

VALID UNTIL

UNLIMITED:

Password never expires.

DATE/DAYS:

User must change his/her password on expiry
of specified term.

STATUS

FULL NAME

Complete name of user
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DESCRIPTION
Control buttons

Optional description of user

[NEW ...]

Creates new user.
Opens the ADD USER DATA window.

[MODIFY ...]

Changes user data for a marked table line.
The MODIFY USER DATA window will open for a marked table line. The
same dialog screen may be called up by double-clicking the particular
table line.

[PREFERENCES...] Allows changes in user management configuration.
[AUDIT TRAIL.... Audit trail (events logsheet)
[EXIT]

Terminates this application.

12.2.1 Configuring user management
For configuration, the PREFERENCES window provides selection options as follows:
 Password policies
 Login and audit trail
 Signature meanings
 Selected data directories
1. Click onto [PREFERENCES...] in ASpect CS USER MANAGEMENT window.
The PREFERENCES window opens.
2. Select an option group you want to change from the left column.
These setups will be valid for newly created user accounts. They should therefore
be made following installation.
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On exiting the window with [OK], all setups will be saved, on selection of
[CANCEL], they modified settings will be discarded.

Button

Description

[DEFAULT
SETTINGS]

Sets the default settings (factory settings) for a given selection. The
settings for other areas will be unaffected.

ASpect CS

User Management

Login/password

Fig. 68

Setups for login and password policies

Login policies (for new user names)
Button

Description

NUMBER OF

Shows the number of invalid login attempts (max. 10).

LOGIN ATTEMPTS

On excession of the maximum allowed number, the ASpect CS session will
be terminated after a cetrain waiting time and must be restarted for
another login. An entry (warning) is added to the audit trail file.

DISABLE ACCOUNT

After exceeding the maximum number of invalid login attempts, the user
is locked. It is recommended to create an additional admin account, in
order to activate a blocked admin account if necessary. The AspectCS.ini
file (section [UsrMgmnt])may contain an unlock hint (e.g. email contact).

AFTER FAILED
LOGIN ATTEMPTS

MINIMUM USER
NAME LENGTH

Defines the minimum prescribed number of characters for a newly created
user name
Maximum number of characters: 10

Password policies (for new user names)
Option

Description

ENFORCE LOGIN WITH

A password must be assigned to newly created user names.

PASSWORD

PASSWORD WITH
LETTERS AND

Only passwords consisting of letters and numeric characters can be
assigned. This policy equally applies to changes in password.

NUMBERS

PASWORD AND USER
ID MUST BE

Only passwords which are different from the respective user name will
be accepted. This policy equally applies to changes in password.

DIFFERENT

"USER MUST CHANGE
ASSWORD AT NEXT
LOGON!" IS ACTIVE

For newly created users, the Change password at next logon! checkbox
will be turned on by default. The user will be prompted to change
his/her password when logging in to ASpect CS for the next time.
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PASSWORD EXPIRES
IN ...DAY(S)

On expiry of a preset term, the user will be prompted to change his/her
password when logging in to ASpect CS. The password is then extended
by a term as set in Policies. This value is then acknowledged as a
template that can be modified for other single users (max. 999 days).

Minimum length
of password

Designates the minimum required number of characters for a newly
created password; number of characters: 3 to 10

Folders

Fig. 69

Setups for paths

The ASpect-CS working directory and the audit trail directory provide specification
options.
Paths
Button

Description

ASPECT-

Working directory of Aspect CS.

WORKING
DIRECTORY

The working directory contains a data base of methods and sequences and
results files. The working directory was defined as part of ASpect CS
installation and may be changed at this point.

AUDIT TRAIL

Path of audit trail file.
This path may be changed.

USER DATABASE

Path of user data base.
This path may only be changed with the help of the installation program.

[AJ FILE
PROTECTION]
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Check the status of the file protection. The optional AJ FILE PROTECTION
protects files against intentional ans unintentional data manipulation, e.g.
by detecting or changing data. The button is only active when the file
protection is installed.
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Fig. 70

Settings for audit trail data

Options

Description

INACTIVE (NO ENTRIES)

No entries will be added to the audit trail file (event log sheet).

ACTIVE

Entries will be added to the audit trail file (event log sheet).

ALLOW MEASURING

When active, this checkbox allows a measurement to be triggered in
ASpect CS only if a method was loaded and no change was made in
this method since it was saved for the last time.

ONLY WITH SAVED
METHODS

CALIBRATION VALIDITY
PERIOD

If enabled, the calibration period is monitored. If the calibration has
expired, the sequence for user level 3 and 4 cannot be started. A
message is displayed for the other levels.

Signatures

Fig. 71

Editing of signature meanings

Edit list of signature meanings
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This list shows those signature meanings that are selectable for signing. The signature
meanings can be selected for the use of different user levels.
Button

Description

ADD

Adds a signature meaning, e.g. created, reviewed, approved (max. 30 characters).

MODIFY

Changes a signature meaning that was marked in the list.

DELETE

Deletes a signature meaning that was marked in the list.

12.2.2 Creating a new user account
Only users with administrator access rights are authorized to create a new user
account.
1. Click the [NEW] button in the USER MANAGEMENT window, in order to create a new
user account.
The ADD USER DATA window appears.

Fig. 72

Editing of user data

The input fields in this window provide setting options as follows:
Option

Description

USER ID

The name that is required for a user to log in.
No checks are made for capital and small lettering. The minimum name
length depends on configuration settings made in LOGIN/PASSWORD (→
"Configuring user management" pg. 178 et seq.).
Max. length: 32 characters

FULL NAME

Full name of user. This name will serve as a constituent of the
electronic signature.
Max. length: 30 characters
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DESCRIPTION

A field for note or comment text. Entry is optional.

USER LEVEL

User level
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PASSWORD...

Opens a dialog screen for password entry.
Max. password length: 20 characters
The minimum length and other password policy rules may be
configured (→ "Configuring user management" pg. 178 et seq.).
Capital lettering and small lettering are distinguished for passwords. If
the password dialog is acknowledged without a password entry, the
password protection will be canceled.
KEY icon:
Password protection is active.
KEY CROSSED OUT icon:
User name uses no password.

PASSWORD NEVER

Password will remain valid for unlimited time if this box is active.

EXPIRES

If it was disabled, the given password will expire within a preset term.
The specified value is sourced from password policies. A user may also
extend his/her password in advance.

USER-SPECIFIC DATA
PATH

If active, this box will create the user’s own working directory in this
format: \ASpect-Working directory\User name.
As part of an initial login to ASpect CS the appropriate directory
structure will be created.

USE E-SIGNATURE

Allows the user to electronically sign for measured results if active.

VIEW AUDIT TRAIL

If activated, the user can view the audit trail in the application (menu
item SYSTEM  AUDIT TRAIL).

DISABLE USER ID

Prohibits the use of a user name if active.
User names can be temporarily disabled. A disabled (as opposed to a
removed) user name cannot be reassigned to another newly created
user.

USER MUST CHANGE
PASSWORD AT NEXT

Will prompt the user to change his/her password as the next ASpect CS
session is triggered.

LOGON

2. Click [OK] to confirm all features of a newly created user account.

12.2.3 Modifying a previously created user account
 To select a user account you want to modify, click this account in the table of the
USER MANAGEMENT dialog window, then click the [MODIFY] button.
The EDIT USER DATA window with selected accounts will open (→ "Creating a new user
account" pg. 182).

12.3

Viewing and exporting Audit Trail
An audit trail file keeps track of certain system events and any warning or error
message that occurred during an ASpect CS session.
 Click [AUDIT TRAIL...] in the User Management window
or:
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Select the SYSTEM  AUDIT TRAILmenu
command in Aspect CS.
The audit trail can now be:
 viewed
 updated
 filtered and sortet
 printed
 copied for backup purposes before final deletion (only if Audit Trail was called up
from the USER MANAGEMENT window)
 exported as a "*.csv" file (only if Audit Trail was called up from the USER
MANAGEMENT window)

Note

The size of an audit trail file has no influence on system speed. However, for a file size
of 20 MB and beyond, a note will be displayed, prompting you to archive this file and
delete your entries.

Fig. 73

AUDIT TRAIL window selected in USER MANAGEMENT window

The following parameters are documented in an audit trail file:
Button

Description

TYPE

Indicates the type of an event
An audit trail keeps track of the following types of events and marks these
with symbols: INFO, WARNING, ERROR, LOGIN and LOGOUT
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DATE/TIME

Designates the date and exact time of an entry (PC watch)

TIME ZONE

Indicates the time zone to which the time of an entry is referenced (Windows
system control)
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NAME

Describes an event, for details refer to DESCRIPTION field:
LOGIN: Logs in
LOGOUT/EXIT: Terminates an application
ADD/CHANGE/DELETE: Edits methods, sequences and user data
PWDCHG: Allows changes in password
RUN: Triggers an analytical sequence
PRINT: Prints trailer file
SIGN: For signing of results
#nnnn: Error number

CAT.

Shows the category of an event.
"USRMGMNT" is the category used to mark those entries made in User
Management. All other categories will be entered by ASpect CS.

Updating an audit trail

OPERATOR

Designates the user in login state at the moment of an entry.

DESCRIPTION

Provides more detail about the cause of an entry.

You may use [REFRESH] to update the list of entries in an audit trail.
This may be necessary if further entries were added to a previously created audit trail
display.

Filter, sort and print the
audit trail

Button

Description

[FILTER ...]

Opens the window for selecting the filter conditions
Substrings are searched for by default. Activate the selection MATCH WHOLE
for an exact word search. Confirm the settings with [OK].

WORD

The active filter is also taken into account by the print and export function.

Exporting Audit Trail

[RESET
FILTER]

Displays all records

[PRINT]

Starts printing or PDF export

(this function is only available in User Management)
Audit trail entries can be exported to a CSV file (comma separated values). This format
is supported by MS Excel (among others).
1. Click [EXPORT] to open the EXPORT AUDIT TRAIL dialog field.
2. Select an option for exporting:
Button

Description

[ALL RECORDS]

Completely exports audit trail file to CSV file.

[ONLY RECORDS
FROM TO]

Exports only such entries to a CSV file, which were made within a
specified period of time “from / to”.

3. Use [OK] to open the SAVE AS standard window.
4. Type in a name, then save your export file with [OK].
The audit trail file will be unchanged after exporting.
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Changing a password
Depending on his/her user account settings, a user may or may have to change his/her
password at regular intervals.
1. Select the SYSTEM  CHANGE PASSWORD menu command in Aspect CS.
The CHANGE PASSWORD dialog screen
opens.
2. Enter your previous password at the input field, then enter the new password twice
and click [OK].
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On successful entry, a “Password changed“ message will appear.

Electronic signatures
ASpect CS allows users to electronically sign up for their result data provided the given
user has authorization to USE E-SIGNATURE (→ "Creating a new user account" pg. 182). A
signature will close work on a particular file so changes in this file made at a later point
in time will cause an invalid signature state.
A sign-up procedure will encode a given file and assign to this file a signed state and
the data of the signing user. In addition, an encoded signature file of identical name
(same as results file) will be created, except that this signature file carries a *.sig data
extention. It contains the checksums of the related results file, including those of (if
included) a spectrum file.
A file may be signed by more than one user.

12.5.1 Signing measured results
A file of measured results may be sealed with an electronic signature by one or more
users authorized to do so on completion of measurement or when this file is loaded at
some later point in time.
 Select the SYSTEM  SIGN OFF RESULTS menu command in Aspect CS.
The SIGN OFF dialog screen opens.
Button

Description

USER ID

The login name of a current user.
A user ID may be modified to facilitate signing by more users (max. 32
characters).

PASSWORD

Code word of a user (max. 20 characters).

MEANING

The measning of a signature, for example, Created, Reviewed, Approved.
To define a list of signature meanings is the responsibility of the User
Management administrator (→ "Configuring user management" pg. 178).

COMMENT
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For optional comment (max. 256 characters)
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[SIGN OFF]

Signs a given document with any settings it contains.
After actuation of [Sign off], you will be asked if this signature is granted or if
the process is to be aborted. Successful granting of a signature will be
confirmed.

Fig. 74

Dialog screen for measured data sign off

12.5.2 Displaying signatures
A print preview of signed result data includes a SIGNATURES section that is attached to
the end of the related log sheet. This section contains all electronic signatures
belonging to the particular file.

Fig. 75

Print preview with signature section

Option

Description

ISSUED BY

States the full user name and ID user of the individual who signed this file.
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SIGNED

Date/time of signature granting

ON:

STATUS

The signature state may take on one of the following meanings:
VALID

Signature and result data are complete and correct.
Calculated checksums of a file reveal no variance against
the checksums contained in the signature file at the
moment of signing.

INVALID (SIGNATURE FILE MISSING OR INVALID)
Failure to find signature file that belongs to data set or
signature file contains faults.
INVALID (TPS DATA)
Results file was modified following signature.
Comparison between newly calculated checksums and
previously saved checksums reveals variances.
INVALID (SPK DATA)
A file with raw spectrum data was modified after being
signed. Comparison between newly calculated
checksums and previously saved checksums reveals
variances.
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13.1

Overview of markings used in the display of values

13.2

Remark

Meaning

Values

Output

> Cal

The mean value is larger than the working
range of the calibration curve.

Mean
values

Sequence and
results window

< Cal

The mean value is smaller than the working
range of the calibration curve.

Mean
values

Sequence and
results window

< LOD

The value is smaller than the limit of detection.

Mean
values

Sequence and
results window

< LOQ

The value is smaller than the limit of
determination and larger than the limit of
detection.

Mean
values

Sequence and
results window

RSD!

The mean value of sample or standard is
outside the range of the specified relative
standard deviation.

Mean
values

Sequence and
results window

RR!

The mean value of sample or standard is
outside the range of the specified relative
range.

Mean
values

Sequence and
results window

Factor!

Limit of recalibration factor for the calibration
curve was exceeded

Calibration
curve

Sequence and
results window

R2(adj.)
or R

The quality of regression R2(adj.) or R
(depending of the entries in the OPTION /
CALIBRATION window) of the calibration curve
falls below the specified value.

Calibration
curve

Sequence and
results window

#MAN.

The single value of sample or standard was
manually excluded from the calculation of the
mean value.

Single
values

Single values
window

#COR.

The single value of sample or standard was
automatically excluded from the calculation of
mean values by the Grubbs outlier test

Single
values

Single values
window

Calibration
curve window

Description of the algorithms used for spectral background correction

13.2.1 General
Spectral background correction is performed separately for every individual spectrum.
The measurement delivers a time-resolved absorbance signal with a number of
absorbance values that depends on the read time.
For every evaluation pixel (METHOD – EVALUATION window, EVAL. PIXELS column), an
individual absorbance value is calculated and summed up over the number of
evaluation pixels.
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Depending on the AAS technique used, a peak-integrated, area-integrated or mean
value is calculated from the absorbance signal.

13.2.2 Background correction “without reference”
Calculation of the
reference value

The reference value is formed by averaging of the statically set pixels of the measuring
range. If no static pixels have been set, averaging covers all pixels of the measuring
range, excluding a range of +/-10 pixels around the measurement pixel. A separately
measured reference spectrum is not needed.

Calculation of absorbance
spectra

Abscorr=lg(I0/Ipeak)
I0 – Mean value of the pixels within the slit, excluding the measurement pixel +/10 pixels.
Ipeak – Measurement pixel

Limits

Flame and other molecule structures that would be covered by a separate reference
spectrum are not compensated. Due to the inhomogeneous CCD illumination, the
absorbance spectrum may have a falling or a rising baseline.
This correction corresponds to the broadband D2 correction of line AAS.

13.2.3 Background correction "with reference"
Calculation of the
reference value

The individual absorbance spectra are calculated from the single spectra of the sample
and the medium normalized reference spectrum. The medium normalized reference
spectrum is obtained by dividing the areas (sums) of the individual reference spectra
by the area of the mean-value reference spectrum (normalized). Afterwards, the
normalized single spectra are averaged once more.

Calculation of absorbance
spectra

Due to the fluctuations of light source and atomizer, the obtained absorbance spectra
exhibit more or less sloping and curved baselines with different offset values.
Therefore, in a further step, a baseline is fitted for every single spectrum. For this
purpose, BG (background) correction points are set, through which a polynomial is
drawn. The fitting polynomial maximally is a second degree polynomial. The degree is
determined based on the number and the distribution of the correction points. BG
correction points lying apart by less than 10 pixels are united to a group.
The fitted baseline is subtracted from the absorbance spectra. Subsequently, the
absorbance value can be determined directly.
The BG correction points can be set either statically or dynamically (automatically):
Static:
The BG correction points are set manually or from a list in the range of center pixel +/0.5 x measuring range.
Dynamic:
The BG correction points are found by an algorithm.
 Aim: Identification of those pixels that do not significantly differ from baseline
noise. To this end, the gradients of the observed pixel to the +/-3 neighboring
pixels are calculated and tested for gradient change.
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The BG correction points of the single spectra are summarized. If a certain BG
correction pixel is found with a defined frequency, this pixel will be used as BG
correction point for the mean-value spectrum.
 Side conditions: If all BG correction points lie on one side of the measurement pixel,
an error message will be output. In the case of one-sided correction, the
extrapolation of the polynomial may lead to large errors. The correction point
algorithm will detect a gradient only if the absorbance difference between four
adjacent pixels exceeds a defined amount (>2E-4/pixel).
 The range of the measurement pixel +/- 10 pixels is excluded from the search.

Limits

The algorithm used has fundamental problems with overlapping structures extending
over the entire range of the spectral slit, as in this case no region is dominated from
baseline noise. Here, a dynamic fit of frequency is carried out, i.e. the decision criterion
is gradually relaxed. If this does not result in a sufficient number of BG correction
points, static pixels will be set, which are saved in the line table as presetting.

13.2.4 Background correction "IBC"
The IBC background correction (IBC= iterative baseline correction) is based on filtering
the intensity spectra. Background structures which are broader than the analyte peak
are eliminated. The algorithm is suited for complex spectral backgrounds.
IBC-m is a special filter algorithm used when either analyzing broad molecular
absorptions or in cases when analyte lines are in close vicinity of broad molecular
absorptions.

13.2.5 Spectrum subtraction (correction of permanent structures)
Application

Multivariate correction of flame structures and other interferences existing in
reference and sample spectra at different intensities

Assumptions

 The sum spectrum is the weighted sum of the spectra of the pure substances and
the noise.
 Other wavelength regions (e.g. additional analyte bands that do not exist in the
correction spectrum) do not exist, or they are excluded.
 No or only very little wavelength shifts between sample and correction spectrum as
these lead to artifacts.
The flame structure spectrum is calculated from the reference spectrum according to
Abscorr=lg(I0/I0-Offset); for further molecule corrections, the spectra of the pure
substances are required.
The basis for the calculation is the multivariate classical calibration:
y=X*b+e

m – Number of wavelengths/pixel
n – Number of pure substance spectra
y – Sum spectrum (mx1)
X – Matrix of pure substance spectra (mxn)
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b – Coefficient vector
b(estimated)=X+y with X+=(X’*X)-1X’*y (pseudo inverse)
The product of pure substance spectrum and coefficient can then be subtracted from
the sample spectrum:
yN= xN-Σ(bixi), with i = 1 ... except N (index of the spectrum of interest)

13.3

Working with Correction Spectra in ASpectCS Software
No extra sub-system is required for background correction in HR-CS AAS operating
mode. The system is equipped with a CCD line of 200 pixels that are equivalent to 200
simultaneously and independently working detectors. Some of these detectors which
are located on either side of an analytical line are selected and used for corrective
purposes by software tools. Any change in radiation intensity, which is found to affect
all correction pixels to an identical degree, will be automatically corrected. This
includes, for example, variations in lamp emission as much as any continuous
background absorption.
Events of discontinuous background absorption, which may be due to direct
overlapping of a line with a matrix element or cases of fine-structured absorption of
molecules, can be mathematically removed with the help of reference spectra
(correction spectra). This User Guide describes the procedure that is required to
determine correction spectra and compile corrective models in an AspectCS software
session.

13.3.1 Initial Situation
Working in the METHOD window with EVALUATION tab selected, WITH REFERENCE must be
active for background correction and DYNAM. for adaptation. In addition, functions SAVE
WITH RESULTS: METHOD and SPECTRA must be active in the OUTPUT tab.
Perform one reference measurement and one trial measurement for flame technique,
perform only one trial measurement for graphite tube technique. Double-click (with
left mouse-key) the results display field of the trial measurement screen to open the
related individual sample values. A click onto [SHOW SPECTRUM] will display the
pertaining spectra.
Once you have reached this display screen, you can decide if the analyte signal is
compromised by line overlap effects of matrix elements or by absorption of molecules.
Note
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Example
The zinc line at 213.857 nm may be compromised by NO molecular bands or an iron
line (see diagram view). NO molecular bands may be caused, among other reasons, by
high concentration of HNO3 in a sample solution.

13.3.2 Determining Correction Spectra
1. Measure the various matrix components that cause spectral overlaps now.
Note

The concentration values of matrix components need not necessarily match those in
the respective samples. But concentration values must be high enough for mean-value
spectra to clearly show extinction values. As a compulsory precondition for correct
spectral correction, only one component may be measured as pure substance at a time.
Example
For a zinc line that is overlapped by HNO3 and iron, an HNO3 solution of higher
concentration (e.g. by 5%) and an iron solution (some hundred milligrams per liter)
will be measured as sample.
2. On completion of measurement, double-click the results list to display the
individual readings and double-click the [SHOW SPECTRUM] button to display the
various spectra.
3. Select [CORR. SPECTRUM] to save the mean-value spectrum of a matrix component as
correction spectrum.
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4. Assign a name to the spectrum in question and complete this process by selecting
[SAVE]. For testing the model the check box TEST MODEL (NO SAVE PROMPT) can be
selected.
5. Repeat these working steps for each matrix component.

13.3.3 Compiling a Correction Model
1. Double-click the results list to display the individual readings of the sample being
analyzed and click [SHOW SPECTRUM] to display that sample’s spectral display graph.
2. Activate the MODEL option now.
3. Select [NEW/MODIFY MODEL] to open the Spectral corrections window.
The sample spectrum appears.
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4. Use the [ADD] button to open a selection screen of previously saved correction
spectra.
5. Use a mouse-click to select a correction spectrum and complete this process by
clicking [LOAD].
6. Repeat these working steps for each individual correction spectrum.

7. Activate the HIGHLIGHT CORRECTED SPECTRUM option in order to check the resulting
sample spectrum for absence of overlap effects.
8. For testing the model select the check box TEST MODEL (NO SAVE PROMPT) and return
with [CLOSE] tot he window SPECTRA.
Note! The model is not saved!
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9. Select again [NEW/MODIFY MODEL] to open the SPECTRAL CORRECTIONS window. Click
[SAVE] to open the window for saving a correction model. Assign a name to the
model you want to save and complete this process by selecting [SAVE].

Note

By clicking the [MASK.] button and keeping the left mouse-key depressed at the same
time, you can mark certain ranges of a spectrum you want excluded from calculation of
a correction model. By default, the analyte line range is masked (pixels 92 to 110).
More ranges may have to be masked in cases where no pure substances were available
for determination of correction spectra and where impurities may occur in varying
portions.

13.3.4 Integration of a Correction Model into a Method
1. Open the current METHOD screen (via

icon), then open the EVALUATION tab.

2. Select SPECTRAL CORRECTIONS in this screen to open the related window.
3. Select a desired MODEL in the analyte line dialog field and exit this window via
[OK].

Once a method has been saved, all subsequent measurements using this method will
integrate and follow this generated correction model. Previous measurements can also
be re-calculated with the help of this method so no new measurement is required.

13.4

Storage locations of ASpect CS files
The folders used for file storage differ depending on the installation options and the
Windows version used. The default folders are listed below. The folders used by the
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current installation are displayed in the OPTIONS window, Tab FOLDERS (→" Save paths"
p. 169).

Working directory (and
subfolders)

Application data (and
subfolders)

Program

Drive:>Users>Public>Documents>Analytik Jena>Aspect CS
Type

Folder

Files

Results

C:\Users\Public\Documents\Analytik
Jena\ASpectCS\<Technique>\Results

*.tps – results list;
*.spk – spectral
data

Method, sequence
and spectral
correction data

C:\Users\Public\Documents\Analytik
Jena\ASpectCS\<Technique>\meth

*.tps

Optimization results
(e.g. optimization of
furnace program)

C:\Users\Public\Documents\Analytik
Jena\ASpectCS\<Technique>\opt

*.tps

Default parameters

C:\Users\Public\Documents\Analytik
Jena\ASpectCS\<Technique>\tables

*.dat

Sample ID files, units
data and exported
files (CSV)

C:\Users\Public\Documents\Analytik
Jena\ASpectCS\user

*tps; *.csv

Report template

C:\Users\Public\Documents\Analytik
Jena\ASpectCS\user\Reports

*.lst – template;
*.jpg- preview,

Options and
adjustment value

C:\Users\Public\Documents\Analytik
Jena\ASpectCS

*.cfg; *.ini

Drive:>ProgramData>Analytik Jena >AspectCS
Type

Folder

Files

Lines list

C:\ProgramData\Analytik
Jena\ASpectCS\<Technique>\tables

lines.dat

Instrument data and
predefined
comments

C:\ProgramData\Analytik Jena\ASpectCS

*.dat;*.tps

User management
and audit trail data

C:\ProgramData\Analytik
Jena\ASpectCS\UserMgmt

usrlrv.tps – User
management;
Evntlog*.tps audit
trail

Drive:>Program files>Analytik Jena >AspectCS or
Drive:>Program files (x86)>Analytik Jena >AspectCS
Type

Folder

Files

Instrument and
system configuration

C:\Program Files (x86)\ASpectCS

AspectCS.ini

Technique: FL - flame; EA – graphite furnace ; EAS – graphite furnace with solid
samples; HS - hydride; HF - HydrEA
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Before a complete restore (application and data) the ASpect CS installation has to be
executed.

Note for displaying
folders and file
extensions
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Some folders may be hidden folders, also the display of file extensions may be inactive.
If necessary, change the Folder Options (tab VIEW) in Windows Explorer to view the
file, folders, and extensions.
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Index
?
? menu
Contents and Index 7
Search 7

A
Absorbance measurement 37
Adjust autosampler AS 51/52s 137
Ashing 115
Atomize 115
Autosampler
graphite tube technique 29
Solid analytics 32
Autosampler AS 51/52s
Dosing speed 134
Insertion depth 134
Autosampler MPE 60
Adjustment 148
Depth adjustment 144
Dosing speed 144
Insertion depth 144
Autosampler SSA 600
Depth adjustment 144
Autosampler window 130, 139
Autosamplers
Flame technique 26
Hydride and HydrEA techniques. 26

B
Background correction 81
Burner
Function test 106
Buttons
generally used 8

C
Calbratione curve
LOD/LOQ tab 94
Parameters tab 94
Residual tab 94
Calibration
Delete Standard 94
Calibration table
Automatic preparation 42
Manual preparation 41
Cleaning
controlled 28, 30

D
Depth correction
MPE 60 143
Dosing speed
MPE 60 143

E
Edit menu
Column titels 166
Column Titles 166
Copy 9
Copy all columns 166
Copy visible columns only (Strg+C) 166
Insert 9
Select All 166
Energy 103
Enrichment step 116
Extras menu
Data 159
Extras menu command
Data 155

F
File menu
Delete / Sequence 162
File menu
Delete / Method 162
Exit 6
New Method 13
Open results 70
Open Results... 76
Print/Report 155
Save  Method... 13
Start Offline 70
File menu command
Print/Active window 157
Print/Active Window 156
Report design mode 157
Flame
Adjustment 106
Automatic optimization 110
Manual optimization 109
Flame window 106
Furnace program
Graphic 122
Trial run 122
Furnace Program
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Furnace window 113

G
Gas adaption 115
Graphit tube
Coating 123
Graphite tube
Clean 125
Graphite tube
Sensor error 126
Graphite tube furnace
Format 125
Graphite tube lifetime 124
Graphs 9

H
Hydride system
Cleaning 126
Heating the cell 128
Initialize 126
Loading 126
Window 126

I
Injection step 116
Integration mode 15
Intensity 103

L
Limits of detection 94
Limits of determination 94
Line identification 84
Line/Wavelength file 104
Lines
User-defined 17
Lines/wavelength file
View 163
Lists 9

M
Menu command Edit
Clear Results Table 76
Copy 63
Paste 63
Save selection 166
Menu command Extras
Data 162
Data... 161, 164
Options... 167
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Menu command File
Main Settings 11
New Sample Information File 59
New Sequence... 53
Open method... 14
Open Sample Information File 59
Open Sequence .... 54
Print / Report... 76
Save / Sample Information... 59
Save / Sequence 53
Menu command Method Development
Hydride... 126
Sample ID... 59
Sequence... 53
Spectrometer... 100
Menu command Routine
Extinguish flame 112
Reprocess... 68
Run Selected Sequence Row... 68
Wash 91
Menu command System
Audit Trail 184
Menu command System: 177
Method Development menu
Calibration 92
Flame... 106
Furnace.. 113
Method... 13
QC... 96
Method development menu command
Autosampler... 130, 139, 150
MPE 60 autosampler
Align to graphite tube 146

O
Offline mode 6

P
Pyrolyse 115

Q
QC chart
prep.period 98
QC charts
display 98
Parameters 97

R
Result window
Solid tab 75
Routine menu
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Continue 67
Start Sequence 66
Stop 67

S
Sample moisture 61
Scientific Mode 168
Solid analytics 12
Solid autosampler window 150
Solution analytics 12
Spectrometer window
Opening 100
Stock standards
define manually 42
System menu
Change Password 186
Sign off results 186

T
Temperature-time program 113
Thermal furnace overheating 115
Thermal pretreatment 116

U
User management
Account 177
User Management
Hierarchy 175
User profile 177

V
View menu
Close Display Windows 66
Detail results... 77
Open Display Windows 66
Update result list 70

W
Washing
AS 52s 28
MPE 60 31
Window menu
Cascade 67
Tile horizontal 67
Tile vertical 67
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